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Turn to the seventh ch. of Isaiah rather the sixth chapter

In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw also the Lord . . . (reading

text through v.13). Now I expect that most of you understood fairly

well most of what I read. But I would be surprised if there are many

of you who have much understanding of what that 13th verse means. Yet

it is a part of the Scripture and all Scripture is important. We are

here to learn how to present the Scripture to God's people, and how

o Ireach those who do not know the Lord with God's message. Our primary

emphasis at BST is in learning to undertand what the Word of God means.

There is great value in learning how to deal with people, learning how

to handle problems, learning how to reach new people, learning a great

many practical things that are useful and vital and important in

Christian work and we don't want to understate the importance of these

various things in the least. But our primary feeling is that the most

important thing for one who is going to serve the Lord is to be able

to understand His Word. So that's what we put primary emphasis on here

--to learn to understand God's Word.

You can't expect to understand the mind of the infinite God in a

few minutes, hours, or years! You certainly will not understand every

thing in the. Bible when you graduate from BST. But what we try to do is

give you the tools. We try to give you an understanding of right methods

of approaching Scripture. An understanding of the language used in

Scripture; an understanding of the principles of interpretation, and to

oqare some of the Scriptures dealing with some of the most important

aspects of God's truth, in our course in Sys. Theology so you will be

getting a firm foundation in those things that are absolutely clearly

taught in the Word. But there are many other things in the Word you

will not get to here at all. After you get out no matter what kind of
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wrok you're doing for the Lord, there are going to be problems that will
come up,. new issues, new ideas, new attitudes that God has the answer
for in His Word. Maybe nobody has properly understood it but if you
have tools you can find the answer, you. can see what God's answer
is to new problems and situations as they arise.

We find the human tendency which finds expression in all
religious groups is to take a few truths, maybe a few very definite
vital truths, but to take these few truths and build a whole system
out of them, and to find your answer to these various problems as
it relates to these truths. Yet in the group of truths you have
there may be certain that are widely tought that arn't so true,
and upon those you may be building that which is false. So we believe
in testing everything by the Word of Gèd. We do not think we should
build our faith on what somebody has said, what some school has said
or what some professor has said or what some denomination has said,
or what some great thinker has said, but upon what we personally with
our own careful study find taught in the Word of God. So we are par
ticularly interested in BST in this objective.

Of course this objective alone is not enough. You have to be
able to present the Word so it gets into perple's hearts. Merely to know it
does not necessarily serve the Lord in any effective way. There are
various pactical aspects which are very important, but that which
we consider supremely important is this matter of understanding the
Word of God and learning to find new truths in it.

This morning our purpose is not understanding the Word, this is
not a class. This is a devotional as we begin our orientation, and
our emphasis will be primarily devotional, but it should be devotional
in everything we do. We dan't put our study on one side and our
devotional life on the other side. Our devotion should be based on
the Word, and our study should be shot through with loyalty to Christ
and determination to follow Him! We cannot separate the two. But
our emphasis this morning is on applying the Word to our hearts.

So we look at the beginning of this ch. and find something that
is very queer. Isa. said, he saw the Lord sitting upon a throne
high and lifted up and his train filled the temple. We was Isaiah
when he saw this? It doesn't say. It is easy to imply that when it
says "his train filled the temple' he was in the temple. That is an
implication, but many scholars think it is a false implication. Many
think this means Isa. had a vision and in the vision he saw the Lord
in the temple. Others think Isa. was like the Apostle Paul who was for
three days in the presence of God and saw things it is not proper for
man to utter, thtat Isa. was taken up into the heavenly temple and
there he saw the Lord. Now we cannot be dogmatic. The passage does not
say where Isa. was. But if you meet somebody today and he tells you he
saw the Lord high and lifted up and sitting on a throne and his ttaa train
was filling the temple, what is your reaction apt to be? Our reaction
is apt to be that the fellow is a little bit off! We are apt to think
he is one of these queer cranks who gets queer ideas.
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Unfortunately human nature is such that it is very very easy for
us to get queer ideas. It's easy for us to get strange visions and it
is easy for Satan and forces of evil when a man who is serving the Lord
is tired and perhaps a little discouraged, it is easy for Satan and
the forces of evil to give him some sort of a vision that maybe won't
lead him into utter wickedness, but will lead him away from the path
the Lord wants him to take.

So when people tell us they have a vision like this today, we
are apt to be very skeptical, and it is right we should be. Now I
don't say, Nobody can have a vision like this today that is given them
by the Lord. I don't say God may not do this today just as he did to
Isaiah, but I say it is extremely unlikely, so unlikely that I'm very
very skeptical especially when someone says he's had a vision and
is given truth in that way!

Now human nature being what it is and phe power of darkness being
what it is, what God permits them to exercise in this present age, that
being the case, God came to sinful man and gave us His Word. In old
times God spoke to Isaiah this way. And God spoke to Abraham and
Jacob and Moses and gave them these messages. These men may have been
deceived at times by Satan. They k may have been misled. They may have
said things or done things that were contrary to God's will, but God
caused these men to lead these men to write down in his book exactly
that which God wanted all future ages to have as God's means of speaking
to us.

So when someone says to you, I've had a great vision from the Lord
that you go and do such and such, you can be very skeptical. But when
you find something clearly taught in the Word of God you can stand upon
it, God used these means in those days of speaking. God spoke to Isa.
and these men and many other people of the time thought they were cranks
and many would not listen to them, and some of them were kicked around.
Some think Isa. was martyred. But God caused that that which lie wanted
us to have was written up and preseved for our day.

So we have here this record which is very important for us to know
how God gave His word in those days, but seldom if ever does he do it that
way today because we have His Word through which He speaks. But we also
do learn this that what Isaiah saw was very real. There is a supernatural
world, there is a world beyond our reach while we are in these bodies.
I say while we are in these bodies. When I hear somebody dayz say that
a man was buried or that some man had something happen to him when they
are speaking of the body, I always think that is only a manner of speaking.
This body is a house; it is a tool; it si a means God has permitted us
o hve for 20 years or 30 yrs. for 100 yrs. maybe, but in the light of
eternity it is a mighty small time, that we have this particular body.
It is a wonderful useful body. But in and through this body, God permits
us to effect - - affect the world in which we live and we are affected
by it. And outside of what we can see and reach there is a whole supernatural
world which is far more important than what is in this physical world. IL
It exists and we are the emmisaries, we are God's representatives in
carrying His message to this world.
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A book has been written recently on Angels as God's Secret Agents
which I believe has sold a million and a half copies. There is great
interest in the supernatural. The bible tells us a considerable a=unt
the supernatural, but there is a great deal it does not tell us. Does
this mean that this particular things that Isaiah saw are physically
existent somewhat like our bodies are and like this room is? Or are
these symbols of greater truthswhichwe could not express?

You talk to someone who is color blind and you try to explain
to him the beauty of sunset, and you're just talking into the air.
He has no idea what you are talking about. You talk to a person who
has never experienced a certain aspect of life and he can't get the
concept of it, and the supernatural is so far beyond anything we can
imagine or think of that God often has to use figurative speech to
convey to us something of an idea of it, something of an understanding of
it. Yet what he says is real, it's true whether it be exactly the way
those words would mean dto us now. But this we know, Isaiah saw some
thing that gave him a realization and understanding of the great super
natural universe which is far greater than anything we can see. The
things we can see are temporat, but the things that are unseen are eternal!
But you get out into the world, and you talk to people about the Lord.
How easy it is for people to forget all about the Lord and these things
because they see these little things f flesh and blood, their hunger
their tiredness, the little pleasures they have loom so big that the
great supernatural verities are quite forgotten.

You don't work much in Christian work before you begin to wonder
how people can be so blind, how they can take such an attitude. But
let me tell you, everyone of us fall into that attitude and does it
frequently. We ourselves, we speak and give a message praising God,
presenting His truth, and half an hour later we're so overcome by
tiredness, by hunger, by some of the little natural things of human
life that they loom so big for us, that's its like going from one
room into another. Sin has a grip on every portion of our being. Thank
God if you believe in Christ as Saviour, He has cleansed us from all
the guilt of sin, but Oh the power of sin is still there and it's mighty
strong, within everyone of us. ve want constantly to look to Chirst
to cleanse us and to see the things that are eternal so big that the
little things of this life won't shut them out from us.

Now Isaiah had this marvellous vision of the glory of God. You
read the books of great mystics and they tell you how they saw the
great vision of the glory of God and they were transported with escaty
and joy, but that's not Isaiah's reaction. But look at v. 5. 'Woe is
me ...Isaiah did not say, Isn't this marvellous. Look what I see!
Look at this marvellous glimpse of the supernatural! Isaiah said, Woe is
me for I am undone. For I am a man of unclean lips and I dwell in the
m idst of a people of unclean lips for mine eyes have seen the King the
Lord of hosts!" There you see something of the difference between the
true vison of God and fake visions of God. Isaiah's YNOUR response
when he saw God's glory was to see XXX his own sinfulness and to feel
that he was undone because he was so wicked and unworthy though he probably
was one of the best of people of the age. The drunkard, the murderer,
the man the deepest in sin, let us think of him as being down by the
floor here and anyone of us if we're half way up to the platform in
rihteousness, and God's righteousness would be higher than the building
in comparrison. Woe is me for I am undone is Isaiah's reaction.
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If your life is going to accomplish anything for Christ, it won't
be by the glory of your intellect or the splendor of your interpretation
of God's Word, or the beauty of your language, or the fine way that
you can speak, but it will be because God chooses to use you, and you
need to see yourself as an unworthy sinner. To see in your heart that
which makes you unworthy to eerve God and of course, Isaiah saw this
and then God took care of it. You can strive against sin and not over
come it because in our own strength we cannot overcome it. But God
provided the answer.

One of the seraphims flew to him with a live mix coal in his hands
which he had taken with the tongs from off the altar. ilow much did
Isaiah understand of what that meant? We don't know. But Peter tells
us that the OT saints looked forward wondering what and what manner
of time the spirit of Christ which was in them did signify. Christ
in the OT? Peter says it was the spirit of Christ in these people
which led them to prophecy Christ, which led them to look for Christ,
and toward Christ. Isaiah saw the live coal from off the altar, and
the altar was the place were sacrifices were made and he knew knew
as every intelligent person then knew that the blood of bulls and
goats could not take away sin, but that it stood for something that
God would provide to take away sin.

So the live coal from off the altar was put upon his mouth, and
he said, Lo this has touched thy lips and thine iniquity is purged
and thy sin purged The sacrifice of Christ was the only thing
that made it possible for Isa. to have any hope of Xxxi eternal life
and the only thing that makes it possible for any of us to have eternal
life. YOt need to have that coal place upon your lips. If you have
looked to God, in faith, looked to Jesus Christ as the one who bore
your sin on calvary that privilege you have had, and your sin is washed
away, but you need every day to have it again.

Salvation is complete. You are completely justified when you are
saved through Christ, but if you stop there your life is worthless in
God's sight. You need every day to have the coal with the tongs from
off the altar placed upon your lips to have, to put the sin you have com
mitted that day, to have it placed upon Christ and be crucified with
Christ, and live yet not you but Christ living in your. You need Him
for His purposes.

Let us each one make sure we have each one had that initial act
of justification. Make sure of that, but let's not stop there. Let's
everyday look to Christ to place the coal on our lips and cleanse us
from the sin of that day, from its power, and from its effect upon
that we do in succeeding days. Everything you learn here is of no
importance in comparrison with this. There's nothing more vital than
day by day to live for Christ. No matter how hard you do, you try
to do it, you're going to backslide at times. Yourgoing to have a
week or a month when it all seems unreal to us. But turn back, God
wants you to keep your eyes on Him. You'll have prob'ems, difficulties.
Everyone whose life reallycounts does have problems. Some just slide
through, get their lessons pretty well , recite them in class and forget
them after the exam is over. Slide through and seem to be getting on fine,
but it hasn't penetrated because they haven't kept their eyes on Christ.
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They graduate and we think they are wonderful and you never hear
of them again. Somebody else has had struggles and difficulties, but
has looked to God to put the coals upon his lips, and looked to God to
give him the power to go forward as Isaiah did. Such a person God will
use in a tremendous way. And we can't tell which of you NAXXXI it is
going to be. That's one thing I've learned through the years of seminary
teaching. The ones I pick out as those 'ill who will accomplish much,
often don't do much for God. And the one's that seem to be not very
promising sometimes 15 yrs. later, you find these are the ones God is
really using, because theyhave kept their eyes on Christ. They have
kept looking to him for the cleansing and power they need.

But it was after Isa. had this experience that we find in v.8 that
he heard the voice of the Lord saying, Whom shall I send and who will
go for us. Then said I Here am I send me." It is after the experience.
Too many people feel that in high school or in college they have to
plan their whole life, how they are going to serve the Lord. You don't
know how conditions in the world are going to change. You don't know
what's going to develop. You don't know where the Lord want you. But
this you do know that the Lord wants you to be cleansed from your sins.
tie wants you to develop your abilities to the utmost you can. He
wants you to learn to understand His word. Thenyou will hear the voice
of the Lord saying, Whom shall I send go from me?" The Lord has
a place for everyone who believes in Christ, a palce of service. But he
won't necessarily tell you right soon what it z±is/We often hear ie
from people: How big is your department of missions? Flow thoroughly can
I learn at BST about the particular view of the people of Siam, or the
problems of the particular religious attitudes of the people in v1ozani
bique? what can I learn about the customs of Brazil and Argentine? Those
things are important! But the important thing is that you be ready to
serve the Lord where He sends you, and you can learn those things when
the time comes. You can learn all those things and if you don't know the
Word of God and don't know how to interpret it, you can be leading!
peaple astray. So I say don't worry too soon about what you are going
to do after you finish.

Get prepared and God will lead as He chooses, and God has a work for
every single person who believes in Christ. He has a work that He wants
each of you to do, and we don't kRow what it is, but we know that it
involves you're making sure that youX XK1A your lips have been touched
with the coal from off the altar, and that you keep going hack constantly
for more, and that it involves learning to understand his Word and learn
ing to present it effect=tively. We know that that is 1-Jis desire for
every Christian worker.

Here's a man who
YYVVMMVV1LY graduate,I guess 30 yrs. ago, who had 3 yrs. of

study in my classes and the classes of my colleagues, I forgot all about
him until I got a phone call he'd like to see me, and when I saw him it
brought back memories of the time when he was in the classes, and I
found he had been supporting himself by secular work all these years
but he had been teaching a large Bible class, he had been doing effective
Christian work of various kinds. Some so-called laymen do a great deal
more to accomplish for the Lord than many so called full time Christian
workers. The important thing is/whether you serve God in Mozambique or
in Pennsylvania not
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The imporant thing isn't whether you are a minister or a missionary.
The important thing isn't whether you are a layman or an ordained person.
The important thing is whether where you are you are serving God
effectively, and wherever that is, you need to be able to understand
Ills Word to serve Him effectively. So that is what we heed to keep our
eyes on now. Isaiah had hsi eyes first on himse&lf, his sin and his
need of a Saviour. Then he had his eyes on the Saviour and he heard
the voice of the Lord calling. The Lord will make it clear to each one
in His own time where he wants you to be if you are looking to Him to
cleanse you, to fit you and empower you, and if you are learning to
understand His Word, and if you are listening to His voice saying, Whom
shall I send, and who will go for us, and anwering, Here am I send me.

But if you do you might have a terrible disappointment, and I'm
sure Isaiah did. I'm not going to read again the next few verses,
but you remember and I ltrsut you felt something of what Isaiah must have
felt of the disappointment. F!e said, here am I send me, and God said,
Ybu go out and give this message and you'll turn this country over for
the Lord, you'll accomplish tremendous things. Now the Lord said, These
people are going to turn against you. These people are not going to listen.
These cities are going to become waste without inhabitants.

We don't know what's ahead. When we look at world conditions today
I wonder how much longer we're going to have freedom to preach the
gospel. If may be God's will for some of you like Chirstians in China
today to be presenting God's Word to little groups when the authorities
don't know what you are doing and keeping as quite as you can when any
one is aroudn who might tell. I've heard it said, I don't know where
it is true, but in every village in China today as a result of the per
secution there is a scattering of the Christians and there is somebody
who is quietly giving the message of Christ and reaching souls for Christ.
I don't know whether it's true. I hope it is. There's been 100 yrs. of
missionary work in China and there were hundreds of thousands, yes, I believe
millions of people who knew the Lord and loved him before the Communists
ook that land over. We don't know what's ahead. God might have that sort
of thing for one of us. Or the Lord might have a great outreach for some
of you.But that'snot the important thing. The important thing is that you
learn to udnerstand His Word and learn to present it in a way that can
be effective. That's what we are here for. We pray that God will enable
every one of you to move forward and serve God as Isaiad did. Not in the
sense Isaiah did of adding to the revelation. God did that in ancient
times. But in ==as Isa. did in the sense of reaching people. Isaiah had
has more wonderful blessings in his book than in any of the other great
books of the propehts. Yet the message given him in the beginning was to
keep him from expecting him to have the kind of ministry he had.HXXeTo be
prepared for the kind of ministry he had during the small part of his life.
Jeremiah is just the opposite. God said to him, I set you to uproot and
to tear down and to build up. He talked to Jeremiah in a way to encourage
him to do a tremendous work, and then Jeremiah went out in the midst of
persecution and hardship. In each case God wants to prepare the man to
he true to God no matter what came. May God enable us to go forward in the
understanding of His Word, in learning what he wants us to learn, but above
all may he enable us to go forward in following him closely realizing that
only as the coals from the altar are applied to ourlips repeatedly can we
be cleansed from our sin, only as we live constantly in the presence of
that God whom Is. described can our lives count for him. It's easy to see
the little ,things 10,20,100 yrs. E, forget the things of eternity. May God
enable eachpf us to do His will to accomplish for Him.
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The course this year covers portions of Isaiah different from

what we covered last year yet there is necessarily a certain amount
of overlapping, so those of you who had the course last year will
pardon the fact that . . . introducing the book as a whole. 1e
are on a whole different part of Is. with a whole different subject
matter frori that we dealt with last year.

TI'ie is the first tiivo I have ever used an overhead projector.
I'd like to have a list of everyone present. Once we have

assigned seats . . . who is not hear. Pass the check list along
so we'll know ho was present today.

I'll start with an outline of what we want to cover in Isaiah.
The first point is Introductory. You'll notice T said, Part I. We
are this year dealing with two separate and rather unrelated sections
of Isaiah, the first part and the last part. They are unrelated but
each of them is tremendously important and interesting. So I'm
going to call it Part I, as long as we are dealing with the first
part, and under that Roman numeral I is Introductory. Under tuat
I've listed as . The Supreme Pxcelience of the Book.

All literary scholars agree that one of the great masterpieces
of the world's literature is the hook of Isaiah. To the Christian
it is of even greater importance that this book contains more pictures
of Christ than any other part of the OT. Many different aspects of

.Christs

life, preeminently, of course, the story of His death, and
His resurrection, His future activity are carefully described in
Isaiah. Naturally there are those who have different opinions as to
how much of this Isaiall understood. Peter tells us that the prophets
were searching what and what manner of time the Sirit of Christ
which was in them did signify when He testified heforeand of the
sufferings of Christ and the lory that should follow. So we have
it on the authority of the Apostle Peter that the prophets looked
foreward to the activities of Christ. They probably understood a
good deal about thse activities, hut there is probably a good deal
they did not understand. But the Holy Spirit so led them in what
they wrote that it could be later read and understood in the light
of our former knowledge of Christ, and we mould see how very very
wonderful it is that the important facts about Christ and the meaning
of these facts is already contained in the book of Isaiah. The book
of Isaiah is quited in the NT probably more than any other section
of the OT. There are a grett many times when the NT quotes Isaiah
by name; there are many other times it quotes verses from it simply
saying that the Scripture says. So for a real understanding of the

rXT we need to know the hook of Isaiah.

The book of Isa. has a ieb. style, that is it is perhaps the
finest that ever was written. It has a great deal of alliteration.
It has many significant literary features. We will not deal with
these in this class except insofar as they pass over into English.
But the remarkable thing about l4eb. Is that so much of it can he

rtranslated
into other languages. The Mohammedans boast that the Koran

is such a great literary masterpiece that cannot possible be trans-
lated; you must reat it only in the Arabic! All translations give
only a feeble idea of it. The great thing about the Bible is that
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while no translation is exactly represents it, a tremendous part
Bi its literary excellence can be passed over into another language.
One zaason for this is the nature of liebrew poetry. Isaiah's poetry
is not so much natter of rticular 1cntb of yllalcs, or of
rhyme, though these do enter in to some extent, but it is a matter
of rnhlf'lIism of thought. It is a mItter of arrangerent of thoughts
in a certain order. It Is a natter of using the metaphores) and
simili' and interrogations. Practically every -rhetorical figure
you will ever find is to he found somewhere in Isaiah. o it is one
of the ret. literary masterpieces in the world, and one of the
most iiiportant books in the Bible. Yet, unfortunately, it is com
paratively little known and understood by Christins.

V MostChristians are familiar with a number of isolated verses
in Isaiah. They may have memorized the 53rd di. of Isaiah and some
of the raat verses earlier in the hook that we use at Christmas,
but of the great flow of thought in the book, the interrelation of
its parts, the sections that do not Immediately bear on the life
of Christ, most Christians have little idea of.

I hove here a book in which a statement is made about the first
ch, of Isaiah. It says' The first ch. is a marvellous condensation.
It is a complete manual of religion setting forth the relation of
God to His people; the duties growing out of that relation; the
errors to be avoided as a result of obedience and of disobedience
to the divine will, and this not in the dry abstract terms of a
theological system, but in concrete pictures which the simplest soul
can understand and appreciate."

But how many have much realizatthnn of what there is In Isa,l.
We will not spend a great deal of time on the first ch., because
we have many other matters that are intrinsically more important
to move on ot. But this statement gives an Idea of the greatness o
of the book, and of the amount that can he gain from a careful
study of even that one chapter?

B. The Importance of the UT.
This, I believe, needs emphasizing among Christians. It's

all too often forgotten. I've occasionally passed a church on which
I've seen the sign: No Creed but the NT." That is not a Christian
statement? To the Christian the source of his knowledge is not
the NT, it is the TIble. And the Bible is One. The NT constantly
refers to the UT, constantly quotes the UT. The Apostles and NT
writers over and over build their arguments upon

quotations-front
the OT. To the Christian the UT is of tremendous importance. Then
you think of the fact that in one particular Bible I looked into,
the NT covered 396 pages, the UT 1333 pages, In other words, more
than 3 tines a long. More than 3/4 of the Bible is the OTI The NT
brings out the great Christian truths very very clearly and is
tremendously important. The study of the UT at the neglect of the
NT would he utterly wrong. I've often said it's far better to
know Greek thoroughly than to have a slight knowledge of Greek and

r
Hebrew. But even a slight knowledge of Hebrew is of great value
in enabling us to read commentaries, and to understand discussions.
But, of course, a good thorough knowledge is better, but above all
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get a good thorough knowledge and ability, to interpret the state-
ments of the NT in the original.

C. The Importance of the Prophetic Books.
In the OT the average person who attended S.S. and was

familiar with some of the stories in Gen. and Lx., Josh, kings,
and perhaps a very few stories from the prophetic books. Bit the
average Christian never gets into the inside of these books to look
at and learn to really understand them. There are principles that
you have to have in mind in order to understanc them. This lible
I sopke of that has 396 pp. in the N.T. devotes 378 pp. to the
books of isa. through i1alachi, to those 17 books of the UT. Almost
as long are they as the whole NT? I must confess that in my 2nd
yr. 0 teaching in a theological seminary, I started at the beg
innin? of Ist. and every day read a ch. or two until I got to the
end of Malechi, and when I got through I had practically no recollection
of anything I had read. It was just words. I did not then understand
the principles of interpretation, to have it really meaningful to me.
Since then I have devoted thousands of hours to studying it
and they are absolutely endless in the amount of vital truth that
they contain that is very important for the Christian.

The importance of the prophetic books is something that cannot
be overemphasized, but

D. The Difficulty of the I'rophttic Books

r

I noticed the difficulties very vividly as I said hack when
I read them through continuously without any understanding and I
was then already teaching my second year in seminary. In my
seminary course that I had taken there had been much discussion of
minute points of the peophetic books, but to really get into them
and understand their meaning and their relation together, and how
to go at them I had never really gotten until I got busy studying
them, comparrin them and finding principles whici opened them up
and made them living and vital. I'm going to mention 3 difficulties:

1. The Poetic language. The prophetic books are very largely
composed of poetic language. Until one recognizes this gact and
learns a little about the major appeal to poetry he is not apt to
get into the beauty of them or have any real understanding of their
mealing. Of course these poetic features are carried over into
English. Unfortunately many of the translators have failed to
recognize and understand some of these principles, and as a result
have made translations, which while may be quite accurate, do not
give a proper idea of the interrelation of the parts. One big reason
for that is that in Fleb. you have one common conjunction, the letter
waw. It is the common conjunction which means "and" but it is much
braoder than our English "and" though ourEnglish 'and" is must
broader than most of us realize. We say: I looked for him and he
was not there. You might say that. It would be more accurate to say:
I looked for him but he was not there. Our "and" sometimes carries
the meaing of but". In heb., the waw, which in half the cases at

fl
least, is translated by 'and" in many many cases is represented by
"but or 'yet1, 'moreover', "then." I came across pne verse in Daniel
where waw is translated four different ways, in the course of one
verse in the KJVI
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It simply is a broader word than our English "and' but the
English "and" is a broader word than the average English speaker
recognizes even though he does use it in the breeder way which is
part of the language. So the poetic language is one cause of
difficulty.

2. The local situation(is a second difficulty). The prophets
were not men who sat in an ivory tower somewhere and looked u at
the sky and wrote down visions that they saw! Occasionally they did
have visions like this, but as a rule they were out among the people
dealing with situations. God was giving them messages relatin to
these situations. Out of the many many messages that God gave' his
people that had twice the relation to the situation of their time,
God selected certain ones to be written down in a book that ws
to have great meaning for all people in subsequent times. But all
of these messages have certain relationships to the local situations.
These local situations are explained in the books of Kings and
Chronicles. Then some of them later in Ezra and Nehemiah. The local
background is often referred to and implied without being fully ex
plained in the prophetic books. Until we find what it is, sometimes
we fail to get the full meaning.

3.Their partial glimpses of the future. No prophet, so far as
I know, ever sat down to write a full history of the situations
that would be ahead. TIe was not writing a history book for the
future. Sometimes people say prophecy is history written in advance!
There is a sense in which this true. But we don't understand what
history is. 1e think by that we mean events just one after the other.
Now if you take history of the last 50 yrs. and in that history you
tell what happened on January 1, 1926 in San Francisco and ir Siam
and in Hong Kong, and what happened the next day in Paris and in
Britain and in Dayton, Ohio, and on, you would never call tht
a history. It would just be a list of events. A history book gives
something of an idea of the interrelation of events. When yo do
that you've got to take one of those reasons and trace it through.
Then take another. You don't go back and forth all the time. You
can't. That' would not be a book of history. So the prophets then
they wrote of the future they wrote of the particular ideas
they looked with particular ideas in mind and God had them see what
related to these ideas. So a prophet might rebuke the people for
their sins, and then he might look forward to God's judgment that
is coming; then he might comfort the bodly with the blessings God
has for them and then he'd look forward to a different area to a
particular blessing ahead for them. Thus the glimpses of the future
are not any of them complete. Of course they could not see a1 the
future, all the past anyway. But they are particular vistas t
particular -=different times, and we have to see interrelationships

So these three specific difficulties are of importance in under
standing this book.

E. The purposes of Prophecy and Their Relations to Predictions.
There are many purposes of prophecy. The word "prophet" has come

to mean simply someone who forthtells the future, but that's not
what it means in the bible. It means a man who speaks on bell:1f of
someone else. The prophet is one who represents God and give God's
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MESSAGE. So that is truly what prophecy is. Some will say that and
stress it in such a way as to make you think that they never pre
dicted the future l Actually prophecy is full of predictions f the
future, because it is very dáfinitely related to the specific
purposes of prophecy. I list these for the moment very briefly
under three main heads:

l.To Call Men to Repentance. The prophet is there to call
people to repent of their sin and turn to God. tie is also there to
call God's peop&e,the true believer, to turn away from sin that so
easily besets them and to turn back to a fuller obedience God.
So this does not cover simply the unsaved, the ungodly. It cover
all those to whom the prophet speaks. The need to call men t
repent, and probably 2/3 of the what the prophet wrote was if r
this specif:ic purpose tp call people to turn away from thei sin
and to look to the Lord's provision and be saved, and to cal
people who are already believers to turn away from the sin tat
so easily leads them astray and to devote themselves more fu ly
to doing the Lord's will. Now prediction has a great deal t do
with this becausethe prophet tells what the future is of tho e
who fail to follow the Lord. He tells of the suffering and misery
that is ahead for them, he tells them what God is goin- to h ing
upon i5 own nation in the comparatively near future -- 10 y 5,
100 years. He tells the future in this life and in later tim s
in relation to this call torepentance.

2. fh second great purpose of prophecy can be summariz
the words: To Comfort and Reassure Relievers. To comfort bel evers
and live them assurance. When a prophet speaks of the tern le
things Cod is going to do as a punihsment of his people's si a
--when he streFses this and sore of them stress this a treile dous
amount of times, and these are not passages we should pass o er
lightly in our study. iie']l have to pass over many of thcin q ickly
in this class because we want to get to some of these that a e
most itmediaty relevant to us, but I would urge that you s udy
these passages yourselves in coining years for their effect o
your life and heart, and on your activity for Cnist. 3ut as they
did this and stressed the way God was going to deal with those
who truned against his holy law, and as lie did that the true
believers were apt to give way to despair. They knew they were
part of the nation. As such they were implicated in its sins.
They knew the terrible things the prophets said were definit ly
going to come; they know they were ahead for them, and there ore

r
they might tend to become terribly disturbed. So while perhaps 2/3
of the prophetic books are devoted to the purpose of leading men
to repentance, leading unconverted men to turn to God, and. I ading
believers to clean up their lives and follow him more closel , yet
perhaps 1/3 of the contents of the prophetic books is devote to
the purpose of comforting and reassuring those who truly bel eve.
Also, it does not say, I've quit talking to these people, no I'm
going to talk to these. It does not introduce a sharp indica ion

r'
of a change. In cold print as it stands it just goes straigh on
and you have to recognize that either the prophet turns his ied
away from one group to another; he thinks of individuals sca tered
among the group rather than the whole group; he-nakes a chang ~ iii
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HIS MANNER PERHAPS WHICH IS NOT INDICATED TO THE WRITING.
So as you read it often there is a very sharp sudden transition
from the purpose of calling men to repentance to the purpose f
comforting and reassuring believers.

3. The third purpose does not affect us. today so directly.
That is the purpose of giving specific guidance. That was a great

H purpose of prophets in ancient times. Isa. said when Sennach rib came
with his army and threatened the people of Jerusalem and demanded

r
they surrender and told of the terrible things he would do t them
of they didn't and gave them promises that he would be good o them
if they would surrender, Isaiah said, Don't surrender, don't give
in to him. God is going to protect you. God is going to deliver you
lie said just as birds flying God is going to protect Jerusalem,

But 100 yrs. later Jeremiah was told by the people, 0 i we
just fight and stand here; this is God's city. God will prot Ct it
and save it. Jeremiah said, God is going to turn this city o er to
Babylon. They are going to cone in and destroy everything. H said,
Surrender to the Babylonians; that is God's will. Of course here
were those then who called Jeremiah a false prophet. It was ot
always easy for people to decide who was the true prophet an who
was the false. In that case God gave the people specific evi ence.
Jeremiah turned to the false prophet who said within a year e are
going to be delivered from the Babylonians, and Jeremiah said,
Within a year you will be dead. And within a year he was e dead
There was evidence God gave that Jeremiah was the one he was speaking
through.

Now this purpose is very important in OT times.It is no of
particular imnortance in the parts of Isaiah we arestudying his




I- semester. It just does not happen to enter into them as in o her
portions. But the sections, wherein this is of importance an
a purpose, while not directly as important for us tday, are never
theless of great value to us in showing the manner of God's ealing
and the principles we can apply in situations that confront s in
the present time. So this matter of giving specific guidance in
your general study of the prophets is of great importance, bit not
so much in your study of this particular semester. But this s
vital to recognize that God gave that specific guidance then be
fore His whole word was available, and now we have the whole
Scripture and lie wants us to study it and get our principles of
guidance from it. So while he may choose at certain times an in
certlin ways to give us definite personal guidance, His grea desire
is that we learn to understand His word so we can apply its rinciples.
As lie says in the Psalm, He can guide us with His eye, not h ving to
give us direct words but leading us to know that our seeps a e ordered
of Him and that lie is working in our lives as we take these Irinciples
and apply them.

F. The Perspective of Prophecy

r
We have the glimpses of the future, but how are we going to

relate them to each other? Does it procede right through chrono
logical order? How are they arranged?
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1. It is not simply history written in advance. I've lready
referred to that fact and will not go into it further right now.

2. The order is often logical rather than chronologic 1.
The prophet is dealing with God's punishment for sin. Then le
tells what God is going to do. Then he is dealing with God's
blession to his peopthe. He looks forward to a particular occasion
of Ilessing that has relevance to the particular matter he is deal
ing with. Thus the order if often logical rather than chronological.
We are doing wrong in assuming that there must be a chronological
relationship.

I'm going to give an illustration of this from history bookg,
an illustration that brings out in a very definite and interesting
way the fact that the order is often logical rather than chronological.
Turn to a passage in the history book, that at first sight you would
not say was rediction. In fact, I have even had theological pro
fessors say to me, That's not prediction; those are commands. but on
a little examination it is obvious they are not commands. Ths is
the story of Elijah, in 1 Kings 19, where the Lord spoke to lijah
and he as so terrified with Jezebel's vain threats that he lcd clear
down to Sinai and there God showed Himself in power to Llijai in
order to comfort, strengthen, and encourage him. Then the Lo -d said
(v.15) 'Go and return on your way to the wilderness or llamas us
and when you have arrived you shall anoint iiazael king over yria
Now if this was a command, Elijah was a disobedient prophet. Pc

r
never anointed Hazael king ofer Syria. But to take it as a c rtmand
would be utter nonsence because how could Elijah this Israelite
prophet who was hated by the King of Israel, how could he ;o into
another country that was larger taø and more powerful than Israel
even, the country of Syria, and take a man there who wasin a
subordinate position, unrelated to the King, and anoint him o he
king of Syria? It sounds rather preposterous unless God were to
work a miracle, and he did not.

.Vhen the Lord gave this command to Elijah what he was really
doing is giving him a prediction. He is saying, Elijah, you' --c
afraid of you life of King Ahab and Queen Jezebel, but I'm. going
to make a change in the control of this land of Syria a country
much larger and more powerful than the region of Israel where
you're so afraid of the rulers. In this greater kingdom, I'm going
to make a change there and I'm going to cause a man to bccom king
there who has no relation to the royal family at all, a man ho
calls hiise1f a son of a nobody. So He gives it in the form £
a command, You anoint k him king over Syria. Actually many y s. later
Elijah's successor, Elisha, went over to Syria, and there he met
this man, }azae1, and Elisha began to weep and Hazael said, hhy are
you wcepin? And Elisha said, I'm weeping because I'm thinbi g of
the terrible way you're going to treat the people of Israel as
you attack and destory it, etc. And 1iazael said, Why, who I;
I'm just the son of a nobody. I'm just like a dog, I'm the s rvant

r
of the king. How could I do anything like this? If I did I uld
merely be carrying out the king's orders! And Llisha looked t him
and said, The Lord has shown me that you are going to be kin of
Syria. Then !azae1 went back to the king's palace, and the king as
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rl~ll and flazael took a wet cloth and put it over his face and
killed him, and Hazaci madehimseif king. The Syrian records refer
to him as iiazael the son of a nobody seized the throne. Elijah
never anointed him, but God predicted this was going to happen.

Jeho the son of
The next v. continues, ",nd/Nimshi you shall anoint king

over israel. Here was another man who was not related to the

r
royal family. In this case there was a. real anointing, but it
wasn't done by Elijah. It was some years after Elijah's death
that Elisha sent someone else --Elisha didn't anoint him ---but
rilisha sent one of the prophets with him, and he went out to
where they were fighting against the Syrians and he went in there
and poured oil on Jehu' s head, and thus Jehu as anointed and
Jehu immediately nade rebellion against the son of Ahab and made
himself kin',. Cod is not here giving a command but a prediction
that .Jnhu rill become king over the complete kingdom and dynasty
of Israel. 'efore he ave == Afterbe said this in v.16, he con
tinued and Elisha . . . . you shall anoint a prophet in
your place.

Elijah cuid not pick up a nan and anoint him to be prophet
in his place! ks far as the Scripture goes, he never anointed
Elisha. In fact, when Elijah was taken up to heaven, he
asked Elisha, the one who poured water on his hands and washed
hir,his menial servant, and he tried to get away from him, and
Elisha stayed with him. Finally he said, What would you like me
to do for you when I'm taken up from you? Elisha Said, Id like
to have a double portion of your spirit. That means a duplicate
portion, or more perhaps the portion of the elder son, the
double portion of the older son of a man's inheritance. ' I'd
lice to be your successor," in other words. ell, Elijah did
not say, ready to anoint you to he prophet in my place.
Elijah said, That's a hard request. Pc said, Only if you see
me when Vv,.- taken up will you know that you will be my successor.

So these were not commands, these in I Kings 19:15-18, but
the verses I Out up there -- 2 Kings :-15 tells how liazael
became king of yria; 2 Ki.9:l-13 tells how ,Jehu became king of
Israel; and 1 Ki.19:19-21 tells how Elijah threw his nantle over
Elisha when Elisha was plowing, and when Elisha said, Wait a bit
till I say good-bye to my family and I'll follow you, Elijah said,
"What have I to do with you?" That's pretty far from anointing
him to be his successor! They are predictions of who the successors
will he and the changes Cod is going to make. Put you k notice the
order of then:? Ellsah was called to he his successor before either
of the other t was fulfilled. The order is logical rather than
chronological. It starts with the great kingdom of Syria --Cod
is goin. to mahe a. change there. Then it goes to the kingdom of
which Plijah as so terrified -- Cod is going to make a change
there, and then he said Elijah, "you've done a nreat work and
deserve great credit, but now you've gotten frightened because of
this wicked woman and fled into the wilderness, you're through.
You workd has got to be carried on by someone else. You are not
able to go ahead and do the great work that's needed to follow u
the wonderful things you've done. 'c have to train an entirely new
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man to do that and that man will be Elisha. but that one was ful-
filled long before either of the other two? The order is not
1,2,3; it is 2,3,1. The order ofprophecy is often that way. It is
logical rather than chronological.

An illustration that often occurs to no is the illustration
of a mountain range. If you look at the range . . . you see the
near hills and it will be higher in some places and lower in
others, and then behind that there may be another range, and
another range. Maybe three or four ranges. As you look at the
nearer one you can't tell often whether the one you see back of
it is right back of it or there is a big space in between. You'll
look at one range and you'll see behind a certain part of it a
third range. The second does not show. Then you look a hit and
still further along you'll see the first and the second. Then
you look a little further on and you'll see the first and the
third and the fourth. It varies. You night say, It's logical;
it's the particular place i'here you look. And the chronology is
what you see back of it. You look at one and then the ether. So
the order is logical rather than chronological.

Now instead, of giving the next point right now, T'n going
to do soncthin2, now that I should do at the end of class and
usually forget to do, so 'r' going to do it now instead. That
is to asign the lesson for next week, Sept. 20 . . .(Bemarks

r
referring to the overhead projector . . . )

Assiganent: I. Note all correspondences as to thought
between the early verse of Isa. 2 and those in Micah 4. This
I'll say sone more about, but for the r'ornent just get it in
mind.(I hope the first part of the assignnent will he to review
today's lecture because it's far easier to review it now than
before exars.If you'll review it now it won't take a fourth of
the tire as ifyou reviewed it before exams. Please review some
tine in the near future what we've IX gone over this hour.)
Then note the correspondences -- write out.

2. Note any important connections between
each of these two groups of verses and the laterverses of the
preceeding chapter. s you look at 2 look beck at the last vv.
of Is. 1 and see the connection. As you look at Mic. 4 look back
at Mic. 3 and see if there is a close connection. The ch.. divisions
in the Rible were put in by an Egglish Archbishop in the 13th

r
century. It is amazing in the book of Tiehrews low often the first
verse in each ch. is a summary of the previous ch. It might just
as well be the last verse of the previous ch. Many tines the. ci.
divisons are quite wrong. C. Campbell Morgan, the noted English
expositor said once in my hearing, that in 9 cases out of 10 the
ch. divisions were wrong! I think he was quite extreen. I think
often they were very well put. But they are badly placed on enough
occasions that it is always well to look back to the connection.
Write out any important connection; not trivial things.

3.Bxplain the purpose of Is.2:i. That do you
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think its purpose is? Please answer each of these questions from
our own study without using helps. This is what you find. I find

one can get far more from the Bible than from most helps of others.
If you need hell) you find you get far more help from the helps if
first you try to do it yourself. This is to be done direct from
the Bible and I don't care what version you use. Use any Pihie
version you wish. In fact if we have variety within the class so
much the better, but I'd like you to state on or paper what version
you are using.

After you have done this yourself you may look in one or more
commentaries and state their answer to question 3. I'w not asking
you necessarily to do this but if you're interested in seeing what
commentaries say about the purpose of Is.2:l, it will be interesting
to see what they say, and I fear most of them will say sor'ething
that does not add much understanding to it.

(Question: ill this be a standard proceedure that we should
usually do our own studying and then consult something else?)

Exactly it is not my purpose that you look at a lot of books
and compare their statements. It is much better to look at the
Scripture ani see what yen get from it. Then look at other things
if you want to.

(Question: Pb you have a recommended translation? I just
picked up the IV.)

The KJV has some very bad NXMXXXN slip ups in it, but
on the whole it is an excellent translation, probhly tes as
good ac translation as has ever been made, rut it's in t1i language
of 300 yrs. ago and many words give a different impression than
what they did to the writers 300 yrs. ago. I got used to it through
most of my life and m air still using it mainly. The NASB is a
on the whole a good accurate, literal translatthon. Very useful.
The NI'' has some fine renderings, but some terrible ones too. I
thikk it was done too hastily. I think they wanted to get some
thing out quickly to arouse interest in the OT, which I hope will
be an excellent production, but it has some very fine renderings.
You may use any of those or you may use the Jerusalem Bible, the
RSV, the NEJ3,or any other for this particular class no
and again the translations fail to see the interrelation, and
consequently give a good verse translation, but in pUnt after
point where either of two meanings could fit just as well as far
as the iamediate literal translation, one will show the relationship
to what precedes or what follows, and the other won't. In all
hreei cases there are important things that were just overlooked
by the translations who put their attention onthe meaniflg of the
particular sentence, rather than on the meaning of the particular
sentence in relation to its ? ? So I don't care
which translation you use.

Turn in your paper to the seminary office not later than

noon
of next Friday, so I can look their over before our next class.
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Now the first of these questions: Note these correspondences.

'd like to give you an idea of how I'd like that done.(Over-
head projector display of Isaiah 2:2. I put a 1 by v.2 1neaning
this v. is very similar to Mic.4:1The two verses are almost
identical, So I put a 2 1icah to show that is very close to the
first verse of Isa. 2. A ii to show it's like that v. in Micah.)

Look at the first S vv. of these chs. You'll 1fiind little

rdifference
not related to our present purposes. RXX For our present

purposes we will call these two vv. identical. even though they
are not exact . . . If you find theS the idea of 3/4 of the
verse . . .? ? ? Indicate which verses in each are related in
thought to the others, not to fit in identical words. Actually
among the prophetic hooks you will rarely find two passages so
similar as these. It is very interesting that we do have this
similarity.

For this particular thing it would be better not to use the
NIV heause we don't have the NIV of 1icah. In any other translation
you will he able to see the verbal similarities much more closely,
than in comparring just Isaiah(NIV) with one of the others.

e go on to the divisions of thebook of Isaiah. When you look
at Isaiah you'll find ch.36-39 are different from the rest. Isa.

r
forward

what we call a 1)00k of prophecy. !e is exhorting, lookinl
forward to the future. Ito is coriparring
1gNM. It is a series of messages. That is very different from
Kings of Chronicles. But in the book of Isa. which has comparatively
few statements of events, historical statements, aside from ch.
36-39, you have there 4 chs. which describe a series of events.
In the course of them Isa. gives some messages. But you have
somebody came and said something. Somebody answered. Certain things
happened. It is a historical section. So Isaiah naturally divdes
into 3 parts:

cli. 1-27 is separated from cbs. 40 to 66 by this
historical section.

There are those who call cbs. l-3 one Isaiah, and call
ch.40-66 dual Isaiah, and say it was written 150 yrs. later! I
don't believe that at all. It is interesting to note that just
as the Bible has 39 books in the CT, and 27 in the new. The first
Is. had 3!) chs. and the rest of the hook is 27. Purely coincidental
but a help in remembering the division.

This historical section is in the middle. Up to there the
ch. divisions are quite well made. Ch.l-6 is the section we are
going to study as Part I of this course. Then ch.7-l2 is the took
of lininanuel. CLs. 13-23 is largely about other nations. Ch.24-27
is called the Isaiah Apocalypse - - consumation of the ages following
the statements largely about other nations. Ch.28-35 Inunanuel
continues. Last yr. we Studied ch.7-12 and 28-35 which makes one

runit
closely related. These divisions could all be made according

to chs. But when you go on after ch.36, the ch. divisions are very
poorly made. There are two main divisions after that: chs.40:l-56:8
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which I used to call the Gospel of Isaiah. I've now changed .t to
Isliali Sees the Saviour. Because this is the section which tells about
the atonernent,It leads up to it, explains it, stresses it. I gave
a course in this section 2 yrs. ago. It ends abruptly at 56:8.
Abruptly, I should say, the Archbishop didn't notice itthere be
cause the next three vv. of ch.56 belong with the main part of
the book. We are going to in this course to take those as iart II
--that last half. That is a section of Isa. which is cohparatively
little known, but one of the most thrilling sections of the whole
book.




ii. The Structure of Isaiah 1-6 and the Comparrison to ic.l-4.
Isaiah and Michh propheciod at about the same time. Many books

refer to flicah as Isaiah's younger (contemporary) -- as a man who
was younger than Isaiah, but I know of no evidence for that. e don't
know which was younger; which was older. But the first 6 chs of
Isaiah and the 7 (?) clis. of Micah start in with rebuke for sins
and then o ou to deal with God's blessing, then another passage
of rebuke for sin, then another passage of blessing for the future.
This section of Micali corresponds with the first one in Isaiah.
Then you again have a passage of rebuke for sin, then the last
oh. of this section of Is. and the last ch. of nicah is either
a prayer to God or a vision of God. So there is a remarablo similarity
of structure between them.

r

For next time I would like you to make this comparrison be-
tween the beginning of icah 4 and the beginning of Is.2, noting
the relationship of each to the last few verses of the preceeding
chapters. Please get those papers to me by Friday Nooni

I meant to show you the( . . .indistinct . . .)That I'll
show you next time.
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Commentaries often have helpful ideas, and sometimes have very
misleading ideas. Rut for this class, I am anxious that before you do
anything with the commentaries, you study the Scripture text yourself.
\e are not requiring any language for this course; it is possibleto
take this as a first year student. T'n not requiring for this class,
unless specifically so stated, any study in commentaries, but any you
want to do will I think be valual&ö to you. But I'd like you to
study it first yourself.

About 20 years ago, I had two students who had graduated, who had
had my work for 3 yrs., and then they went to another serdnary which
at that time was quite a conservative seminary, and they worked there
for a Tli.h. I talked with them after they had been there about 2 yrs,
and they said, ,:e have a tremendous advantage over the students in
this seminary who had their undergraduate work here. Whey said, these
students here are accustomed on every question to look up commentaries
and say, These commentaries say this, and these commentaries say that,
and lay they off one against another and see what the different opinions
are, hut they said, None of them are able as we are to go right to the
Scriptures and see what it says; and its amazing how many things that
are quite obvious in the Scripture are overlooked by most of the coin
mentaries. Commentaries have the habit of copying from one another.
Sometimes when some very great student who has written a commentary
that has a lot of excellent material in it, will get careless about
some passages he's not so interested in as others, and make some rather
foolish nistakes on those passages. It's amazing how many later com
mentaries will copy his mistakes! So my great interest in this course
is that you learn to go direct to the Scripture yourself and see what
is there, and then after that if you want to do some study in commen
taries, that's all to the good, of course.

Today I gave you an assignment which involved a comparrison of
1icah 4 and isaiah 2. In this cornparrison, I was interested to see
what you could get. On the overhead protector you cannot see all that
is on this paper,hut I'm interested in your seeing the part assigned.
I believe all that is visible. As you corn;are the verses, as a rough
comparrison at first, you see that in Is.2:2 is almost identical with
'lic.4:l In Is.2:3 is almost identical with the second verse of icah.
The 4th verse in Is. 2 is almost identical with the 3rd verse in Micah.
ut then the 4th v. inNicah, the first part of it, has nothing corres
ponding to it in Isaiah. Yet as you look at that 4th v. the first
portion of the verse, you x see that actually they are a development
of what has already in the previous verse. So by not having those verses
in Isaiah, you don't have it expressed quite as clearly and fully as
you do in Micah, but you miht say it is inferred in hat Isaiah had
in the previous verse. They will not learn war any more. There will
be no violence! No external danger. Now Nicah makes this more specific.
I don't think he adds to it, but makes it more specific in that 4th v.
There he says, 'They shall sit every man under his vine and inder his
fig tree, and none shall make them afraid.' He has in mind the time
when the Assyrian Army is spread all overf the land of Judah, and the
people are safe behind the great walls of Jerusalem, and they do not
dare go out. They are protected from the army as long as those walls stand.
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They don't dare go out where the roving bands can come by and
injure then. Even within our present generation, a condition somewhat
similar in Palestine. In 1929 I travelled through a consideral part of
back country of Pal, on horseback. There was four of these fm born in
four different continents! Te had sone Arabs with us to take care of
the stuff; we had a number of mules to carry our stuff. e camped at
night. I don't know as you can do that in that area now. At that time
it was very interesting. Conditions were much more like then had been
for a couple thousand of years, than they are tod.

Dr. Aibright who was leading the party spoke Arabic very fluently
and had been in Palestine many years, was very familiar with the customs
and circumstances. Every time we were in the back country when night
approached, we'd find an Arab village and e'd comp to that village
and the leader of the village would come out. Dr. Aibright would greet
him; he would welcome him to the village, and we were under their
uprotection. He could camp on the edge of the village. e would hire
someone from the village to sit out in front of our tent at night to
watch for sneak thieves and that sort of thing, but as far as any real
danger was concerned, we were perfectly safe because we were under the
protection of that village.

1e heard how just a year before, a young couple from Czechoslovakia
had begun to make a walking trip carrying their provisions, and they
had gone from Czecoslovakian westward through Europe cloL.n through *i1x Spai
and had crowsed Gibralter and had come along the northern section of
Africa and had cone to Palestine, and had had no injuries or difficulties
until they got into Palestine.-There they were not aware of the custome
of the country. At night they camped in a place where the nearest village
was a mile and a half away. There were 3 villages in 3 different directions.
So they weren't under the protection of any one of them. You night say
they were out in the open, out under their vine and under their fig
tree! During the night, the son of one of the heads of the villages and
to of his friends caine down and began to sieze their property, and whc
they objected they were both killed. Later on the British Govt. which then
held the mandate for Palestine, discovered who the crimnals were and
hanged them. ut it illustrated XXXX the fact that even within the
present generation it was not safe in Palestine out in the open to
camp over night. In the protection of the town you were safe. The hos
pitality, they felt, .,as a sacred duty. )ut out there under your vine
and fig tree there was constant danger someone would come along of
'hom you had every reason to be afraid..

o ?Iicah adds this and this is not really an addition; it merely
makes it more specific. They shall not make way any more, they will not
even learn how to make war any more, previous verse . . . o icah does
not add anything. lie simply makes iore specific hat's already been
said., in the greater part of his fourth verse. hut the last verse, the
last line of the 4th verse, adds another idea. le says, For the mouth
of the Lord iiath spoken it. Here is something so tremendous, so im
portant to the people living in that area at antost any time in its
history, it is so tremendous. So a few years ago that ould have seemed
very strange to us in America. e are getting now so that it is more
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like here as it used to be there. But it sceflted very strange to them
at tiat tiite, A very sure. That there would e none to make thew
afraid. In order to give us assurance that this is true, he ives us
the words for the mouth of the Lord has spoken it. This then is a
distinct idea in this fourth verse.

Does this idea have any parallel in the corresponding passage in
:saiah? That's an interesting question.

Now we look at the ne.t verse. J asked you to compare vv.l-5. IOU
notice that v. S has considerable general similarities. Tn v.., in
both they are speaking about .alkittg, about walking in the name of the
Lord, or-about walking in the light of the Lord. There is considerable
siLilarit, arid I believe these verses go together.

how the ible from which I copied this, in Is.2 you notice they
put a headi.n" separatinc v.4 from v.5. I think that's a mistake. I think
it goes with what preceeds. It is parallel with the same verse in iicah.
There is i'mch simiâarity between the two. I think you can consider them
as parallel, and the way the next v. starts does not make much sense in
relation to it. "Let us walk in the li,ht of the Lord. Therefore thou
hast forsaken thy peoples You have to assume a lot. There is a break
there, after v.5. The break certainly should not come after v.4.

Now we speak a little more about the relation between these two
passages when we take them up as we go through the book. I'm just speak-
ing in relation to the assignment now. The second part of the assin
meat: I asked you to compare each section in is. and Nic. ii.th the
immediate rreceeding context. Most everybody said there was quite a
si;:ilarity or relationship between these and want proceeding. That's
tree of most anything in the prophetic hoo1s. The preater part of the
prophetic books is made up of rebuke for n; the iiext greatest part
1% blessing for God's people, and promise of the wonderful thinr.s
God is going to do in the future. These are related. These thetes are
so closely related, you will always rind some relation hetween almost
anything in the prophetic books and anything almost anywhere else in
the prophetic hook.

But in one case here it seems to there is a. very specific
relationship, a very close reiationship.(Looking at the overhead projector:
Notice I have underlined different words. The words I've uitdrlined in
green: Zion, Jerusalem, and the mountain of the house. Not: you lock on
to the next verse, the first v. of the next ch., the way it has later
on heen divided into chs., and you find that in those next vv. taose
very same I two places are spoken of again! These same three rlacs.
The çrevious statement: 'Therefore shall Lion for your sakes be plowed
as field. Terrible punishments to come upon Zion, the place where
David's palace as. And Jerusalem will become heaps --piles of refuse.
Terrible punishment God is going to bring to Jerusaleir. And the
mount-inof the iouse which perhaps is more literally translated the temple
hill" --it is the feb. word that means mountain; often it means almost
any hill. It may mean a great mt. It iay mean a medium sized hill. The
mountain of the hou:e, or the temple hill will become just like a high
place in a forest. It has nothing particular to stand out as different
from the surrounding area. This wonderful temple is going to disappear.
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It is going to be just like a place in the wilderness. But these three
specific statements: of the t.rrible thing God is going to allow to
Jerusalem are made in Micah, and there is no parallel for them in.the
corresponding passage in Isaiah. I

1h.Pen you go on to the next-verse-in Micah,'he immediately says)
It will come to pass that the mountain of the house of t1e Lord, or
temple hill, Will be established in the top Of the nt. Vie previous
v. says the mountain will he like a high place 5n a forest. Now he
says it will he established in the top of the nit. The next v. says that
the law will go forth from Zion. V.12 said, Zion will he plowed as a
field. It says ,::The *ordof the Lord will go forth from Jerusalem.
The last v. of the previous ch. stid,Jerusaler will become heaps.

There is a relationship then between the last v. o.f 9e.3,
and the first 2 vv, fthe.fourth is 'a close relationship.
There is a relatiorship between almost aiy passage in the prophetic
books, and the precéédin e-fellowig$Ssge. But here is a very
close relationship. Three specific words used to indicate important
places in' or atiout Jerusalem-tHE't iI1be\'titterIy destroyed, :and .:then
says they are to become great world centers! Now that is relationshi!
between the previou ch.tidthe fl ig iiiMiah that is fara:far
closer than the relationship between the previous oh. and the fo'low
ing one in Isaiah.

Then, 'of course, in adJitin to 'that Miah writes smoothly forward.
God is going to bring this terrible overthrow, but God isothgto bring
tremendous hlOssin t -these .V-ery1páe 1treads right straight on
in a continuous discourse. Thereas in Isaiah he has one ch,, mostly of
rebuke for sin ending arid then he sa 'The wOrd Cheat 'Isaiah saw con
cerning Judah and Jerusalem. It sounds like a hedAg It seems like
a natural place to ',n&cE" " ch.diviSI:onc tnMih ft. doesn't seem
like a natural place to make a ch. division: it is just a direct con
tinuat!en So Tws jtéègte4f.n !;6i w'iaii of you 'would notice
that close relationship botwene the previous ch. and the foliwoing oh.
in Mich arélatieühip mu'i closer in' Isaiah.

I've underlined in 3 places in gren;'"Can you 411 read that from
where you are sitting?-Big enough?,.

Now, the question. about 2:1 is a very interesting question. How
many ch. In Isaiah have the heading: This is the vision Isaith sa'?
This is the word Cod gave to Isaiah? Out 9f 66 cli. you'll find very
very few' ases.'MOsto re héadis 'cor .In
connection with the visions mostly about foreign nations --between
chs. 13 and 23. There are a f& the&:the' country,
the burden of Eypt,tc. That you'll occasionally find. Ordinarliy
you dónt find sp *the8ig Thaihtjust o straight on
and you have to figure out where the g break comes. Now you might
think that Isaiah would put a headii 'a-f- the ieji**thgof his' book
and another heading at the middle of his book, perhaps putting the
things thkt he Thi4 life parate from
the first part. But you have no ref. to Isaiah in the last 27 ch. of
the 'boe1c ,His:'Aame 'dOeS al lc There 're"y'few
such headings in the book. Now what a strange thing to have a heading
which seems to describe the whole book in Is.l:l and then to have
another heading in Is,2 which might just as well describe thewhole
book as the heading in ch. 11 How strange to have it there.
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You don't have it in ch.3; or in ch.4; or in ch.5. You have it
very seldom. You might think soinewherein the middle to have such a
heading, but to put it right at the beginning of the ch.2. Very strange!
I have not come across any commentary --there may be some, but I've
not come across any - - that give what I consider to be the natural
explanation of the reason why this particular heading is here. T
believe the clue is found in that lastpart of the fourth verse of
Micah. lIe says: "For the mouth of the Lord of hosts has spoken it.
Isa.2:l says, The word that Isaiah the son of Amos saw, concerning
Ju.dah and Jerusalem.'

The word "saw" there is not the ordinary word for saw. It is the
word used primarily for the vision the prophets had. Certainly the
meaning is clear. This is something Isaiah received as a revelation
from God about the fut. of Judah arid Jerusalem. I do not believe
that is a heading for chs.2-4 as some commentaries say. Some say
2-12; one said 2-4. Some may say the second chapter. 1 don't think it
is at all. I think it is a heading to the first five verses of the
second ch. I believe here Isaiah is saying, Where I'm going to give
you now is such a wonderful thing --- complete end of violence! con'
pelte end of danger! of war! Jerusalem becoming the very center from
which Cod's word goes out to a-i the world! It's such a tremendous thing
that I want to assure you that this is a message I have received from
God. So I believe this is paramount to the latter part of that 4th
verse in Micah where he said, "For the mouth of the Lord hth spoke it.'
Isaiah said, "The word that Isaiah 2i saw regarding Judah and Jerusalem.

The two, I think, are parallel in ideas. But isa. adds one thing
Micah did not have. !tlicah simply goes right on with what he had been
giving. Isaiah said, The word that Isaiah saw about Judah and Jerusalem.
It is my feeling that in both cases the Lord gave them a vision not
in which they saw words passing along like they sometimes have in
front of a big building up in New York, or perhaps in other places
where you see the big new that has come from such a country is that
such a thing has happened. Not words passinc! in front of hin like that!
But he saw a picture, a wonderful picture, and he describes it. The
doly "pint by inspiration kept the writer from error and prevented
him from saying anything in the picture vision God had given him that
was not correct.

So we have a staternnt that is inspired by God and that is free from
error, but the statement is not necessarily the words God gave the
prophet, it is a true picture of what God caused the prophet to state
but stated perhaps in the prophet's own words, but these words kept
from error as we believe all Scripture is kept from error. Now there
are some commentaries that speak of Micah as Isaiah's younger contem
porary. Well, if they had said, his smaller contemporary, orhis
contemporary who wrote a srialler hook, that would be true because
Micah wrote only 7 chs. while Isaiah wrote 66! ;ut as to which of them
was older, I know of no evidence anywhere that tells which was older.
Eatxh of them names the kings under whom he wrote and they mean(name)
the same thing(ones). Ue have no way of knowing which was older and
which was younger. It is my personal guess and I think a very goodone,
that Isaiah read the words of Micah and said those words describe the
vision that I had too. God has given me the same vision! So when he
says, The word that Isaiah saw, he's not saying 1icah didn't see(say) it
lie is saying, I have also received this vision from God. This thing
someone may have
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This thing that someone Pay have read in M&ca that he

take up new words to describe it; I can use pretty generally the
arte words he did. 1e did not use exactly the sat, but they are

l words out of 20 are identical with the words icaI used.

There is one interesting diff, rence. Iii the very first v. of
this, Mftah snys. ations shall flow unto it. Yo Yicah .s on the
left up there, he says, People shall flo unto it. Ts3iaL says,
All nations shall flow urto it. Fe stresses its universality a
little rore thr. icah die.. There is a place further on where Micah
stresses its t'r±iversality a little ;ore than Isaiah did. Lut to
my mind that is a satisfactory explanation of the reason iay e,
have a new heading at the beginning of ch.2 I don't think it s"
a heading for the whole oh., but just for the first five verss
as a heading to say: I ut my authority back of this thing toq.
Cod gave rc this save vision. It doesn't fit in with liat I j4-$t
said, like .t does with Mical. It is a part of Micai '3 contiue4
presentation. ut it is a vision I saw which can logically coite
at this point, and I Isaiah an certifying that God ha3 caused

to have it.

(Question: ow can you tell thor 13. ot his frodl icah
or 'licah got is from Isaiah?)

You can't tell which got it fro the other, ;ut the [act that
Micah's words fit in right with "As previous versos that flows
straight along, :hilc in Isaiah tre is a ne'i start cezs to e
to be a _strong argument in the iroctlon of it being originally a
Part of icah rather than a art of Isaiah. If that's the case the
fact Isaiah puts his nar'.e to it, it seems to ne, gives a reason
for it. Fe says, Yes, You've read this in Hicah. Iia not just
copying sonething iica'i said. I'fr "tellinyou oethin I alec
saw, a vision Cod gave e.

So much then for a summary of the assinent I gave you for
today.. 1'i not so interesting in your 'kno'wing bhat I think, or in
what any corientary ay;; T'n interested in your leariho to
get into the book and see.ht's there. That takes practice, time
and effort, an I hope you iil not eroly learn what certain chs.
of Isaiah ncan, but get , learn methods of getting into the
Scripture that jil eflabe you in studyin; any part of, the uI or
NT to go further in your understanding then you ould otherwise.

Tn our outline we had reached F at the end of the last hour,
under Poiran Yumcral I . 1 had spoken about tile fact that the dOOk
of Ficah naturally divides into six divisions though there are seven
cbs. In iicah the chcle of ch. 1 and all iut the last 2 vss. o
the 2nd ch. is rebuke to the' people for their sins. Then there are
2 vv. of arvellous lcssing. In hicah ca. 3 is rebuie for sin, but
ch. 4, the whole cL, is various aspects of fut. blessing od is
going to give is pop1e. Len ch. S again is largely rcbuce for
sin. Though toward the-vu",' of it there is son blessing, and tiea
the last part of Micah is dealing more with Mican's relationship
with God and sod's blessing to hltr. e're not so interested in
Micah now. I'm iutercsted in pointing out tie siai1arity of organ
ization between the 7 chs, of ic. and the first 6 cha. of Isaiaii
which are a definite unite separate from cha. 7-12, which we call
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the Book of Immanuel because they deal with a very specific situation
and some very wonderful promises.

But these first 6 chs. of isa. are similar to Micah, in that the
first ch. is very largely rebuke, and then you have 5 vv. of fut.
blessing. There you have the rest of ch. 2 "- Then you have the rest
of ch. 2 and ch.3 mostly rebuke for sin, and declaration of God's
punishment that is coming. Then ch.4 of Isaiah is mostly future
blessing. Ch. 2 of Isa. we noticed being almost identical to ch. 4
of Micah.. Then in Isaiah you have rebuke for sin again through ch.
5, and then you have Isaiah's personal experience of coming to know
God more intimately in ch.6.

The greater part of the prophetic books is thus made up of
declarations of rebuke and punishment for sin on the one hand, and
of promises of blessing God is going to bring in the near or distant
time.




I have a rather short assignment for you which I would like you
to turn in by Friday noon again at' the office. For next time I would
like to have you jump over to Isaiah 56 and 57. Look at those two
chs. and indicate which sections of them are rubuke, which are blessing.
Which sections deal particularly with the people's sin or with God's
punishment of sin; which parts deal with God's promised blessings IN for
His people. Look for that purposes in ch.56-57. Then you might make
just -a brief summary of their contents. Viz: vv.l-7 deal with; vv.8-
deal with Just where the natural breaks occur in those two chs.

I thought this was the logical place to give the assignment after
going into 1' which I barely touched or in the end of the last hour.
The similarities between the first 6 chs. of Isaiah and the seven
chs. of the book of Micah.

Now we go on to Roman Numeral II, which is the first ch. of Isaiah
This ch.(ch.l) (put on overhead projector) . . . Under this,

A. Verse 1. 'The vision of isa. son of Amos . . . (notice that
up to there it is almost Identical with 2:1), but he goes on and
tells when";" In the days of UK tlzziah, Jothain, Ahaz, and Hezekiah.

I have looked up what I wrote in the ZPEB as the dates for
these kings, and I'll dictate them to you just for your records. I
don't ask you to memorize them. 'zzIah reigned from 791 to 740.
The Script, says he reigned 52 yrs. There is only 51 between these
but as you count each of them it's 52. Of course wehave no reason
to think he died on the same day of the yr. in which ehe became
king.




Jothain probably reigned from 750 to 732. Notice it overlaps.
You read in II Kings how Uzziah sinned against the Lord, and God
made him a 1XZ leper. So during the latter yrs. of his reign, he
lived apart. Though he was still king, Jotham was also king. So there
were two kings at that tire.

Ahaz, 733-716. According to this figuring Ahaz was king 4
yrs. while his father was also king. Uzziah reigned so long, it is
probable Jotham was along in years when his father died, and he having
been co-king with his fatherso long, it would be quote natural for
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h
living. It was good practice for a king
iuto follow"the practice and make his son king, while he was still

king hjle he is still there; it prevents an upheaval after his ceath.

thetber this actually was the case we don't know. "e have certain
dates we can fir by parallels to the history of the Assyrian king.
Then between them you have to try to fit the in. rut a Pref.
Thiele, who srent nany yr. studyint' the chronology, hs sug;cstcd
these dates, and they seem to work pretty well with the evidence Te
have.




Pezekiah, 716-687, he reigned.

B. Verses 2-6. TIffi LOR.O"S COMPALDT. The division between c.l
and Ch. '2 is a very definite division. The division bet;reen ch. 218Z

and 26 defftittcdiyisiôn..Tiiëie divisions within
ch. one are less definite. Someone right suggest a piice t a different
place. Put I tMnk this is a fairly logicallogical.z divisio, Thc:lr T
Heavens, and give ear fl earth. I have nourished and brought up child
ren and they have rebelled aga1nst 'e.' \ terrible dcnwiciati;n.
When you think of all that God did for Israel kxi bringing then up
out of Pypt, carinr for then in the wilderness, protect-Al) te a
he did. 'T iave nourished and brought up children and they have
rebelled against ne." It is something that is repeated over and over
in human bisory. It is sood for :aronts to realize that it is sone
thine that often repeats itself. Often I have had people. say to
me, I don't know what to do with that son 19 yrs. of age, l yrs.
of age. Tc just won't pay attention to anything I y. Pvrytin
he does is different from what I thini. he ought to do. I don't
walys say what I think, but hat I think is, '?ou had your cLtnc.
You had hire during his formative years. A chilP Le¬ere :' reaches
14 is tr ndously influecned 'y his parents, hut when lie 'ets
in hislater teens he doesn't like to be pushed. You can push ki
a lot in earlier years, as lonp as you don't overdo it, you
can push hi'r a lot in earlier years, but when he roaches tl'c a.
of adolescence, what you've done before has n trecndous effect
on hir, but what you do then will not have so ihuch effect. The rain
thing you can do for hi then, is to pray for hi and. show hi fore
bearance. - -

Think of the heart of 'sod! You think of iow u parent feels, and
think of how Cod felt after all 1!e had done for Israel. 1-c hat' nouriihed
and brought up children and they had rebelled against iii.. Ihe
ox knows his owner and the ass his caster's criht, but Israel does -notnot
know, my people do not consider. 0 sinful natioi, apeople ladn with
iniquity, a seed of evil-dous, children tabt are corruted, they have
forsaken the Lord, they have provoked the Holy (Lc; of Iracl to
anger. They are gone away backward. Why should you be stricked any
more. You will revolt more and more, The whole head is sick; the whole
heart sick, fron the soul of the foot even to the head there is no
soundness in it. But wounds, bruises and. . . they have not been
" . . bound up ....with ointnent. The Lord's coiplaint which begins
thoi Book of Isaiah.

That 5th verse: hhy should ye be strickod any iore? You will
revolt more and more." The Heb. there is an imperfect, and the iLperf.
is quite corinonly trans. future as the KJV has done here. isut the
imiperf. very often expresses a frequentative idea, an action that

3
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occurs and is repeated rather than something in the present or in the

past.-It is ued in t st.inen. where it' saps that aitst woUld
Cone a, and: water the C*?*};. t uses. the imperfect-,al1Ough. it. is
talking about things wqy back in the Garden of Eden. It is referring
tiotbing.tt occurs and occurs nd occurs again So I thin it
night eprst1 14fltle bettet hee ife said t'hy should
you be stric1'éd any nrre; yOu revolt, roe and nore. The vhole head
is sick. . Translate it thus as afrequerittivv ratcr than

future. .;

:;,YseS 9.. E DESOLATION, OF Tfl
I don't know which would be nore uscu1 to you right now. 'o have'
.tic trsohefôre you. Youal havè*1le' whre ydu can loo at"
the, verses ". or. to have, t S..;OUtiiflphfQreyou. "T.

The O'vtrsc'S 'quicifferentf*iu what éded'ther. Your
Country is J&solate, yurcJUes arei)uXned with fire. YQur land
strangers devour it In your rcscnce, and it is dcsolatea over-

by stranget ift s a beseiotI city *. e'unto'
Gotnmorah - T'isé 'vet Tb,.Atescribc a coriiUc)n that 'a
actuafly in c:istence as he writes. oie take this as a prophetic'
perfect. They take it as a dcscription of so-'cthin Cod is oing
to bring. tüt 1 avc looked at 5 of the IJiore nost recent translations

-of the P4bie., twohy".. evangelicals two by tbor iZars., and in
ail five I fine they take it just as the JV eoes " as a present"
'::ent, rés'et 5iuation. Thai rt é*éti fif+!'s1h'wrote.
"theie word,hile, Pezekish was k3n ;'1*cnonacherjb "cave
*king'of Assyria ane, ov'rran t~q whole14-Ind in 711 ~t thas t

~:tirie thb'-wbole lan-6- was 6voi'comc v:;'Lachish- the sEth' larest city
.inJudah was taken, prisoner, the city was ,overcouc, de:oj shed,
and t1ousans ivere carrIed off into captivity byennacherib.

An .icrusa c.r.i.was.. .loIt_alou&. read th history of that period
in Is. 36-37," and'aisO ifl4ingski1dh'roni:c'IeS.- time when for
nearly 3 yrs. they expected at any tthe the A-syrian army would
come an attack Jerusaleii, and that it also would he demolished. But
Isa. ai 'td' then in later chs. of the book Jerusalem is not going
to be.-taken; Co is oig to protect. his': city, as birds,-. flyint, Do
will protect Jerusaon. It won't be by your treigth,.,cr pov.r.
It will be by his action.' Théii we''radin Kings, Crbn, and in
Isaiah iiwo the Lord destroyed; great. nuitbors of the Assy.rtan' ary.
Probably it was by a reat plui lie. ,.sen.,,n&Snacherib could do
nothiig hut return' crOss the' 'desert 'to his ho' in Mesp'otaiia.
Thi',exacfly es'cribes thts'..situatioii:'Thc.. ,cicnmtry waadosolte.;
straners. were, devourn ,i;. t1 p,epl from the walls of. Jeruslen
could see' the foroign"troos as' they were dstroy'in ille afterifter
viligge; a beseiged city.,--, 1ie said,. Lxpt te. Lord' ef host had
left unto us a very small reinwi we should have been like cdom
and bmo'ia1'.' - '" &'" "f' -............

So we have here cer4iverses that were doubtless written at that
pafti'tul1ar'time. I' iñtUne to' tMnk these flrs't6 chs. were'gathered
toge itcy. rcpre5cnt nater,ial
he had given at various ,ties

duriNO,
h.s long life as God's prophet,

but maki-g'a good"' fiitrOduct±ontö whol'bock, 'ehs. 16/

S. " S.
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But this particular situation reflects the situation at that par
ticular time.

By the way this 9th v. is quoted in flom.9:29, but in the context in
Rom. there is not much specific reference to this situation in Isaiah
but simply to the fact that it was only due to God's mercy that any
people were left. So it fits well in the context in Romans, but it
does not draw on the whole situation here, just on this general
aspect of it.

D. Verses 10-15 THE FUTILITY OF EMPTY CEREMONIES.
These are verses that can be very applicable in our own day. We have
to transpose some of the words in them to fit our own day, because
we don't have the same type of religious observance they had then.
But they are just as applicable when this transposition is made.

"Hear the word of the Lord ye rulers of Sodom . . . To what
purposes is the multitude of your sacrifices . . . I am full of
burnt offerings and rams . . . I delight not in the blood of hul&ocks
or of lambs or of he-goate.' There is a large school of OT inter
pretation that thinks or the pephets as being against the temple
services, and the priests in supporting them, and there heinz a
conflict between the two, and they quote such passages as these.
But it is entirely a misunderstanding. Isaiah is not against the
sacrificial system. In fact, he promises elsewhere in the hook, that
everything t'ie sacrificial system stands for will continue. He's
not against anything that is taught or preseribed in "cripture,
but he is against putting our faith in such matters.

He says, For what purpose are these things? When you come to
appear before me, who has required this of your hands to tread
my courts? Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination
to me. The new moons and sabbaths, T cannot away with. It's iniquity
even the solemn meeting." That's a strange statement: I cannot away
with. You take the four words as they stand in the KJV. If you make
a break in them like I did, I think it makes more sense.'T cannot.
way with!" I think a better interpretation is perhaps the way some
modern translations take it. They say: I cannot bear your new moons,
your sabbaths, you calling of assemblies. Away with the iniquity,
even your solemn feasts'! I'm not sure that is better, but the
idea is the same in either case. There is no punctuation in the Hebrew.
The punctuation in Heb. was put in many years after the Bible was
originally written. The ch. divisions were not put in until the
13th cent. A.!). In the 10th cent, the Massorrets, a group of Feb.
scribes put in certain acent marks which show where they think
there should be stress, and where they think there should be division.
But this simply indicates the tradition handed down by word of mouth.
It's pretty hard to hand down such things as that.

Now the tfMI vowel points also represent tradition handed down
by word of mouth, but it is much easier to preserve that as you read
it, as it is read over and over through the ages. It is much easier
to preserve the vowels than to preserve these accents. So some scholars
say, forget the vowels, just the consonants are what is inspired. Most
scholars say, The vowels represent a very well preserved tradition,
but not quite as well preserved tradition as the x consonants. But
the accents most of us don't pay much attention to. Some of them we
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don't know for sure what they rean, anyway. But in your Heb. PU.
there are a great many of these little accent marks, which most
Christian scholars simply disregard. Except once jp awhile some
one has a big argument he wants to base upon one of them. When he
does I think he should be consistent and try to interpret the' all,
and I don't know any Protestant scholar who does that!

This is a very vital idea in oui' on. day. "Your new 1noons 'and
appointed feasts ny soul hates. They are a trouble to me. I am weary

to bear them . . .T'll hide y eyes from -you. . You hailds rirc full
of blood. . criticisv of hypocrisy, and a criticism of 'uttin your
trust in observances., or farms, or ceremonies, Pr regulatitles.

I lnow a man who used to teach here in the seminary, whose
father was a very pious Jew. e could 'quote frc'm 'mernory all the
services which included great parts of the T in Fiobrew, but he did
not have any Idea what awordof iti1e.ant. He did not know a word of
Hebrew- so as to nnderstndin.*ts meaning, but he said,these words,
forms. And some of our Protestant churches are alos:t.as had. Certainly
a lot of the PC churches are that way. They repeat Latin words which
the bulk of the people have no idea what they are talking out.
Empty forms and ceroinánies. They myhave tc1t meaning when you
understand them, when you put your trust in what they stand for. But
it is what they stand for 'that is vital. The futility 'of enpty
cerp,onies.

We don't have time to look at T, . and G today. That nn't take
such a long time. Please review the material on Isaiah on the next
di. for next time a 11ttle bit too' heattse we will spend much glare
time on the next ch. than or the rest of this cb.

Please et the assignments in ny Friday noon to the office!
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The assignment for Oct. 4 is to study Isa. 4 entirely from your
own study. You can study any translation you desire to, or you can
study the original Hebrew i{ you want to. Only 6 verses. "rite out
answers to three questions entirely from your on studies, not -,I-.in?,
commentaries or annotated Bibles.

1. What is the primary theme in each verse!
2. resignate each verse that predicts a complete re'ova1 of all

extarnal danger. After today's lecture it will he a little clearer
what that means.

3. Discuss vv. 1-2 in more detail.

I would like you to review the lessLon each week. This written
assignment should not take you over an hour . . . . If you care to
look in a commentary or annotated Mhle, that will be extra work which
may be of interest. It is not part of the assignment. If you do it,
I wish you would state on paper whatever is of interest or value that
you may find, and specifically mention what source you looked into.
I'd rather you'd not use any source except the Bible text until you
have written out the answers to these three questions. Later on you
can see whether others agree or disagree with you.

We have not finished our discussion of ch. 1. I'll put the out
line back on the chart.

II Isaiah One. On that we had looked at
-Rc'The Futility of Empty Ceremonies.

An Offer of Forgiveness, vv. 16-20 of c. 1.

There is quite a marked change between vv. IS and 16. V.15 is
'when you stretch forth your hands I ;i1]. hide ry eyes saith the Lord
and when you make many prayers I will not hear. Your hands are full of
blood." But vl6 though it connects right up with it has an entirely
different theme. 'Vsh you and make you clean, put away the evil of
your doings from before my eyes. Cease to do evil, learn to do well;
keep judgment, relieve the oppressed . . . . plead for the widow,
Come now and let us reason together saith the Lord, though your sins.............

they shall be as wool." If you he willing and obedient
you shall eat the good of the land, but if you refuse and rebel you
shall be devoured, . . .

Here is a prophecy that if they will do right, God will treat them
well; if they refuse they will be punished. These are fused together in
this one brief passage, and the one v. that is better know than any
of the others is v.13 which we usually take completely out of context.
Taken completely out of context it is a uwx wonderful prediction of
what the Gospel will do for us, of how wonderfully God can cleanse us
through the Gospel, It's an absolutely wonderful description of that!
But in the context, does it fully mean that? There is no Gospel intro
duction to it; there's no real Gospel continuation from it. Some have
taken it as a question: 'Come now, and let us reason together says the
Lird. If your sins are like scarlet, shall they be white as snow? If they
be red like crimson, shall they he as wool?" I notice that none of the
recent translations take it that way. Some translations trade 40 or SO
yrs. ago took it that way. It would he entirely possible to take it
as a question. If the whole context was one of rebuke for sin, I would
think that it was right to take it that way. There are no queston marks
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Some. have suggested that the Archbishop's horse stumbled as he was
riding on his pastoral calls and making these chs. divisions in his
Bible. Certainly he did right at the end of ch. 4, but he did quite
wrong here, because vv.l-S here are a unit. There's a sharp break be
tween that and v.6

A. The General Relation to Micah 4. (I want you to see that title
and also the two passages next to each other - need two overhead pro
jectors for that). Put hack the text of the two chs.

This is the assignment you did for last time, and consequently
I trust you were all familiar with this. The General Similarity between
these two chs. Mic.4l is almost identical with Tsa.2:2.

Mic.4:2 is almost identical with Isa.2:3.
4:3 24

So we have a very remarkable general similarity between these
two passages!




Context
B. The Relation of is. 2 and Mic.4 to the Proceeding of

Each. We spoke of this last week in connection with the assignment. We
noticed then that ch. 2 of Is. begins with a new heading -- that seems
to make a break from what precedes. Many commentators say that is the
title for cha. 2, 3, and 4 and that ch. I was written later. That is
entirely a guess. I would not pay any great attention to such suggestions,
as this of the way the hook may he put together. But it is of importance
in pointing out the fact that there is a rather marked break there in the
opinion of most interpreters. You do find points in common between this
passage and the last few vv. of Ininh, but not a great deal more than
you would find with almost any section of the prophetic books.

But we have a very different situation in Micab. In Micah we have
no such introductory statement as in Isa. It continues right along. In
fact it continues so steadily along that if you did not have a ch. mark
there it would read right straight along as if there was no real break.
The previous paragraph loads right into this. "Hear . . . you princes
of the house of Israel, that abhor judgment and pervert all iniquity.
(v.11) The heads thereof judge for reward and the priests thereof teach
for hire and the prophets thereof divine for money. Yet will they lean
upon the Lord and say, Is not the Lord among us? None evil shall come
upon us.f Therefore shall Zion for your sakes become a plowed field,
and Jersualen shall become haps and the mountain of the high places
become a forest." This tells the terrible destruction he predicts for
Jerusalem, i(ø as a result of the people's sin. Zion the place where
David's capitol was, that section of Jerusalem would be just like a
plowed field. Jerusalem would become just heaps of ruins. The temple
hill, the mountain of the house, would become just like a high place
in a forest. He continues right on and refers to these same three places.
He says the rnt. of the house will become the high place of the forest,
he goes right on, But in the last days it shall come to pass that the
mountain of the house of the Lord shall he established at the head of
the mountain. In v.12 he says, therefore shall Zion for your saikes
be plowed as a field. We read in v.2 that the law will go forth out of
Zion. He said Jerusalem shall become heaps(v.12); he says(v.2) and
the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem. So we have these three specific
places mentioned as having a terrible destruction, and the result of
the sin. Then he refers to the very same places again in these words:
tha
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in Hebrew; it is possible to take it that way. But none of the recent
translations take it that way. Not only do the NSB and NIV not take
it that way, neither do the PSV or NEB. They take it as a declaration.
In spite of context it is ribt to do so.

God gives a marvellous promise to those who were faithful to him,
obedient to Him. So I (10 not think it is at all wrong to say it looks
forward to the great fulfillment in the complete redemption as a result
of what Christ will do on the cross. !t first sight it looks as if it
were taken quite out of context whne you take it alone, yet in the
light of context I do not think that is is the case. I think it does
look forward to its wonderful fulfillment In Christ. That gives vv.
16-20, An Offer of Forgiveness.

F.The Sin of .Jerusalem, vv. 21-23.
Here he speaks specifically of the city, lie has been addressin the
people, in general up to this point. Now 'Now is the faithful city
become a harlot. . . now murderers. Her city has become dross
everyone loves bribes (KJV "gifts" undoubtedly means bribes; probably
the term "gifts' was used to cover 'hrihes' in the days of KJV more
than new). Everyone takes bribes and follows after rewards They judge
not the fatherless, neither does the cause of the widow come before them.

C. Punishment and Renewed Blessing, vv.Z$ 24-31. Here there is
a beautiful passage; lovely poetry in the course of which the threats
of punishment as they continue in sin are continued. The last v. has a
note of punihsrient: "The strong shall he like tow, and the mra)cer of
it like a spark, and they shall both burn together, and none shall
quench it. There is also the hope of deliverance from the wickedness
of the land right in the first ft verse: I will . , . purge away your
dross, I will take away your tin, and I will restore your judges
as at the first and your counsellors an in the hectinnin. There is a
specific promise, but it is not a promise of the establishment of com
plete righteousness. Because he says, "like at the hefriiing as they
were before." In the early days evn&ently according to Isaiah, their
standards of morality were n'uch higher than they were in his day, but
this is not a declaration of a golden age. This is a declaration of
a renewal, like they had been before. Back to the situation from which
they had fallen. "I will restore your judges as at the first and your
counsellors as at the begiing. After ward you will be cahle the city
of righteousness, the city --the faithful city. Zion will be redeemed
with judgment and her converts with righteousness, and the destruction
of the transgressors and sinners shall be together. They that forsake
the Lord shall be consumed."

Thus we have the two notes mixed together. The prophet's Vision
looks forward here mnightly(?) hut not necessarily to the complete
establishment of righteousness. It is to be made like it was at the
beginning. So shall we go on to Roman Number III.

Ill Chapter 2:1-5 The Glorious Promises. Actually these live verses
make a chapter by themselves. The Archbishop made a break at the end of
cii. 4 that had only 6 vv. in it. Here, he could very well have made one
at the end of v.5 because there's a complete break between vv. S and 6.
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"they are going to he established with such glory and such importance
as they never had before. tiiht connocttn iii icah here. In Isaiah
you could just as well connect with any one of many other chapters,
in Is'iih, either before or after. Tn Isaiah there Ia that senarate head.

So t seems to no this is a vor'i strong reason to think that this
passage of Micah was written first. Now we go on to the next point

C. The Moaning of the Vision
1. Is.2:2 and 311c.4:l

a, The Use of Figures of Speech.
This word translated 'the top of the iountains" some recent translations
prefer to render it as "the chief of the mountains." The oh. word is
the common word for "head". It will he established as the head of the
mountains. But when it goes to speak of their being exalted above all
the hills, that sounds as if it were a literal raising up. As if the
temple hill in Jerusalem, that small bill we would call it, was raised
up so it was higher than Mt. Aarat. It gives you that impression.

But then it says that nations will flow, stream to it. That's
a figure of speech. You do&,t stream to something high. You flow to
something low. So these two figures of speech: it will become the
head, it will he exalted; but they will flow to it. They are figures
of speech here. But it is very plain it contains the opposite of
what was contained just before in Mlcah. It will he destroyed, made
like a high place in a forest, just a waste. But it will be exalted
and become a center to which peoples will flow, Micah says. Isaiah
changes it to 'all nations" will flow to it, showing its universality.

1). Tie Supremacy of Cod's !'ouse

2. Ts. 2:3 and Mic.4:2.
and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. This is not a figura

tive statement. Quite literal here. This is what people are going to
say all over the world. e will find out what God's law is by going
to Jerusalem. This is the center from which it will come.

a. People seeking God.
b. Order going out from Zion.

Says specifically where this is going to start, but also shows a desire
on the people's part to come up there and learn God's law. Just what
does this passage mean? There are two possibilities. There is the possi
bility this means that there is going to be established a kine in Zion.
A king kho will represejit the Lord, and e will give Cod's ?lord, Cod's
law and people all over the orld say, Lot us look to Zion to find
what the Lord's will is. Let us go up to Zion. Letxk us hear Cod's
message. That is one possibility.

Another possibility is that a wonderful message, the word of the
Lord, is going to go out of Jerusalem, and the Apostles carried the
message from Jerusalem to Samaria and to the rest of the Near Fait and
over into Europe, and. crossed the ocean in both directions, and the
the rord of God will spread all over the world starting at Jerusalem.
Up to this point there are these two possibilities. We find fame who
interpret it one way, and some the other way.
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(Student: When I would see a couple different translations -

their quotation marks switched around. Is that clear that...)

No, here is no quotation mark in Heb., but where he says,
Come let us go up and lie will teach us of his way, and we will walk.
in His paths, clearly they are speaking there. But then when we
say, Out of the shall go forth the law, it could just as
well be translated,. The law is going forth. If he did that it could
be in quotation marks. The KJV translators evidently did not take
it that way. They took it as a statement of the reason why .

(Student: In other words, the standards ? ? are different)
Yes, and that's rather inconsistent. They probably had different

committees that translated each of those two portions.

Now e go on to the next verse.
3. Isaiah 2:4 and Mic.4:3.

This next v. continues and adds a thought. "He shall judge
among nations, and rebuke many peoples." This certainly fits with the
idea of a ruler in Jerusalem sending out orders. He shall judge among
peoples. He shall rebuke many peoples. It certainly gives that idea.
It is not impossible to interpret it as meaning that in the light
of the Gospel that goes out, nations will, settle all their differences.
And this law that comes of the Gospel will cause nations to settle
their differences, and do away with their errors. That is ppssibie
up to this point.

But then it continues'tthey shall beat their swords into plow-
shares, and their spears into pruning hooks." ITosea(?)--1icah earlier
had given the opposite of this prophecy. He said, Theyshall beat their
plowshares into swords and their pruninghooks into spears, predicting
great battles and wars that were to come. Now there is a prediction of
a time of peace, a time when people will do away with armaments. A
Time It reminds me very vividly of the time back in 1945-46 Ii when
U.N. had been established; Hitler had been destroyed; the war had been
won. Now there was to he universal peace and harmony, and the UN was
to settle all disputes. In this country they immediately started
putting all their battleships into mothballs, and doing away with most
of the plants. I remember hearing of a man out in Texas who read
about some kind of machinery available as surpluss for $1 apie.ces,
and he sent the order to Washington saying I might as well get 300
and when they came he found they were great, big machines. Theyfilhd.
up a couple acres of his land with these big machines. Three years
later the Government found that they started to reverse the process,
and instead of doing away altogether with ammunitions, they found it
was de3irahle again to establish some military power, and they needed
these machines, and I think they paid $300 apiece in order to buy them
back! I can't vouch for the accuracy of the story which I read, but I
can IflU vouch aft for the fact that it does exactly represent the
change in attitude of the Govt. between the time when the UN was
established, and the situation a year or' two later when it became
evident that Russia had taken over half of Europe and established a
military tyranny which threatened to conquer the * whole world. And
the Communists in China were taking over more and more ground and
establishing the lute control. So the process began to be reversed.
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(Student:What was the that people will heat their

swords into plowshares.)
I rJont recall the exact reference. Yes, ITos. 2:18. A sir'iiar

one in Tool.

This v-. has as its specific idea not that people will say, hhy
should be bother to expend ourselves? That is what the Chinese said
during many centuries; t don't know how many, but for quite a long
peod. For a long time the attitude in China was that the military
were the very lowest category. The scholars were on tope, and the
philosophers and administrators, and why bother with an army? As long
as they had a strong central govt. which asz wasn't interferrin much
with the different parts of the land, that seemed to work for quite
awhile. Then military couns rose up in different parts o1 the
country and people had no means of protecting themselves. Then eventually
the communists came in and took over by military force and killed
millions and established an absolute despotism.

So this is not a prediction, though the words could be taken as
such, that people are just going to do away with their armies and
say, Why bother to defend ourselves? What do we need police for? As
long as we show kindness to others we know everybody else will show
kindness to us. There is no need for nolice, or for military!

This describes a situation in which there is no NELn for these
things. A situation in which the external danger has been entirely
removed. Of course the last part of the v., which is found in both
Micah and in Isaiah fits with this idea: Neither shall they learn war
amon more? Vhv? Because it will not be necessary. There will he a
complete removal of external dangers. That's clearly taught in this
verse. That seems to show that the previous verse should he interpre
ted in that way f the two possibilities.

It is interesting to look at various commentators which start in
and predict the verse is strictly a picture of the gospel going forth
changing people's characters, making them love the will of God, and
a gradual diffusion of Christian princips throughout the world,
and then th!come to this verse and they say, because there is a
strong power whi re uiöves iT TnaYZtiTr. tttrat thnt-f-±-a+' s
prediction ends, bit 4icah' s goes r abt on. licah, in the next verse,
in the next 3/4 of the next v. continues the thought of this verse.
He says, They shall sit everyone under his vine and under his fig tree
and no one afrai

One of the earl). çh ithers, eQ4j: i
A.!). refers to this verse in tuese words. Ge vs, Te vine ahd that
not in a fewpi ce;jrefers to the i.ord Himself, and the fig tree to
the H. S. as the Lord makes tl ad tcarts of men, . he Spirit heals them.
Micah says .fhey shat- 1,.~i.-V; eve 4AWie rL4Un4T fj
tree and none shall make him afraid.' iow it i certaiñ that 'tnos6 w'hb
have taken refugp and:-,iestd undx .th ¬;O tq ri ,.te
Word shall not be alarmed or troubled y those who trow)le tkeieas
of men.' Ceataieily what--.,Aetdii:ib s. .
under the Snirit and under the shadow of God'. Worn shoulJ not bé
frightened by human things because they know that their God is far
greater, and that 5iis will is best in all things. But I don't think that
is what Micah means liere...Thyill sit ....fig tree-and no one shall
make them afraid.' I don't think it is possible to say that what 1icab means
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is they will be protected by their vine and fi tree. Tt is a p1ctur
given to the people in Jerusalem, possibly at the-very time w1en the
army of the Assyrians was flooding through-the ceutry outsie. nd
it was impossible to go out of JcrualeI3 except for a very short dis
tance.

And isaiah said, This will he the sign to you, This year you'll
only be able to eat what grows of itself. in- other words-, you could
rush out to the ntes when there ere not any Assyrains standing near
and pick sore fruit or vegetables that had grown, ant.t rush back in
before you shaw any of these roving hands of Assyrians going through
the area. And also next year 'you will pet what gro;ks itself, but
We says, in the th!r year, ou'li he able to plant and harvest.
There was that period when they were shut in and they Ld their pro
party utsido, and out there they bail their vines and fig trees.Then
they could sit out in the open country with nothing to fear. That
was 'to the te picture of a glorious future! Micakasys that this is
not going to be that tbe çcople in Jerusalem, will be able te de that
for a time f till the next car.coircs, no1t merely' they, but th't is
going to be a unhresal situation. D'at men cm sit in the ope; &dt
no need of bars, gates, or that kind of protection ecause there is
a complete renioval of eternal danger.

So in the previous verse and in the f1rt three parts of this
verse of Mich we have stress the idea that there is no external danger.
There is no need for defense. T!-'ere is nothing to fear That is dat
is promised here.

B. The Vulfill"er.t or tle Vision.
Here t've put in ra what ! think is ir'portnnt to stress -- The Tror-
tance of avoiinp the dancer of Circular reasoning.

Tt is so easy for us to o to a passage of Scripture tith a
preconceived idea awl try to fit it into that ilea. The rt trcs
we make at iT i: ti-,it '.:e should find our ideas in the Fihie and build
our ideas from it, rather than go to it and fasted a N,-ten over it.
There is no co]!plcte human systeit that is dependable. Cod could have
given us a list of 10 or 12 points stated very c1arly and iefinitely
that are the ajor things. ut Ue did not. Thre is nuch In this word
which is aselutoiy clear. There is 'ucb in Vie Thrd that ray he
difficult to imdorstani today, but perhaps a century fron now nay ho
very easy to understand. There is much in the word which wac perhaps
very uniquic to nnderstnd 1M yrs. ago because it exactly fits the
situation, and we have to study hard to 'rind ou what '-:ctly the situation
was then. So we feel we should go To Scripture and ask each psao,
what is this passage ta1kin ahout? :To re ta ti-If, ps' in Isa. and in
Micah the great stress Is on the renoval of external danger. It is true
the tord of God goes forth from Jerusalem with the spron of t" c Gospel
from Jerusalc'r(in the first century), and you ml ht Interpret it in
a figurative way if the Gospel so spread through the world that every
where everybody was In pace, nobody would think of injurin' others, all
were cotivortad to the orld. You night think that that ay there would
be estab1ishc1 such a situation as is described here - a complete re
moval of external, danger. "P-,era is however, the other possTh'Ility that
there is a force in Jerusalem which perhaps does not have to he exterted
often because everyone knows it is sufficient, powerful, ard it settles
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all problems and questions. The word of the Lord goes out from Jerusalem
and he judges among the nations. Ue settles their problems rightly. They
know He will. There is a comj'lete removal of external danger.

Now it is interestin to see the way this passage was Interpreted
by some of the early Christian fathers. Because they lived in a very
unusual situation. In the early days of the Xn church there was such
peace as the world had never before seen. That peace was established
because the Poman arry had gone out and had conquered nation after
nation. Those who resisted then they had cruely destroyed. Rut they
had established a system in which the people all, over Southern and
Central Europe, the Near East and N. Africa, were so sure of the power
of the Roman army that it was only very rarely that people in those
areas had to think of the possibility of war injuring them in any way.
So from about 20 P.C. Augustus established the Roman Empire, and
established this situation in which there were no wars except small
skirmishes on the border of the empire. There were occasionally in
the years after that uprisings and rebellions, but compared to the
state of almost constant war that had existed theoughout most of the
previous 2000 years of the world, it was a very marked change.

So in the 3rd and 4th centuries A.P. there were many of these
Christian apologists who were saying, See the results of the rospel.
Just as predicted In Micah and Isaiah, they said, we have peace
throughout the world. There is a complete cessation of war, and many
a Christian apologist declared this as a wonderful proof of the truth
of God's ?ord. 'ne writer is quoted by Pusey in his commentary on
the Minor Prophets in his discussion on Micah, he says All things
are made ZEE new in Christ. As the Inward disquite of evil men makes
them restless, and vents itself toward others in envy, malaciousness,
and wrong, so the inward peace of which e says, y peace I give you
--wherever it reaches, spread out abroad and has brought to all nations,
unity, peace and concord. e says, All are in harmony now one with
another. And he says, the outworking of Christ's Gospel spread not
only forward but backward, and thus universal peace was established
20 yrs before Christ was born, and the birth of Christ brought this
universal peace into the world.'

Now it was a fact that the pagans could not deny that all
nations had been at war in war after war in constant strife in Europe
and in the Middle East during most of the years up to about 20 I.c
And during the next three centuries, except for skirmishes on the
edges of the empire, there was widespread peace. So they said, Look
what Christ has accomplished! There is this universal peace. They
did not have to learn war any more. The Ronans were taking the Tar
banana into their army, and by the end of that time hardly any of the
local people were even thinking of learning war any more!

2. Disappointing Events. A change came just about the time
when the greater part of the Roman empire had become Christian, the bar
barians began flooding into the empire. During the previous centuries
the Romans had been taking them in a few at a time, putting them in
their armies, training them, and then when they would retire from the
army would make them oman citizens and they would settle down and be
given a little farm, and their children would he Roman citizens.
But now they were pushing in thousands at a time, faster then they could
be assimilated and withint the next two centuries these floods of
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=these roups of Germanic invaders flooded across Europe, and they
all but practically every country in murope, the people of "oman
background were completely submerged by it. They would march back
and forth fighting each other and this continued for several centuries.

So naturally the pagans could tern the argument back on ther.
They could say, This is your sacred hook which predicts this, and you
say Christ brought this about, but look we have the very opposite. We
have more wars than we ever had before. That proves it is entirely
wrongl' Well, it does prove their interpretation was wrong! This is
not a picture of what happened in the first few centuries after the
Gospel was preached.

Now is this a picture of what the Cospel will produce? as it goes
out into the world? Well, nearly 2000 yrs. have passed and we certainly
don't see today that millions are not learning war any more. Pussia is
putting about one fourth of its total production to the building of
armaments, and the training of men for war. In many parts of the world
there is constant preparation for war, and we have had one w war
after another during all the years since 400 A.l). There have been very
few times when there has been peace for any ].on pe-lod. This certainly
is a picture of something still future. It has hardly been fulfilled
yet! So it seems

4. This is a prediction of the same thing that is promised in
Isaiah 11. There we have a picture of the coming of the Rod out of
the Stem of Jessee, of whom we are told that Uis kingdom will be such
that the wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the leopard will lie down
with the kid. This does not mean the wolf will dwell with the lamb be
cause the lamb will be inside of the wolf, it means the lamb will not
need to fear the wolf any more. It says a little child will lead there
. shall eat straw like the ox . . . The tiny child who is just
able to toddle is usually not afraid of the serpents today. They are
apt to run right up and begin to pet them, but the serpent is apt to
bit the child and make it loose its life.

This is not saying that a child nay do that, it is saying that the
time will come when there will be no harm . . . It is predicting the
removal of all external danger.

5. The Manner of Fulfillment is Not Entirely Specified Here.
The most natural reason for that is that there is a force at Jerusalem
that establishes peace throughout the world so you don't have external
danger. But it does not require a twisting of the Isa. passage and
?licah passage to say this might be brought about by the preaching of
Gospel. If that were to happen at the rate at which it has penetrated
the world in the last 2000 years, we would look to another S or 6000
years at least before we could look for the fulfillment of this promise.
0 course we are told in the tJT that Christ is coming hack to this earth
and He is going to put down all its evil, so it seers most reasonable
to think this is a picture of a situation that Christ comes to establish
when lie comes again. But it is a picture of something to happen on this
very earth. It is the same place, Micah says, where the destruciton was
that there is going to be the glory. The mountain of the house that was
destroyed is going to be rebuilt and exalted and the Law will go forth
from Zion.
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After class last week I was asked two or three very intelligent
questions, and I know that there I things I say that may raise questions
in your minds or there are places where I may Tnispeak myself, or some

thing I don't make clear. So I appreciate it if you have questions
you would write them out, give them to me, then I could see whether
they are matters we should discuss for the whole class, or whether
they are matters that are personal problems. So if you would do that
it would be helpful. Is always hard to know whethrr one has made
himself clear or not. Some can get what is stated briefly in one
sentence; some you can say it in ten sentences and they don't have
it. You have to strike some where in between. I try to make it seven
or eight sentences, hoping that will reach about everyone. fltt it is
good to know just how successful I am in getting across the things I
want to get across.

One question last week was about Is. 1:18. I said a kit about
that. Evidently the one who asked about it, it was not made clear to
him. That is not of great importance in the progress of our discussion
and consequently I'm not going to take time on it at this tine. From
the viewpoint of the principles of interpretation involved it night
be of importance. From that viewpoint we might take more time on it
later on. But I would be interested to know how much I got across
about what I tried to say about 1:18. So one of these days when we
have a test I might asks a question about 1:18. If I do so that
particuàar queston will not he In any sense a way of judging you, but
a way of finding out for myself how much I have succeeded or failed in
making clear the particular remarks I made about that verse.

Some of your are taking this course for graduate credit. There
may be a few taking it for 2 hrs. credit, tho I prefer most take it
for one hour credit. Anybody who is not taking it as an undergraduate
course for one hour's credit, in order to keep my records straight,
I would appreciate it if at the end of the hour you would give me
a little slip stating your exact situation. Anyone I don't get such
a slip from today, I will assume that he is taking it simply as a
regular undergraduate one hour course. The list I have from the office
simply lists everyone with no particular statement otherwise.
Please be sure to get that to me today.

There is one slip I have from a man who asked for his first two
assignments back. I can give them back to him. If anybody else would
like any particular assignment back, or even if you'd like all your
assignments back, please give me a note to that effect, and I'll do
the best I can to oblige. I hope everybody won't ask for them all, be
cause it is a bit of extra bother arranging them and dividing them.
I'll b- glad to do that if you should really want them. I will not
give back any assignments unless . . . a note (requesting), and I'd
appreciate such a note at the end of the hour.

For Oct. 11, the assignment is rather brief: Read over Is.S and
make a general outline putting together those verses that make up a
section, somewhat delimited from what precedes or follows. Give a brief
title to each section you make. Also, if as you read you notice some
thing that seems to you to be specifically related to something we've
already looked at in Isal-4 or 56-57(which were included in the assign
ment I gave you) or to some other part of the Bible if this relationship
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occurs to you please nention that)).I'd lfke t6 have the assi'nmeñt
done without looking at any commentary o-àt any llarginalnoes in
any annotated Bible you have. That is I'dbe ccsteinknowfn
what you eC prom your own rcollection, kno'4ee, o1 observation
because that's iy pritary purpose & nit fo slid' 't sorebody
else has seen or, found hut to train you fn'-t1 of "finS out
for yourself ht the le OU 13\rC onc ti at, ti en"' J, f
you want tã look up iarinal notes, footrtot, that
is extra. I'd ke 1ad to have you do thit if ),Oil- 1i1 it
Tf you do please ur'ntion that you've done' On your per an rentefl1T
what you've used You might venion i,1-,qtisiori y u ar 'tt the
begthnin of your paper.

""- - -

(ur ptfr'O 1S to learr o* t-9 find what is in the T]Ile Some
people, hayc a veryagica idea f the iF1e They pici out three or
four_uor.s and 'hqre i Cod trit11 They reunid re of t1e rpiscopalian
rectors ho pnce gvc a. erzion on the text Tear the LurcITI it, of
course be. text, An4.if ie:.wili not hear the church then count
him s -an-, ~nte 14 r. £ee the an alone, then with witnesses, and then
before the ChUrh an4 e-wi4. not tear the churci rh( Bishop
was -present aterw1rs t Pe-ctor was expecting a compliment on
his -serinon,-.and, -tho ishopsii.y turned to him and said, I have
another verse for you Qu mht j-repare a sermon on This verse is
'flange ellt-he 1-aw and-the pqpets.' You know Jesus said, Upon this
hanga411thi law and the-prophe!t.'

Unfortunately,, peoes idea of the Bible is the sort of
attitude formed- b-:ta1-i th?er four words that way out of context.
Soewor4s -are reendotrs1-y- iiortant. Some words are s.iij.1y transi-

$ome words aro--thsblutely clearand definite. Some words
can possfliy le translated in two or thrc Tbcre are
people :Lo are raI in a trer eidous fuss hc-ut.: the- hat the ancient
MSS don't have every vord in thei that-i4 c fn-,Of the
later WS. "'lien they find find that a later "

repeats words from one
setiianóther and they are not in the early V' and the transla
ti6n i wa'lefTom early MStheysay, 0 this translation .ioe5 not he
1ievei-the-deity bf Christ bea-u-sc it leaves but this statement about
hjm;el1 f it-includes-'the.3te!rent elsewhere where it occurs in
the early NYFF such an attitude is I t1iint-likthis attitude of the
person who would preach on 'F-!an .\11 the- 'vnd-~the Prophets"? -In
other words it is taking these as iagicai-ords. instead 0.1 as au
attempt in the very difficult and weak instrument that hmn*i ianguage
is, of using that instrument to present Vh tTuth of -God.

So when we say the Lible is inspired- anfte- from error, w
don't mean you can take 3 words out of c-textflafid- get ('W, Is MIX
truth. We mean that in the Lible carefully tudièd, you annot find
anything clearly stated that is not part bf ods truth. 'tu can .rau

a lot of false inferences, but wh' you fi"n clearly taiht
there you can stand on. That's what we Ieanhy the 1i1e is ve'lly
inspired. That these words do not contain. false ideas if correctly in
terpreted 'E ,,at is iry great stress in t"fs cOtirs e do not i ,;ant 0i to''
read into the 8ihe, but to find what ister. !ow this is particularly
the case when we core to matters or which cocecrated Christian
One such matter is the matter of the millennium. If a person is thoroughly
convinced that there is to be a millennium, as I air, then such a persbn
can go the the Bible and find anything that he thnks will throw' light
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on tb-vt concert, in he rry fire. t't rei n- evience t1 at ever
Yet real ize before vas ret to the iri3lerninr. There is value in
t1t aprrech. ut "eliev s o'' u t'ere 'r 'eople v1 IC nct
thfti that this is vFt is tnut in the rfbe.. I helieve it is particu
1ir.r va1uh1e on all 1c'- tterc, nn Say rot --rely, n I Fit this
in to the toa&ln rf th rillernlum, hu--4oes this prove t'or Is a
ml1ienn1tm? ' t'e difference?

There are these two approaches nnd there is vilw in both.'ut I
believe this second appreoch is ahselutely necessrry that urmi nfl that
uron which 'e Tc o1re to stand strnnlv and iThich WO 5T"' to
insist upon as the rrod of Cod, 'e he able to say, Diece ps prove
it. Not, I think this passage nut relate to it!

Nor I wa a qi'stion t the heg1nni'o of the inst hour as to
whether the last part of cb. I roirtes to the riiflennir. In ti-c IR*t part
of ch. 1 - can't got this en on" sheet . . " lZee i which
reads I will turn rv hand upon thee nn rurely -urge away thy dross,
end take aav all thy sin. and I i'ill -r-store thy ics n at the first
and thy counsellors as at the hctinnin. terwar8s thou sliilt be called
the city of riteonsntss, the fathui cl.y. zion shall. ho
with jud'r'ent and her converts with rl'tf(t1sness. And the d'struction
of the trancressor and of the sinr; hnll he to the' inn the'. that
forsc, the Lord shill !e Now thi- ?StF verse I vend it
for context, hut t really is not part or t"is section shout hich t'ie
ition e rac1ed noes it relnt' to the pillennjr.

'ow a w' look 't those words, I 'l1 tl'r Try hni non thee and
purel puree away thy dross and tale away tlrr tin,. 'l t' "r ' he
said of those who are to he n the ri. Ilennitun! cd or's t1l.s to t3.
Tut it iht also he a rredetion of (o1's tahin the ieonio r'f into
cativity! The Tsaelites were tendin? to fall into idolatry during all
their history up to the ti.-e- of the exile. urn' all t!nt rd 'ie
find constant attacks on idolatry by the prophets. 'lilt we do not find
Christ crltisj2ln the Israelites of his lay for worshipli 'ioe! Ti.
the exile those, et least who returned frow the exile to Jr~rnslner ', were
thorouhlv weiied away froi idolatry, and fro" that phase of heat'tenisn.
Therefore one can sev that in a sense, in that rerarel and in certain other
reardc, at least this statewent that I ill. mirely n eiwa' thy ress
and take P-.-9v thy tin could he a prediction of what is coin to hanpen
in connection with the millennium.

'Te"' if sore ore warts to say, !o, it ipofnttnc to whit is 701n
to eppen in the Creat Tribulation, well, soetFing sir7ilar ray hapnen
in the Great Trlbt!l!tor but you can't nrov' it fm this verse. T. toll
you Pin goin' to go to Phiin. and there huy a new cult, and if I do
that next woh. von can't quote 'w words six months fro-m and say
that I am still ceing to do it. I may do it newt week and again six months
fror no". hut if I ace the sta.terent and fU1.fI1 t1if- the
statement has Ieen fulfilled. If I say. T' goir to go to Ph1la1elphia
frequently and 1uv new suits, then when ' qe once it would 'nt 4u1fi1Y
the statement. 3ut 'hen a. prediction is made and can he conreired of
asbavln ',Per fulfilled, we may say thit siflar thir" to t ''P te
place later, ht we have no ripht to' spy it is a prediction 01n an eve-at
that is eoin to hapen later.
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The passage continuos-.''I ;il1 restore thy juiges as at the first
and thy counsellors as at tile begi.ining. were Israel's judges
are the first? owere their counsel lorsntthe- beginning?' 'e read
of great judges in the history of Israel. e rend of Samuel. £f Gideon.
Of many other judges, an counsellors. whom (odmarvellously used . ut
we do not find that their condition was a perfect condition many bf
those periods. If you want to say there is a similarity between this
and somethinr God is going to do in the millennium; there's going to
he some similar sort of organization in the millennium with what there
was then, that you can prove from this passage if you prove the
passages is about- the millennium. Put you can't prove th passage is
about the millennium from -this statement. This statement,can just as
well he taken as saying, After return from exile there will be won like
Fzra, like Nehemiah; men like the ?'accabees who gave their lives 'for
their loyalty to their Cod. Men who are worthy to stand in every regard
as the equal of the men who were judges and counsellors in earlier days.

And the statmment: Afterwrdrds thou shnlt he called the city of
righteousness, the faithful city -well certainly there were centuries
after.the.time of.the. exile.when. despite their sin, .w-icke4ness and
their failure the Jews nevertheless did become, noble as n area, as
a group many of whom were willing to give their live' Thither hèflevf
in the one true God. It would he pretty hard to prove this would not
be a prediction of that period.

The statment that follows: ,Zion shall be redeemed with judgment
and her converts with righteounesss . . . Inthis statement there is
an unfortunate trnalsation. The word rendered converts ""is simply
the participle of the Heb. word 'to return. So literally it is those
who return. That could certainly be a precise reference to those who
returned from exile. Now it does not have to be. The idea of return
ing is used not only in a material sense, it is also usedin a figurative
sense. o it is quite proper to translate: 'those who return! to the
'ord, or those who become converted! But the translation "converts
while not an incorrect translation is a translation which takes only
a small part of the meaning of the word. I believe it would be better
to translate it literally as "those who return' and then allow the
possibility that it is a spiritual return rather than a physical one.

It is interesting to notice that this statement which in KJVis
her converts' makes into her repenting ones in the NAS, and "her
repenting ones' is slightly nearer the (?) than "her converts'
because it is a definite act of returning. Put the NIV has gone one
step further and is definitely wrong, and says not her repenting ones
but 'her penitent ones.' Now "her penitent ones' Simply describes a
state of mind. The ileb. shab does not describe a state of mind!
It describes .a change. In most cases a physical change. It may refer
to a spiritual change, but certainly not a state like penitence. I
don't know 'whether this is important enough for me to write the Chair
man of the committee about. I have a lot of other matters I'm going
to write him about that I think are far more important. But I may
includes a reference to it when I write. t!e has specifically asked we
for suggestons, so I certainly shall make some that are iinportant.and
I may make this wne. It is certinly not a correct translation at that
point.

This is something I think we should have covered when we first
came on it a little more fully, My greatest interest is in the method
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of approach, the method of translation. As you see if you want to say
riere is a picture that describes-what describes. what will happen in
the millennium. Perhaps what will happàn in t!ie millennium will be'
exactly ltk this. I Jo not wish to fight with soeon who. says tiUs
is a picture of the riillenniwn. nut I do say, You can't prove the'
millennium from this because it very well can be a picture of the
fact God is going to bring the Israelites back from exile-and-goi-g
to give very groatbiessings at that time.,

Now we can o on with our regular outlines. I have condensed the
first part I will put up so as not to repeat matters we ha'iO discussed.
Wo arc discussing. oman Numeral ITT

II Thr Glory of the Promise Ts.2:l-5. In our tUscussion of this
you noticed that this is a passage that describes a period when there
is no externa$ danger, a period ihen there is no need of do.rense
and a period when there is 'notMng to fear. T radtó you 'the exposition
by one of the churc1 fathers (c. 300 yrs. after the, tine of Christ),
something, over 300 yrs. ago we night think o as a long time ago. ut
we speak of them as the early fathprs and seem to think they have
special importance. They certainly have very definite linportance, but
he says that the vine and the fig tree here show God's protection. That
the vine and fig tree represent the protection God will give. That

'?ell not- the vine and fig tree were hardly a protection! The fine
and fig tree are sinply given as a picture of'the'pesibili'ty of going
outside the city, out in the open field, and there sitting down
under your vine and fig tree with no fear whatever. It shows a time when
there is no external danger, no deed of defense, nothing to fear.

row. I just mentioned at the ürd o the hour
D 1Z) The rulfiliment of the Vision.' Under this I looked at four

subjects, and I mentioned #5 --.The Manner of Fulfillment is Not
Entliely Specified flO're. It beings here tling how the' law will go
forth from Jerusalem, arid the Word of God fa Zion. But whether this
is necessarily the beginning of what is here described, 'orihether it
is a staonent of what will occur at the tir.e and . . . . .. is not
specifically stated. The early Christians took it as the manner f
fulfillment. They said, Christ was horn in Bethlehem, He preached in
Jerusalem; from'Jerusalein the word of od bogän'an went out into 'the
world, and after the end of the first and second se or second century
they said, This word is going to conquer the world and thus all the world
will have a time of absolute peace.

Then some said,, Yea, We've had peace for 300 years. The world
enjoyed not compeltO peace bbut such peace as the world :iad never known
before because Roman arms .we.;e preventing people from fighting. This
began about -20 yrs.'before'C1lrist'was born so they said' the'kingdon of
Christ exerts its influence back bofoore He was born which is a beautiful
but rather irrational idea. Certainly Christ's birth in Bethlehem' had
nothing to do with Augustus' conquering Egypt and establishing a division
of peace such as the woria has not seen before! Then "after 3 or 4 centuries
the Roman peace completely, broke down and all the area of the Roman empire
became a sectioit in which 'flU roving tribes' were fighting one another,
and in which literacy vbich may have been 0 or 95% decreased to % or 10%
at the very lowest, 'and the terrible Dark Ages began, then' the heathen
could turn against the Christians and say, You say Christianity is I&
kx tx)c true by this period of absolute peace,well it came to an end!
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Christianity is false!" f course the fact is this is riot a yrreai.cticn;
that is something yet to come in the future. ut how is this going to be
fulfilled? It would to e ire1ypossi1 is far as this passa,e is con
cerned to say, The iord of God going out from Jerusalem is going to
reach all pcpplc to the extent where they wil) all say, Lot's turn te
the riht, let's go to Jerusalem ;-_jet's go to Christ who is in the
heaveuL' Jerusalem, let us find from Tii: how P' ants us to live and
thus there -will he etabli"shed. a. condition of absolute peace throughout
tie orid.

It locked a lot sore like that wolili happen 50 yrs. ao tan t
does today! Let's say 80 yrs. ago, it looked far more as if it night
haetàntoday Luring th.i century there have been aut a:; atany
wars as any century in history. It does not appear at present as if
there is much iikliiiood of it stopping.. I.. unJorstand Ru3sia is spending
about 2S% of its total production on preparation for war. We are spend
ing ahout 5 of ours. There are those who rre w3ing a protest a-~-.Ialnst
that! Just -why .Russia. is .puttig all this into that:1when.there are
people ti'.eir op1e are many of them hair starvcd and would i liie
to have part of that at least so as to have more to eat, is something
they have not explaind. Tut.thata conditIon of peace is goi; to con
tinue for a long tine is certainly something that appears extremely
unlIkely.

o when someone bays the Gospel is oin to go en and conquer
more and more and more nations, more and more people until we have
ascmlte freedom from w all over t1e øtrd;zzzz world and this is
going to last for a long, long time well, if the E.ihle definitely
?redictI that I Loul cert&n].y ay that though everythin look.
contrary I would hHeve God can fulfill what He has promised. But
the passae does notT:specifically say that is t is goin', to a2en.T fact, it sond a hit different, because it. says that He will
reprove strong natis . . .. and he will judge among the nations. Tt
sounds as if a strong force is going to establish peace. So just as
the Roman force over that area of furopend '. "frica ad part of
the Middle East established (peace), so the Lord Himself is going
to establish owor on this earth and:no one ifl. think of 'ar
because there will be no opportunity to and no one will need to pre
para.e for :ar.h.ecause there is nohQciy. else. who would dare ake war.
The condition at least of óternal peace and safety' will, be brought
about zezz in one cf -her' to ways. "

the basis of this passage and M1cah 4 au Is. 11, T believe
we can dogmatically say there is going to be such a 1on period
thc T six' tirS S3S 1000 years, Yet T' rot O31' to fi1 t
with those who say the 1000 is simply a round number! But I'm not
goir1 to tl.iriL it can be a round num'er.for ten. seconds, or ten rinutes.
It would seem to me as f it would have to be.* a long period f of time.
Therefore, it sec.s to e the ible clear! :OaC±ieS. tbere is ;oinc to
he a inillenpiun reign of Christ upon this earth., but I don't think we
should try to prove this by these last verses in Ch.' 1. 1 believe cb.2
very definitely shows a period in which there. will be complete ex
ternal freedor: freedor, from extrnai danver

5. ;ote yicah 4:4 c. tc have noticed how iMic.4:i-3 e have
almost exact1para11els to Is. 2;2-4. But Mic.4 the first 3/4 of the
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verse has no exact parallel in Isaiah, but it simoly stresses end drives
home t t Nct t' t ratr c1'r1 tiH n t1PreV1M1 verse.

Very.. clearly t,u.ht I :ou1 s.. 1en there 15.. to. e . tire vrhe ro
exterr' ft'i PC eec of d'ere not'1rr te fear rut t1- Jpf pert
of 4ic 4 says' "Per the iutb of tte Lord )-rth ro1ei, Jr other words
Mi.çah s.:y 1rec'!ctiflr, of nicrd free fror world free
from eternal drger i si'c c trererdow t1-r- ti-nt ir or'r 1-0 e
hove it, 'o1 "it 1rer tFt the T' of t1e Jcd the roth of
the Lord .h svi.d it. C. r,., hs g5ven. this viinr to e.

J: there any parallel to these %'ordsin Jsaitth 2? ..Persona11y I
believe thc:"re is I ieIicvo t1it s h' Isaiah put in v.of e * .2.
I believe he nit tat v v1-Le ort tint Ti t'e op of VV, ni sa
concerninç J.h and .7rule; " s tie cuiva1ejt:of het Micah
*a said: `r-or the ;outh of thE' Lord hth spot-en it". Tt looic rther
silly to the averagc person aproichtti the hoo, of 1a!,, cert.i.nly
it did to heforo I stud'ed iito it, :t'o. hrve the look.stprt with
verse 1 toiL 10P t'-i-t tce vre th v.4on ii&' std . An eycf-ilert
intor-uction to the whole hooic. And then in the very next ch. to re
peat anotor (?) "Ca-UP.: :. .::I would.- not be..s lly if he
did it on every chpter, or evenioii every tenth chapter. But there
are not.;ior.e than 7 ;or 8-pages where. I1ah' even occurs
in the book! .-c thave. jt in 1:1; 2:1;
Is. 7 3 tcre he's tllti of 'its 'lie' eti- itt' haz, mad ,t sys, Then
said the .,Ord unto. TsUah. Then in 13:1 . kav: the burden 'of tahyi;on
which Isniah did sees, whIch heins not 'nerely one chapter hut,3 neri.od.
of abot dozen chapters deá1.n dththnations shOi '
God S:SiiS golcngto li ien.to ti-e. :................................. . .

In ci.. 2fl:2 it says "the Lord spoke to lsnfah and in v3 it
says Isa. walked -naked:. and )afoot for T:7.to 34 where
you have a.histcrical accoint. f Ti.n's relation to T?zki Y2U
find the rd Jai&" 10 tires ai-'l over aialn i' the whole b'1

So aside from 13:1 where it in treduce a lor. nssse of sot
dozen chs. o a type difrerent fro-, riost of the rest of the hook, such
a. title occürs.';on1 in the beginning of:ch . ncintb hap. of cli. 2.
That seems rater not i very seps le aTr .!emonl.. es ahedinp for a
group of ohs. hy have ythr heading and thn give it All again? Most
-of-it again just one ch.later.unJess you're roin.to hoer ü dCiiflE. it
all the way through! .1ieve :1 Is a he dfn for these S

Isaiah relizerl he is going uch r trerendons prediction, such
prediction tiat it i alo- t 1possih1e for on to believe and would be
particularly iCficu1t for those Israelites to believe with the Fyptians
to tite, seut. of t'eu anJ tI Assyrian-; north .est oftn c1shin" and
fighting. c.acIi cthcr rd t'-'e 'ssyrians corir- u overrn'ir' Israel to
the ncrt that twido as 1re s Tuda", an cverrurrdn most 0 Judah,
taking Lachish the second largest city. In.Judahtkin: her captive.
That in those coditions boc!y....rei to go out Sit undor his vine
and fig tree. Isaiah 'is aying, 'i'ou may fird it difiu1t to believe.
You may say, icali has saiti 1i _and that' WOndrfU1, h' t how do *we, know
icah is a true pro;-.et o Cod? ,!e1l, od gave ,.no the saie vision! Here

is a vision that'Isaiah has' seen. Cod enabled me to ive ny word to
what Micah has UA given that this wonderful thing Is actually goingto
take place!
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That this world is going to'hecome so free from wars that there
will he complete freedcm from external danger! That will be entirely
removed.

o we live. this parallel here, I bclieve. And then we have one
more parallel, I'll call that

ground
F. Mic. 4:5 and Is.2:5. Since we have a lot of to cover

this semester I on't spend ruch tire on it praticualrly as the real
problem is in Micah..rather than i Isaiah. Most ibles like the one
I have copied from = the reason I used it was because it had the
largest type of-any Lible I could, get to make it lie flat enough to
make a transparency Notice the heading? "The Lord's udginent on
the proud. ) house of Jacob, come ye and let us walk in thelight
of the Lord, therefore thou ]last forsaken thy people the house of
Jacoh.' What sense does that nake? Putting, v. 5 and v. 6 together
like that in my opinion makes absolutely no sense. That is not a reason
why God has forsaken his pooDle because they want to walk in the
way of the Lard. That is Isaiah's conclusion to the wonderful picture.
God is able to-promise this tremendous thing you could not believe
-niess Isaiah said, God h-s revealed it to me, and lie revealed it to
Micah. We can know it's going to come to pass!Z Therefore, ()
house of Jacob come and let us walk in the light of the Lord! That is
his conclusion to his marvellous statement of how it. is not enoughi
that we think of this marvellous thing that's going to happen way
off in the distant future. Thats wonderful God isgoing to do that.
Put what does it mean to us?

We who believe in a God who could o this wonderful thing, we
should walk in the light or the Lord.. e should follow where He leads.
We should make our lives count for Him. I cannot think of Isaiah as

I think it is utterly wasteful when a man takes a ihlical teaching
no matter how wonderful it is and simply presenEs it to a congregtion
as "Here's something interesting for you to know; God is going to do
this or this is going. to happen.' It is good to know, b:it we should
draw it to our purpose. In view of what God is going to do, let us walk
in the light of the Lord. T1iat's what Isa. does here. I think it is
very sad that many gibles put in a division at that point where there
certainly is = where it certainly does not belong.

Notice the passage in Mic. 4:5 ends for the people will walk
every one in the name of his God and we will walk every one in the name
of our God forever and ever.' That used to puzzle me greatly because it
sounds as if all the heathen are going to keep on worshipping their
heathen gods forever and ever. The trouble is that the Mob. imperfect can
just as well be translated as a frequentative, or it can be translated
as an exhortation. Not in all cases, but in many. In any case it can be
translated as a frequentative, and most of the modern translations render
it that way -';for the people walk every one in the name of his God." This
is a fact that if you '.ill go to almost any part of the world where
people are worshipping false Gods, you will find that they have no shame
about doing so. I was on a train in Lgypt, and it came the time for
evening prayers. The men dozens of them got out in the aisles and bowed
down toward Mecca. Nobody thought of being ashamed of it. The only
religion I've ever beard of that people feel any shame about is Christianity.
People are ashamed often to say grace in a public place lest someone will
think they are pious!
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Or they will not make a testimony for the Lord when there is a
most wonderful opportunity hoc. L117 L:rid pco1e v,111 look
down on View. ns)ims dont feel that '4ty . TI cy are proud of tIeir
beliefin J'11ah. ihe worshippers of iuddduh, the follovers f rr'rfuc5ois
the Brah's, etc. The difference of course is tht Christiar;ty requires
a Standard of Jife that iost o. us fihd it h:rd to jive p to.
sequently those who ton't want to follow this standard have uaraed
to in Christian areas to ut an nttitde in whch peule
cover up the fact that they nelieve in Christ instead of hein proud
of the fact.

Isaiah says. hese heathen people .;ho believe in the heathen
gods who can do nothin they direct tieir lives in accordance with
the teachings of the ods they worship. Th'y irorship :mhiiciy -And think
nothinr' of it. ha1lnot we who have aod who can akc such prediction
as this, shall not we. who have a god who can do these wonderful things
shall riot we w1k in is name forever and ever.

walk

I believe we have covered most that is necessary at t1is point
about Is.* 2:1-5. e can r° on to ch. 4. I don't want to show you
the whole thing because I don't .rant you copying it till e get to it.
Pay attention to what we are saying. Iut ch. 2: to &:t 15
up of Pebuke for Israel's Sins,

This is one of the charactrristics ci the prophets tInt T find
most useful in studvin: is to note what is the purpose of th
passage.: jssae
comfortni those who wish to be true to the Lord? ost pasaa:es 1-n
the prophets can he put under one of these two headings. I find it
a very useful first step in interpretation to ask that quastior about
every passace. Certainly that is true about the rest of ch. 2, certainly
at v. new ch. should have beun. If ch. 4 can he ,',ade up of S verses
there is certainly no reason why ch. 2 could not ho made up of S verses.
Because we h've a complete change of thought. T d,-)-,It know why they
translated into the next verse Therefore thou hast forsaken thy people."

The fleb. word there is a word that is ordinarily translated "for".
I guess it seerd rédiculous to the translators of the KJV to say,
Let us follow the Lord for.thou liast forsaken thy people, iid they
thought it sounded a little: less: ridicU1ous to say :Thcrfore
thou hast forsaken tez Why people. ut there are a f w cases where
there is n° nuesti-nn tuat t;e for -of this word refers to what
follows rather than what precedes. a few places where it seens
to he an assertion of the certainty of what has leon s1d. I would
say either omit it or say surely chea hast :forsaken Ally people
or then 'ast foraken thy ocopli. If-it-is 'fcr it oes
with whet follows rat-her tilC wit prccddes: acausa thou 1-, 1 st
fors a en thy eie there fore thou art going to en-d puni sh:ent.
At any rate it is definitely a now section. have had !-!,is rrderfu1
section of rehhke, most of ch. 1, with this -marvellous section of
icture of klessin and comfort for God's peole, a little at the end

of ch. I , t1s 3rvellous nictur at the beinniii of ch. 2.
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Now we start a new part of the book and this part begins with

A. Idolatry and Heathenism 2:6-n
In this section he rebukes them for turning to the gods of

the east, and for looking to these that claim to predict the future
by their false methods. That is just as appropriate today as it
ever was with the way that people today are turning to the gods of
the east.

My wife and I less than a week ago were standing in front of
the Lincoln Memorialand a man came up to us and began to talk to us
in a very attractive manner. In fact my wife thought he was connected
with some Christian movement for a time, and then when we pinned him
down we found he was trying to get people to give money to advance
the work of Khrishna, the '!indu god. The religions of Vie east are
coming in like a flood into our country now. Astrology is being widely
followed and all these cults, isms and false ideas, and God rebukes
het Israelites in vv.6-9 for the way they llov these things to come
in. The way the time is going I won't read those verses or even the
verses in t. which is a much larger section from 2:10-3:9. One whole
ch. which is interrupted by a ch. division which should not have
been placed in it. It should have been placed at the end of v.5, of
ch.2. ut there's no reason for one at the beginning of ch. 3. There
is hardly a paragraph division there.

The certainty of punishment into which he goes rather in detail
and there are verses there that wonid he well worth our tire but
we will move on, and look at

A
C./Conditional Prediction3:10-il. I'm going to take a second

on that because there is something there you find quite frequently
in the prophetic books. At various books places you find soirethi.ng
like this, Say ye to the righteous 4t shall he well with them for
they wha].l eat the fruit of their doings. toe unto the wicked for it
shall be ill with him for the reward of his hands shall be given him.
In øte other words we have here two conditional predictions. It does
not say either of these things is going to happen: that it's going to
be well with people or that they re going to suffer terrible punishment.
It says the result depends on the decision they make.

And I believe thoroughly in the sovereignty of God that lie controls
all things, that everything is in line with His plan. But I believe that
people can easily take that wonderful doctrine and wake it into some
thing that gives them an idea of life as if it were a moving picture
that you look at it and see it running before you, and people look at
it and are surprised, terrified, they weep, they laugh. And yet you
know what is going to happen right in the next seene(?). It's all
there. It's purely play acting and no reality to it. But Life Is ea1
and what we do matters Over and over in Scripture God slays that what
we do matters. We cannot understand exactly how these two fit together
that God controls all things, and yet that what we do, what we think,
what we say really decide matters. So at many places in the prophetical
books we have these conditional predictions. God knows what is going
to happen. God knows what His wonderful plan is going to work out. Yet
what we decide and do matters.

-- ----- -------------------
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P. Judgment on Unworthy Leaders 3:12-15.
Peals with the unworthy leader and tells how God is going

to enter into judgment with their, and rebuke their for their sin.

E. Rebuke to Vain and Worldly Women 3:16-4:1
Here h turns to those 4aughters of Zion who were haughty

and walked with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, and put all
their interest in the adornment and beautiful things they had. He
describes it in detail and says that all this beauty is going to be
turned toa ashes. He does not critisize them for wanting to look
attractive. He does not critisize their for giving reasonable attention
to raking the world a more pleasant place to live by dressing them
selves attractively and pleasantly but he rebukes them for making
this their end in life and a thing from whihc they get their joy
and pleasure. He rebukes their for it and tells them how they are
going to be punished for it.

They are going to have instead of a girdle a rent, instead
of well-set hair, baldness; instea1 of a stomacher a gird1 of
sackcloth. burning instead of beauty. They men shall fall by the
sword and thy mighty in the war, aird thy maidens shall lament and
mourn and she being desolate shall sit on the ground. In that clay
shall seven women take hold of one man, saying we will eat our
o'n bread, wear our own apparel are let us he called by thy name
to take away our reproach.

I was in Germany in the years after WW I and I felt great
sympathy for a whole generation of irolrng women. They were women in
their 30's and 40's who wwere left with there being say 3 women to
one man of that particular age group most everywhere. Now of course
the older people were still living of both sexes, and the young .child
ron were 1ivin of both sexes. Rut of that particular age group there
was that disproportion which introduced all sorts of evils into the
society. It predicts here to the Israelites that there will come war
and difficulties in which the men will far in the war and this dis
proportion !dll he introduced. Now If the Women's Libbers succeed in
their ideal of making women and women abos1ute1 indistinguishable
we will not have that particular evil in the next war because there
will be just as many women as men in combat and killed. But whether
they will succeed or not nobody can tell at this time.

-
Rut v. 1 very clearly belongs with the preceeding verse. Yet

the ch. division breaks it up, because people looking for one verse
for a sermon take it out of context, and have often taken this one
verse and said these seven women rep1esent the seven churches of Asia
and these 7 churches-have shown their love to the Lord, and say we will
depart from all others, only let us he called by your namel That sort
of metaphore can prove anything. In this v. it is clearly false. But it
became so strong that the Archbishop put the ch. rdivision in clearly
the wrong place. I was hoping to get over ch.4 today, so we are behind
but next week I hope to finish that and the rest of ch. 5. You have
your assignments; please get them to me by Noon Friday.
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There will not be any assignment for next week. Instead of that
we are going to have a half hour test so that you will know about it
and have plenty of time for review. The first half hour of the next
class we will have a written lesson on what we've had thus far. The
questions will not be of equal importance. Some of them will be to see
whether you've gotten things I'm sure Itve explained very clearly;
others will be to see if I succeeded in getting across things I'm
not sure I explained so clearly. So don't worry too much if there are
some parts you don't know just what to say in it. There will be other
parts I hope you will all know what to say in it. It will be a mid
semester test on everything we've covered to the end of today's lecture,

If I misspeak myself and say Amos when I ought to say Micah, or
say A.D. when I mean to say B.C. and it is not perfectly obvious I wish
you'd call my attention to it so I can correct it. If there is a question
in yours mind, something you think it would be helpful to have further
explanation on, I'd appreciate it if you'd give me a paper with a
wtitten statement on it and I'd consider whether it was something to
take up in class or devote attention to you personally.

At the end of the last class I got a very thoughtful question.
"Dr. MacRae, I've had a question with the last phiase in Is.2:] and
"in that day" in 4:2. Is there any special significance tozit this?'

Now that is a very good question not so much in relation to this
section of Isaiah as to the 01 in general.The first thing I'd like to
mention is that almost any phrase, any word can come to be used as a
technical term. Take for instance the word "millennium.' What does
the word mean? Millennium means a thousand year period. I used to find
that when I would be teaching archaeology in the seminary and I would
say something happened in the 2nd millennium B.C. the students would
laught. Now there is no reason to laugh because you referred to the
second thousand year period before the coming of Christ. But the reason
they laughed was because they had only or generally heard the term as
referring to one specific thousand year period. So the term millennium
has come to be used as a technical term among Christians, to he that
period of absolute freedom from external danger the Lord has promised
to establish upon this earth at some time in the future. It has become
a technical term. That does not mean it cannot be used as an ordinary
term as is done regularly in books of archaeology where they speak of
the 2nd millennium B.C. or the 4th millennium B.C. It's not done so
such in History because we'remore apt to go by centuries there instead
of by thousand year periods. But any phrase like "in the last days" or
"in that day" may be an ordinary term, or become a technical term. But
there is a rather common error among a great many students of the Bible
wherever possible to insist that some word is a technical term.

When someone suggests that something is a technical term we must
examine it carefully and see. There are many terms used as technical
terms. But there are many cases where it is said it is used as a tech
nical term where it is not. I remember one man who had a very definite
theory of the N.T. He was a very prominent professor, and had a very
definite theory which would do away with any faith in a future millennium.
He was very insistent. One of his arguments was based on the use of the

word "end." He said where ever it speaks of the "end" it speaks of the
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endof the age and leaves no room for the millennium. Then somebody
pointed out to him that "end" is very often used for the end of the
day, end of the century, etc. He said, Yes, but in those cases it is
not used aboslutely, as a phrase afterit such as 'my end", "his end"
"their end." He said when it is used absolutely it is a technical term.
Then we found a casewhere it referred he admitted it did not
referi absolutely to the end of the world as we know it. Well, there
he said the technical word is used non-technically!

I thought it was a very good illustration of the great danger
of jumping to the conclusion that something is a technical term. We
want in each case to see what is the evidence th&t something is or is
not. Something may become that . Like the word 'branch of
the Lord.' It is tsemach. In the context that could very easily be
interpreted as a non-technical word, and refer simply to vegetation.
But we find several places later in the OT where it is very obvious
that that word is used to refer to the coining of Messiah. Therefore
when we find it later used as a technical term we have a right ot ask
in this case is it simply a non-technical term which later came to
be used as a technical term? Or does it already refer to Messiah in
this case?

Now the term "last days"(acherith hayamim) I had not intended
to discuss in this course because it only occurs once in the section
of Isaiah we are dealing with now. But I will say a word about it.
I'm quite sure it is not a technical term for the final end of the age.
I believe it means really just "after a while." Now "after a while
may point to the very end of the age and there may be a case where
it does. But there are a number of cases where it definitely does
not and I would simply mention three of them: Gen. 49:1 (if you try
to take Gen. 49 as referring to the last days you will find great
difficulty with parts of it. I believe it simply means 'after a while'
after the Israelites move into Canaan), and Deut. 4:30 and 31:29
refer to how God is going to punish His people for their sins, and
then He says in the last days when you turn to God He will again 01
give you mercies. He's not there saying that if you sin you'll
kk.x be punished now, but if 3000 years later you turn to God
He will give you mercy. lie's saying lie is going to punish you for your
sins, but after you have endured the punishment for a while, if you
turn to God lie will give you mercy. If ;e had more instances of it
in this section, I would go into the Hebrew words for it which I think
are very interesting in that connection. But I'm not going to do that
in this class use for it in the material we are
going to cover, this semester.

Now the other phrase "in that day' occurs 8 times in the section
of Isaiah we have had up to this point, including today's assignment.
It occurs 8 times in that, and it in most of them means the day we've
just been talking about. That is very clear in most of them. It occurs
in 2:11; 17:20; 3:7,18; 4:1,2; 5:30. In most of them it clearly means
the day we've just beeen talking about. That's what the phrase that
day" would ordinarily mean in English. So there are 7, I believe, of the
8 where it is definitely not a technical term. So we would need pretty
good evidence to say it is a technical term for the ? ? ?
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J !clievc that lookin et it in other cases, we find the term
occurs in otheT rafts of Isaiah a great many times. It occurs in

oui.te a few times, and it occurs a great many times jr Zechariah.
Loo1r1n at ttevn vre it often refers to tile day we've just been
talk,rr' -&lr"t, 'it in eases it eats the ny wc'te oin to talk
ibout. e doiYt use it that way in knglish, hut thattebrew phrase
is se often used used intrrlucing 'omethig, and I would think. the best
way to say it in In1ib would h to there will he a day hen
"In tit (lflV o"ethpr will bary'en.

section
o' tat T think s true in the V?VV are gnin td lQOl at

today n tue 'ninnircv of c1i 4 In that day seven women shall take
hold ." Thst is the same da.r just spoken of. Reis speaking of the
yen alli'r n war, and the depopulation It is t that particular time
and the next sentence is: "In that diy shall the anb of tlieLord be
beautifil snd lorir'us You have your choice here You ceu]d say
the first v-'re is lookiiv' on to the SaDie time as the second and there
Is a Mg space betveeD v. 2ntid 4:1. Or 'You could say these verés'
refer to t"e immecliate situation of ch. 3 and hetween v. 1 and 2 there
is a erio of time which iht conceivably he a Jon period o in
either case, ore of tbee two -ii* be the day we are now "oinc to speak
f. I knew sore ibla teacher.; say, Whenever you see tte wrase In

that day" it is otnting t the 'nay of 'th Lord. r think that is a 'uess
based on ins'ifficient I hive here listed all tLe cases where
the ters' occurs nthe 1Tand some of them refer to that period but
the rreat uik of then do not. o I believe the day we are about to speak
of is t,,l)-it it ieans '.hich mv ean the day we have just been s-eaki.ng of.
That may be the °ay, of the Lord but does not have to he.

as I sa',r any tre ou have a question you think is that
comes into oiir "ind a we sneak and ou'd like to have c1arift:ion,
I wish you'd turn it in to no. This one I intended to write a letter
to t'e erie i:hc '1-ire the qoestion instead of taling it uri. in cLss. Then
I decided the t after all it would f)(s. the attention of the whole
class to 'o into this pnrtiu1ar question. hle it is not of such reat
importance for this sec iton of 'isaiah, it is imortant for a number of
sectios 0F t'-.e ' also t r1'ci)e is lwoortant te iife-rence
between technical ter1Ts d r' that are not technical terms.

At our irist class e ad !road' le'un to look at ch. . The out-
line is h1

V Chanter I
The rrench of the Trnrd. ''e were still lookinc at !. nder TV.

lehuhe to Vain and Worly 14'o-ion. 'Vie, have all this lone descrintion of
the vain nit of the tsraelito worn. rwinv of thou, at the tire of
Isafa!' and r we have the terrible srrintiona the end of ch. 3..
Of t1e 'Od is ron1' to "-,b tbe vir it is quite obvious 'that
4-1 is si ely crrnclu'Une with the ctatenent tht there bill be suL graat
depo-ulati en tat the nmrher e wrron will e far greater than the
number of non in the land. The fact that the Aschbishop made the division
her str' s clearly tint h0 rterd it is core irterre'4ers hye as
nean'n t! -it tb sever worn 'iore some rou' of Christians and Vie man.
on iJ-.or t!cy tn1ie hold is the lord .Jesuc ChThat is an alleorica1
interpretation of the verse. There are verses iti Scripture that can be
tken alleeoica1ly ther is much in them that car and should he 'taken
figuratively, but in this verse It is quite clear that that is not the casti
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V.The Branch of the'Lord Is. 4:2-6
Verse 2. t don't kno whether most of you have or it

would be better tó:pUtte,$criptuTe in front of you . . . .
" This vv.2-.6 are' here before you, and I've entitled their The Branch
of the Lard. "In that day the. Branch of the Lord shall be glorious
and, the frit of the earth.shl1 be excellent . . . .'

" . l..RI1tion. to. the Preceeding Passage. The relation is quite
obvious. Ch.4:1 Is clearly, a .part of the passage that precedes. Verse
2 Is clearly relate to it, but it might conceivably refer to something
that might happen after depopulation, after-the death of som many.. in
war, and that is the great impoverishment of. these people. However it
can equally well mean: There's going to be a" latter day, mush different
than this; there's going to be a day when the'-women and those who should
be Gcd's people will find their adoriwent'and:joy not in the bonnets,
and the ornaments, and the head bands, andthe tabrets, etc. --- it
will not he in these objects which most-..fthein are not bad except
as they become matters of primary interestf.or them, but instead they
will find their satisfaction in the 1ranch--of the Lord which will be
beautiful and glorious and the fruit-of- the 'earth will be,' . . to
those that are excaped f Israel. . . --

Instead of these women being inteested in all this physical
\ adornment, all that sort of thing, th!il1 b- Interested in growing

big crops and having plenty for everybody to eat and gettingiiack to
a 'V life. That Is * very n-a'tural way' t-c' interpret the verse in
relation to the-preceeding. it- is not however the only way. It may be
that instead of saying; They'll turn their attention from these super
ficial. things to the solid things o grieultie,'itmay be be theft
love and devotion will be turned away 'fron these vain and wotid1y things
to something higher and finer that the Lord will take available i.e.
the BrancL of the Lord! :

'

Now thcrc's 17 words in the KJV'translate4 "branch,and thát
makes it quite obvious it is not technically andspecifically a branch
of a tree. It is a larger term than thá't..'Itaañs 'a progeny, thatx±R
which is produced by something that grows out of-'the ground. Here is it
is called the Branch of the Lord. It does ntinean the peace of he
Lord. Like we say, A branch of the Railroad. It does not mean that!
It means that which is produced, which comes from the Lord. After you've

gone through perioddotamIne and starvation --- back in 1927
I took ai:alking trip through Germany, and there I talked to a man who
told me hodter IWIeided..the section of Germany in which he was living
everything was broken down..There was no transportation. There was no
food available. He said thrnips was the only thing they could get to
eat and for 6 weeks they had nothing to eat but turnips. And then after
6 weeks an American Red Cross cart came through the area, and distributed
little cans of. lard. l!e s±4:hpn they ate sonie f of that lard, it
tasted like the, ftnest "ceçrean you ever tasted in your life? They had
had npthing' but turip.s fr4ke previous 6 weeks! They had been sort of

- half starve.& during.mo.st ofWWI anyway. (My landlady in Btirlin told me
she lost 50 lbs. during th. coarse of that Far.) .)He said, when they ate

up the.-:lard, it seemed so good. But their stomachs
ha&become so frozen:up, so closed up from having so little to eat
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that when they put this in they all felt cramps and miserable for a time
and I know in 1928 and 1929 how I never saw such joy (people had) in
whipped cream and things like that anywhere in my life as I did 1n er1in
by these people who had already 5 or 6 years after the experience
of the war. Some said Americans felt terrible when they could not get
butter, and thought they were suffering greatly. But we have never ex
perienced what so many nations have experienced in tines of war, and
fanine.

So it would he quite natural to say when the ground began to
produce and the trees begin to give fruit to say, The Lord has provided
and isn't this wonderful? That is not an impossible interpretation of
this verse. But the fact that this particular word for branch, tsemach,
is used in Jer. 23:5 33:15; a-d Zech. 3:18 and 6:12, the fact that
it is used there as a term for the Lord= for the Messiah would
suggest strongly that those writers understood this pasasge in Isa.
as referring to the One whom the Lord would provide, the great iessiah,
who would cone to deliver from war and trouble, rather than sirply to the
fact that famine would be at an end and they would have plenty to eat.

2. Note the Descriptive Tern Then you notice these terms in this
verse: "the branch of the Lord will be beautiful and glorious." You
don't ordinarily speak of a tree as beautiful and glorious. 'And the
fruit of the earth will be excellent and coinely.' These four fob, words
used here, I looked up a couple of days ago to see how they are used
elsewhere in Scripture. To see whether the TJV translators had riven
then a grandure, you might say, that sip-ply isn't in the word! I found
that they are unifornily used of that which is 11




]orious, that which is
beautiful, that which is exccllent, that which is absolutely trans
cendant. You will hardly ordinarily use such a tern for food or for
agriculture. So these descriptive terms, these so very strong ?
suggest very strongly that God led Isaiah to predict, not the end of
famine, not the women turning their attention away from. worldly adorn
ment and turniii it to agriculture, but the sending of something
that would have direct relation to the cause of the famine and the
depopulation of the war, direct relation to the sin of the people, that
God would send the (;ne who send relief from all this , the one who
would work out Cods own purposes and that He is the branch of the Lord.

3. Vegetation of Something Greater? Is it vegetation or is it
something greater? The fact that this very same word for branch out of
17 words for branch used in the OT, this very same one is used in all
four of those passages, suggests very strongly that they understood
that the branch of the Lord was being ? ?

So muck for #3 whether it is vegetation of the cssah. Some
body in Isaiah's day might have had difficulty. But Peter said, as you
recall, that the prophets searched and inquired what or what manner of
tine the Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify. . . when he
prophecied of tie sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow.
So we have it clearly taught in the NT that God gave the prophets under
standing, or at least words that could he understood, as describing
important matters about C1..rist even though the prophets did not under
stand them themselves. Therefore we certainly are justified in saying that
the Branch of the Lord is the Messiah here.
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The verse goes on. The branch of the Lord will be beautiful and
glorious and the fruit of the trees will be excellent an comely."
So here are these women who formerly gave all their attention to per
sonal adornment, and vanity, who now are finding their joy in the
coming of Messiah and the fruits that grow out ofthe earth. They are
1ookin forward to Christ with the agriculture which is again to be
established. Seems rather iiicongrous in one verse that way! to combine
the two in that way. You can take them both as referring to agriculture
but the adjectives used seem to go far beyond what would seéi to be
reasonable in applying to agriculture.

If we take the first one as feferrlng to Messiah, is it reasonable
to take the second one also as referring to Messiah? The branch of the
Lord and the fruit of the earth. This word "fruit" is not to be taken
in the narrow sense in which we take apples and pears. The word fruit
is used of tho fruit of a man's body; it may sneakof the fruit of that

;--
the fruit is that which is produced in Scripture. Often foT ordinary

ruit as we have it, but any kind of something that is produced by
the land, by a person. Anything like that is this lieb. word that is
used in the OT. Here then is it possible that Messiah is the Branch
that comes from the Lord, and is also the fruit that conies from the
earth. The adjectives used in connection with the second part of it
as just as strong as the adjectives used in connection with the first
part of it.

We find that whether Isa. understood this or not he suggests the
same thing in ch.9 where in 9:6 `unto us a child is born, unto us a
son is given. That is a good case 6f Heb. parallelism, but the fact
you have the two XXäXX terms used: one is born, one is giifen.
Exactly parallels this here. The branch of the Lord and the fruit of
ht earth. It is certainly reasonable to consider them as suesting
the twofold nature of Christ. He is the Second Person of the Trinity.
&"e is "od Incarnate in human flesh. He is the Branch of the Lord, but1% U
}'e also is Man. He has the hman heritage, a human hackround. }Te is
the fruit of the earth as well as being the branch of the Lord. It
seems to ie it is altogether reasonable to think we have the two aspects
of Christ here, predicted by Isaiah.

I mention here Roin. 1:3-4 because Paul brought but those two
aspects so clearly: "Concerning His Son Jesus Christ out Lord who was
made of the seed of Dovid according to the flesh and declared to be the
Son of God with power according to the spirit of holiness." There we
have the two aspects of the two persons of Christ. I believe ue are
justified in saying we have them both here in this verse.

B. The Divine Provision for Holiness. Certainly that is what
is unquestionably contained in vv.3,4. At this point I might switch
back to the passage." It shall cone to passax that he that is left
in Ziflfl and he that reinalins in Jerusalem shall be called holy. Even
every one that is written among the living in Jerusalem. When the
Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion. (Notice
the Daughters of Zion connects up with what precedes, but does not
necessarily ix mean it is the same person involved. There is a zftixt
contrast between thos ewho are punished for their sins and those who
are purged by the Lord and cleansed from their sins, and this cleans
sing is coming right here with their finding their joy and satisfaction
in the Branch of the Lord and in the fruit of the earth. He that is left
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in-lion and remains in Jerusalem shall be called holy, even every one
tatis written among the living in Jerus1em, when the Lord shall
have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have
purged the blood. of Jeiua1em fror. the midst thereof by the spirit
of judgment and by the spirit of burning."

One could take this as simply meaning that through the attacks
and great., catastrophes they are going to go through they are going
to be purged, cleansed, andwill find their joy in the Tranch of
the Lord and the fruit of the earth. One can equally say It is look
in forward toward a later period contrasted with this earlier
period, contrasted with the sin of Isaiah's day. There is to be a
time when Messiah, the One who is both God and Man, will he the One
who is wonderful and glorious and that will he a time when the Lord
will have washed away the filth . . . and cleansed Jerusaler by
the spirit of judgment and of burning.. It. does not explicitly and
clearly refer to Christ's atonement, but it certainly can be considered
as referring to that. Certainly there is no real clean*ing at any
time except in some relation to that.

o we have in this verses the Divine Provision for Joliness.

C. )iviJne Protection and Leadership for God's XXIIHJc Pilgrims.
There's quite a bit put Into that title, and there are some things
very definitely left out of It. 'ate look at vv. 5-6. "The Lord will
create upon every dwelling place of mount Zion, and upon her assemblies
a cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming fire . . .

a word
This word "assemblies" is t71!4!. that does not inply something

that is continuing, but something that is temporary. People coming
together. "A cloud and smoke by day and a shinning of a flaming fire
by night.' Anyone in Isaiah's day, or in fact anyone with a Elbie
ever since reading those phrases IIXIX will Immediately think of the
pilgrim journy of the Israelites as they came from Egypt after being
delivered from Egypt and going througi the experience of the passover,
as they were coming toward the Promised Land, how God put over them,
a cloud of smoke by day and a f1amin; fire 1y night to guide them and
to protect the. You remember when they-came-to the Red Sea that the
Lord caused it should give them light,hut that it should hide them
from the Egyptian forces that were following them and intending to
desteoy them. o it gave them both leadership and protection.

So here we have reference UXU back to the Exodus and to the
pilgrimage journey of the Israelites when God led and protected them
and it is stated there will be a similar protection YY !JZZ
for them. A similar leading for them. "And above all the glory there
shall be a I defence" -- I as don't know why, tEe¬C(6O the JV
us ed this word "defense" here. The word is only translated defence
once in the KJV. It is translated "chamber" once and "closet" once.
It is derived from a verb that would eem to mean that which closes
something in and protects it. It is translated "canopy: in the NASE
and is a word that suggests a temporary kind of protections and that
idea is still further brought out in the next verse.

'And there shall be a tabernacle word TAEPNACLE in the
Bible doesn't mean something put up to hold evangelistic services.

-
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This word tabernacle does not have in itself necessarily a religious
significance. But it does have a significance of something temporary.
Very often in the O1 trio KJV used the rd tabernacle to translated
the word ohel which. means a tent. But in tiis case it is not that
but it is the word succotri which eans a booth. It is used 'here
Jonah put up a temorary structure to protect himself from the sun.
It is used - the Feast of Booths, also called the Feast of Tabernacles,
is a time when among T)rthodox Jaws they often in their back yard
put up a little temporary thing of branches and leaves, tc rewind
them of the wilderness and the way God protected theT on that journey.
It is a temporary thing, not a permanent place.

There shall be a bcth for a shadow in thc. dayti'rc fre! te heat,
and for a place of refuge, and for a Ii covert from storm and from
rain.' Here is divine leadership and divier: protection. Feople thog1:t
o f as pilgrir's but people who have been cleansed through the One who
is both God arid ;an. flere these people are irctected fro'; thedai:gers
that are around about them. They are protected from the storm and
from the rain and heat of the sun. it is quite different from C-1. 2.

I had you in the assignment for last tive to note w]it verses
in this h. indicate the removal of external darir. In this ch. I
do not find any removal of external danger. Tit is the clear emphasis
in ch. 2. There is to he a period of complete removal of external
danger. God has promised that. We can look for it, we can know it
is going to come. But in this case we have soaethin qutte different.
We have dangers round about. We have the dangers. We do not
have a permanent dwelling. We have temporary dwellings, but we have
God's protection and God's leadership. e have been cie&ns.d y the
spirit of hurning and by the spirit of judgment.

So it would seem to me that one must say that 4:2-6 must look
forward to let's say vv.3-6 cannot look forward to the illennium
but must look forward to a time when God's peonle are being par
ticularly protected by him, a time when these people have been
cidansed by the spirit of burning and the spirit of judgment. If
we had only vi,. 3-6 we might very well say this is God's protection
of Israel at some time during its history subsequent to the time
of Isaiah. In view of the fact it is so closely connected with v.2
which predicts the glory of the One who both the Branch of the Lord
and the fruit of the earth, it would seem to me that it would i
still more reasonable to say it looks forward to those who find in
Him. their glory and satisfaction, it looks forward to the.-i. as they
carry on their earthly journey amidst danger, persecution, difficulty
and trouble, and that God will give them guidance, leadership, and
protection whatever comes just as the id for the Israelites as
they went through the wilderness.

Now as between these two interpretations I 'ould not wish to
he dogmatic. Tf we not if we only had vv. 3-6, I would say
that I could not decide betwe6u the two. I would not know wish it might
be. In view cf v. 2 it seems to me it is pretty hard to escape the
conclusion that as Peter said they are looking forward tc tk Christ
and to the glory that should follow.
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It is looking forward here not to the sonsumating glory of the
millennium or to the period followin the rillenniuni, butit is look

ing forward to the time of the pilgrim journey. I think at this
point we can go on to ch. S.

The most important thing as we approach cli. 5 is to note that
there is an important division in the cli. While there is the general
subject of the whole cli. is reh!ike for sin and declaration of coming
punishment -- while that is the thelTe of the cli. as a whoel -
nevertheless it is true that the first 7 verses deal with one specific
picture and this picture is not referred to again in the cli. There
is no further reference to the Lord's vineyard or to the lord's
treatment of it. So while the whole ch. is dealing with God's
cond.mnantion of sin of His peop'e, vv.1-7 form a definite unite
by itself. I was disappointed to find some who in the assignment
would make one part, two parts, maybe three parts of vv.l-7 and
then go one 4,5,6,7 and so on. because there is such an irportnat
division there it seenis to me it should have a roman numeral I
with subpoints under it rather thin to have subdivisions of it
parallel with subdivisions of whet follows. We made a difision
definitely.

No from v. 8 on. The directions I have suggested to you in
looking at all the prophetic books is, Is he dealing with rebuke?
Is he dealing with blessing for Cod's people? I think that the
greater parts x of the prophetic hooks falls under ore or tie
other of these two headings. All. of this fall under the heed. o
rebuke. But under the subject of re'ike we have riaterial that deals
particularly with pointing to the sin and Cod's unhappiness with
this and His urging people to turn away from this sin, and we have
passages in which lie specifically predicts punishment.

In this ch. the last part i 1efiiiitely dealing with punishment,
vv.24-30. We have in those verses, 24-20, It is entirely dealing
with punishment for sin. The fact that v.25 ends with a phrase that
that is used as the end of several stanzas of a poer used later in
the book of Isaiah leads people to think there is an iinortant
break after v.25. Put actually the subject matter of v.2 and of
the verses that follow is very closely related. From v.24 on through
he is telling how God is going to cause there there will be great
misery come to the land :Len a fierce people, wildly ressive
people attack with tremendous roaring like a lion, and lfl<e the
roaring of the sea and look to the land and behold darlq!ess, etc..

So from v.24 on is punishment. But in the part from v.8-23 you
have largely rebuke for sin but you also have certain ver ht deal
with punishment. Verses 9-10 for instance after te11in in v. 8 about
covetousness and selfishness and trying to build up treendous estates
he then goes on to say irany houses will become desolate without in
habitant and the land will produce very very little. That is definitely
punikhment. Then he goes on with various types of sins, rebukes, and
in vv.13-17 again you have punish'nent for sins. 'Therefore my people
are gone into captivity . . .'Hoes this describe what happened in
Isaiah's day when many people were taken by Sennacherib into captivity?
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Or does it look forward to the future day when the whole nation will go?
This we cannot say. Of course in Fnglish we would translate it a little
differently depending on which way we take it. It doubtless includes
both. Just as the final verses of the ch. may look forward to the
Assyrian conquest, but may also view other greater conquests and
attacks.

- One thing that makes some think the latter part does not refer
to the Assyrian conquest is the use of the phrase "many nations".But
the Assyrians had conquered many nations and had forces made up with
people made up of many nations. o it could conceivably refer to the
Assyrians conquest. It could refer to the Babylonian conquest. It
could refer to the Persian conquest later, or to the coming of the
Hellenistic empire, or to the great Roman forces that were mnade up
of people from many nations under their control. So there is no con-
usive proof that one would be wrong if he said that the last verses
of the ch. are pointing forward to a terrible catastrophe for Israel
toward the end of the age. That is not impossible, but there is nothing
in the passage that requires it. It could point forward to mattersthat
have already happened.

Some of the woes in this ch. against particular sins are I think
very appropriate to our day. Look at v. 20. Woe to them that call
evil good and godd evil, that put darkness for light, and light for
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! hat a
picture of the relativity of the present day, when people use words
to mean the exact opposite to the way they are usually taken.

This first parable of the Lord's vineyard is the exact form of
a parable our Lord gave in the NT which is found in Mat, Mark, and
Luke and therefore is of special interest for us in connection with
this passage.

The next time the first half hour we'll have a little test on
what we've had thus far, and then go ?

You may use your Bibles in the test,but please use an unmarked

Bible.
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Thus far we have noticed that most of the material is under
one or two headings one of two headings: either rebuke for isin
and declaration of punishment or else it is comfort for the godly
with promises of future blessing. Most everything thus far can
he put under rebuke or blessing.

sixth
Now this XflUlXchapter is hard to put under either heading.

Because it involves great blessing for Isaiah but it involves great
rebuke for the people as a whole. It really goes under a different
category. There is much discussion as to whether this is Isaiah's
original call for service or whether it is a rebuke given later in
his ministry It is a rather silly thing spending time arguing about.
There is absolutely no way to decide it. If it was given in the first
chapter of Isaiah, as we have Jeremiah's call in his first chapter,
and Ezekiel's call è his first ch., nobody would question that this
is Isaiah's original call for service. As you read it it sertainly
sounds like an original call for service. I think myself that it
is a good guess that it is. One cannot rule out the possibility
that after Isaiah had been serving the Lord for some time he had
a new call which is described in this (6th)chapter.
(renewed)

These first 6 chs. which we call part one(Part I)) of this
particular course, are actually part one(art I) of the Book of Isaiah.
There is a sharp division at the beginning of ch. 6 and at the
beginning of ch. 7. Chs. 7-12 form a very definite unit separate from
these first six chs. I think a good argument can be made for these
first 6 chs. being a sort of summary of the great part of Isaiah's
ministry. Possibly written during his ministry or at the end of
it but placed at the beginning as a proper introduction to the whole
of his book.

The last ch. in this section which I'm calling Roman Numeral VII
Isaiah's Call For Service is one which I'm not going to divide up
by means of an outline. The divisions are quite obvious. Tt is a
definite account of a series of events and we will look at these
events and notice certain featuresa about them. It is one of the
finest chs. in the Book of Isaiah from the viewpoint of Christians.

One time in Seminary we arranged to have this ch. be the subject
of manybe a dozen continuous chapel messages looking at the various
aspects of it. It is full of spiritual meaning. A tremendously vital
ch. for every Christians, but a great part of the lessons of it are
quite obvious. There are comparatively few problems in it that we
eed go into. I think we should take time to emphasize its grate
value on the Scripture and its great importance in your preaching and
studying.

On the screene . . .1 don't care what version of the Scripture
you use in this class. Any version at all in any language, but if you
use something other than the three that are most used among conserva
tives today ---the KJV, NASB and NIV which exists in the OT only for
Isaiah --- if you use another one or even if you use one of these and
any particular problem arises in your mind between it and another
version I wish you would call our attention to it.
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It might be that you if you are using some far out version that you
wrote out your question and . . . after class . . . . take time in
class(?) But it adds to the value of the class if some are on
the (?)

It begins with a strange statement - 'in the year that King
Lrzziah died I saw the Lord.' Why doesn't he say, "Tn 732 I
saw the Lord"? That would he much more reasonable wouldn't it? But
it is a strange thing that this system we have of calling years by
numbers only originated about 400 years after the time of Christ.
Before that time there was one nation that got into the habit of
using it. That was the nation of Syria where Selleucus, one of
Alexander's great generals, had secured the largest portion of
Alexander's empire after his death, and Seleucus had been in con
trol in Babylon for a brief time and the governor had been driven
out and took service with Ptolemy the King of Egypt f and then
he came back with Ptolemy's help two battles (?) and
reestablished himself there.. "e did this in 312 B.C. For some reason
they started nuirher in that regthn in the year that Seleucus came
back to Syria. That's the oldest known system of continuous numbering.
That system was continued so long that in !-leb. MSS of the OT written
sayin 1000.D. you will have the year often riven as such and such
a year of the Seleucus era, that is so many years after 312 P.C.
when Seleucus went to Fahylon(?). The worst of it is that it often
it makes those M5 one hundred years from so long that people did
not bother to put do-n the century? They would just say written in
the year 54, and you don't know whether it was the year 1454 or
1354 or 1254 after Seleucus vent to Pabyion(?).

That is the first time rumhrrs were used that way. In Egypt
they would often he numbered by the reigning king and also by
as in the OT they would say in such a such a year of such a king.
When you had a king like ITzziah who was strickedn with leprosy and
had to k turn over everything to his son and we don't know wtxx what
year of his reign that happened, soneohody right say it was in the
30th yr. of Uzzinh who reigned 52 years. Somebody might say it was
in the 6th year of Tothnri and it might he part of the sane year.
It might be one of the other two.

In Assyria they named the years after the year of a particular
missions. The first year was the year of the king; the second
year would he the year of his leading minister, etc. And if he reigned
say 40 years it gets down to fairly unimportant officers. It gives
you a different year for the ran for the year.

In Pore they named them after the sonsuls and as you see this
becomes very complicated. So that the Seleucid era perhaps gave the
idea, and then a Christian monk named Dyonisis some time in the 5th
century estimated when Christ was horn and said this is the date
47 years after Christ was horn, and from then on he used those
numbers, but he was somewhere between four and six years off in his
calculation. So our years are off a few ysirs. But it gave us a
wonderfully convenient system.

So Iniah said that "in the year that King Uzziah died...."
But when he mentiones it this way, most interpreters think that
he is noth merely calling our attention to the time when this happened
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and incidentally the time when this happened does not tell us whether
this was the beginning of Isaiah's ministry or not, because he minis
tered in the reigns of Uzziah, Jothan, Ahaz, and Ilezekiah. If the
call came the year King Uzziah died that could be enought just by
putting the name Uzziah to it, but when you put all four kings it
is a very long period of time.

But that does not prove whether this was his original call or
a later call, but most interpreters think that his mentioning this
is not merely a means of saying when this vision came. That it also
points to the background of the general situation. Uzziah had begun
as a very godly king, a man who desired to do the will of God, a
man whom God blessed. But as he succeeded in reigning as a very good
and successful king after a time the situation went to his head as
it so often does when the person is in a position of authority or
real power and he began to consider himself of greater importancd
than he was, and decided to take over control of the religious aspects
of the nation.

Theoretically that is true even today. Today the Queen of England
is according to her official title the head of the church of England
and theoretically nobody can assume any position in the churbh of
England today except as the Qeeen apoints them. Actually the church
makes most of its decisions,b)Rtthe Prime Minister may change them
and put in whoever he wants in positions in the church. The Prime
Minister merely controls what is done in the Name of the Queen. That
was forbidden in the OTi. The rulers were civil rulers. They were
supposed to protect the religious authority but they were not them
selves to assume leadership or make determinations in religious
matters. That was a distinctly separate thing. And we believe Church
and State should be separate. That was one of Calvin's great stands,
that Church and State must be separate.

Even though the leaders in the church in Geneva in Calvin's time
were appointed from the councils that were elected by the people as
the political elections. Thus the state had great authority over it
and Calvin did not like that but there was nothing he could do about
it, yet Calvin insisted that the ministers along with these men who
were leaders in control of the church that they should not be in
terfered with by the civil authority. Pe risked his life several
times because he insisted on it.

Luther took the opposite attitude. Luther said, What do we care
who runs the church. Let the Bishops keep on running the church just
so they preach the Gospel. Trouble was the Bishops in his time were
not preaching the Gospel, and there was ono way of making them. So
in DENIM Denmark appointed new ones, while in Sweeden
the King appointed new ones, and eventually situations changed, but
it remained in the Lutheran countries that the State controlled the
church To some extent it re.ains that way today, in Germany and
in Scandanavian countries.

But this was forbidden in the OT. And so King Uzziah when he went
beyond his aubhority as king and decided he would take over the religious

and went right to the temple and began to offer incense which
only the priests were supposed to do. We read in the books of Kings and
Chronicles how the priests came in and rebuked him for it and then
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)e looked at him and Uzziah's fat face had broken out with leprosy
and he bmstened out. God hci uniched Mr in tbi ''y for -vig
destroyed the basis that God intended to he t ':asis of the Traei1tes'
control, that the king contreled pelittc1 thi.nas VIP r?ll:lus
leaders coutrolled the religious as'ects snd Mc fce hroico c't with
leprosy and we read that he live,' in his o' horse alone for t',- rest
of his life. How long that was, wwther 10 yrs. or l ycrs or :ht
we 1on't know.

But it would seer likely that Isaiah would ',ass by xi the house
where lTzziah lived alone. Nobody dared go near him for hear of catching
leprosy. They would ass the food in and he would get a hold of it
and they would wash very very carefully nd be careful
not to touch so Ifraid were they of catcbinc Ms scourge
and as Isaiah would pass by and erhaps see !zziih's face at the
window it w would suggest to Isaiah the wonderful start thnt this
man made and how he seemed to he such a wonderful ran, so truly
followed the Lord, and then the way in which he lenarted from the
Lêrd and the terrible way in which the Lord punished hir.

So it is thought by most interpreters that Isaiah iys this
not nerely to tell us when this vision of Cod came to hi, bt to
show something of the background in Isaiah's nind when it hppened.
There would he the tragic felin' that it would have. To think how
one started out wo wonderful. and yet failed so mleerahlr!

When you look hack as I can on a good many years of training
Christian workers one cannot evoid sonethinpa havlni ir'ilar fc1ings
and to think of individuals who have started out well 1nxt the
Lord's service and then have fallen by the wayside. It is reaflv
amazing the number of truly wonderful Christian lenders rho flJ
into sin of one sort or another and fell away. 1i- is oftpp vr
shocking when we hear of irdividuals.

So Isaiah's mind was in a situation in which he was very COT1SCiOUS
of the trandy that was s" common in hi.in life when ht thought of
King Uzziah. Whether this vision came after Ring Uzziab died or shortly
before we don't know. Thit at least '!ziah was very r'ucb ir Tn1ah'
mind.




He said he saw the Lord sittinr upon a throne blob and flfte
up and his train filled the temple. Where was Tsai.ah when be 1,.d
this vision? Immediately it is suggested thqt he was in t'e ter'le.
And he saw this in the temple. Certainly the temple is called Cod's
house. God speaks of the temple as the place where be will (1-ell.
But he dwelt above the ercv sect nd the mercy seat was in the
Holy of Holies where the people could not reach it. °nly te ih
Priest went in there once a year. Consequently we are not at all
sure that he is here referring to the earthly temple. Some think
that Isaiah like Paul later on 1-is, taken un to bevr'n for a fei clays.
Paul said he saw things which were not lawful for a man to utter.
lie does not tel.] us whether the experience was riurinc those days.
But Paul had a marvellous experienc. end he doubtless learned much
that enters into his epistles and his work for God. More we have
Isaiah giving this account of this experience.
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We often find a prophet having a great vision of God. Did this
vision happen in the temple? Or in the vision did he sue a temple
and imagine himself in it? If so vas it the earthly temple, or was
it the the temple it stood for? Was he lifted up to heaven or did
he see heaven, see God in of course an luimaginary form because
God does not have a human form. No man has seen God. But Isaiah
saw that which represented God humanly(?) There is no mention of
a face, or of arms or of other human features here. It is the
train of His robe that is apparent.. It is the manifestation of }1is
glory that fills the temple where Isaiah was :or which Isatah saw,
whichever it was. :

Above this stood the seraphim. This word seraph occurs
only in this chapter, nowhere else in the Bible. It is a word that
would seem to be related to a verb ithat means to burn ". Sometimes
people translate it the burning ones. E**dezltly they would be
messengers of Cod. Perhaps you could call-them-angels. At least
they would be individuals who would be so bright they would seem
to he burning. They were God's emissaries- -in this vision. e do
not have this word seraphim anywhere else but in this chapter.

We have the word ,cherubi(plu.), cherub and by the post peculiar
develop cherub has come to wean a litti chjl4. And-you see pictures
of cute little children. You hear people of someone having a ,cherubic
countenance. Actually the cherub se-ems to have bean like an ox rather
than like ,a child. The COME cherubjm is nentioRedR1ttch more than
the seraphim in Scripture. But these.tw are mentioned, simply as.
a reminder to us that in the spiritual 'world there is much we do
not know about.

The material world today is known to have all sorts of things
in it that people never dreamed of IQOyrs. ago..,There. are forces;

in the niaterial world that scienctists have discovered that
100 yrs. ago were absolutely undreamed of and unknown but today are
referred to in common ways. uatures of great importance. Take
electricity that is so important in the life of all of us today.
366 years aê nobody ever drearied o such a thing. The idea that
you can pick up a telephone and dial a person and it rings a
bell thousands of'niles away --- mobody could have imagined these
things in the material wrlc1 that are so far beyond hat we could
Imagine. Think of the spiritual world' what there must be God has
revealed certainthtngs about it in the cr'ipture but there's an
awful lot we don't know anything about.

This is ll we know about the seraphim that they were evidently
the They represent here, but because they might.nót' have been
physically visible - - just as Cod gave this vision they were
messengers of Cod, instruments to do His will, and lie gives this
peculiar description. rach one had six wings. it,h two he covered
his face, with two he covered his feet, and wlthtwo'he did fly.
He only needed two wings to fly, but he had six! Cod provides
plenteously for the needs of His instruments. He 'gives far more
than we need to accomplish Ns will. They covered their faces
before 'the majesty of Cod. Sometimes wehear Christian workers speak
ing very lightly of God and -of Christ.- Of:course we have an intimacy
with'Cod. We can know Je'us'as we know our best friend. Yet we must
always remember that lie is so great and-so wonderful beyond anything
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we can inazine that we should shot; true reverence. here even the
seraphi covered their faces in the presence of the Lord!

One cried to another and said, 1cly, "ely, holy is the Lord of
hosts. The whole earth is full of is glory. T"j5 stato'ent 'is
fully of !is lery" is not an exact translation. T!e Phrew word
"full" is nale and this is It is the spire root. hut it j

a noun rather than -an adjective. Literally it Is "the fuires of
the hole earth is ii,s glory." everyone of the various sources I
have looked at translate-it this way': 'this whole earth is full
of s g1nry. ut I can't escape the feeling that ft might more
literally he "the fullness of the whole earth is !lis lroy.' In
other words ll the wonderful thins we know of in the word
and all the wonderful thirps In the universe we don't know anyt.
about, they are all nart of God's c'Lpry. Wow n I say, T have not
found anybody else who has that thovght, hut it does seew to kx me
that that 'ould he a more literal translation of the ileb. a tin flat
and that . . . there are plenty of places in the Pihie that sneak
of the earth as hein full of God' glory I can't help but think
that here perhaps he is sneakinr of the fact that all t'i rvellous
universe is just part of the wonderful lory of God who created
it all.

And the posts of the door, v:ore lit. the- foirndations of the
walls" moved at tUtZ the voice of flm that cried. When the seraphim
cried the whole niace shook. Vie reed in Act.how when (Od
to the People that the hu1ldin shook. ?9fllether actually or whether
the feeling was, the feeling of lsaith wi" t' it th trerncndru force
f of God. It was like the feeling peopjehave in the nidst of an
earthquake when the world seems to be shakn' we feel home pww,
how small is humanity n'1 and its in comnarri.son with
the trenendrws forces of nature. id od e' ceur'e is fir reter
th9rL any of these.

I think we'd better look 'further into this cli. next week. I did
not rake any assi mont. You've already looted st cbs. 56 d 57,
and noted 1'. them what parts were rebuke and what parts blessing.
All 1 ask you to do Is to look over cbs, S an and divide t em
that way. What Is there in them that',i5 rebuke? Waht is in themit that
is blsainc? What is there in them that you don't think really
beloncvs tinder either cateqoryt And you would sest another category.
The is a tuite brief assignment.-
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(Remarks on grading of the last quiz. . . It will count about one
fourth of the semester's mark. The assignments will count about
one fourth, and the final exam will count about one half . .

Assignment for next time. . . There are a number of verses to
look at but in most cases I think you can make a quick judgment
from the verse alone or from the context in relation to the par
ticular question I have asked . . I think you can do it in an
hour quite easily

We were still discussing Poman Numeral VII which was Iaaiah's
Call to service which I did not go into detail in the outline. We
had come to the point in it of the seraph ccming to Isaiah and
touching his lips with a coal from off the altar. Very interesting
point. What would it mean to someone in those days? Jesus Christ
called the ones on the road to Emaus "fools and slow of heart to
believe all the prophets have spoke. Ought not Christ to have
suffered these things and to have entered into His glory?" In other
words they should have understood from the OT accoutn. flow much Isa.
understood we don't know. Peter says, the prophets were trying to find
out what and what manner of time the spirt which was in them did signify
when he told of the sufferings of Christ . . . The fact is that in
Isaiah's vision it was the coal from off the altar that touched his
ups, and when that happened he was then made fit for service. It
certainly is a representation of the fact that the sacrifices were
necessary that a man could he cleansed from his sin and made fit to
serve the Lord. As Paul said, The blood of bulls and goats cannot take
away sin! The aacrifices represented the death of Christ on the cross.
It was only through that that any one ever has been saved or ever
can be saved. This is very clearly suggested in this vision of Isaiah.

After Isaiah was cleansed by this Seraph Iringing the coal from
off the altar and touching his lips, then he heard the Lord saying
Who shall I send and who wil 1 go for us? Isaiah said, Here am I,
send me. He was ready for service now; he weare not ready for
service until we 1"ave been cleansed through the blood of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Then what a disappintment it must have been to Isaiah
to hear the Lord's words: "Goland tell this people, Hear but don't
understand; see but don't perceive, make their hearts fat and their
ears heavy and shut their eyes. What a terrible thing to tell a man
who just thinks he is going to go out and lead the wx *orld into a
great successful movement for God. God and h$arden their hearts,
close their eyes.' Of course there's a background to people utx
turning away from the Lord. Isaiah had given much rebuke to the people
in previous chs. for the way they had turned from the Lord. The mass
of the people have reached the point where they have already gone so
far in that direction that the presentation will simply harden them.
That does not mean Isaiah's work has no effect in helping people. It
does not mean that at all. It means that that was an important part
of his work and that the Lord was showing him the worshipping cherub(?)
so he would not feel too had that when he found he had many loyal
followers, they were only a minorUty in the nation.
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It is interesting how the Lord in giving the call sometimes emphasized
sometimes the side you might say was less prominent but was psychologically
needed. You find in Jer. 1 where God tells Jeremiah I'm going to set
him over the nations to tear down, . . to plant and build up. He talks
as though Jeremiah is going to have a tremendously important function
as indeed he did. But Jeremiah served in a much worse time than Isaiah
and saw the nations go into exile, and into misery. But the Lord gave
him this happy command whereas in Isaiah the Lord gives him these sad
words as he begins his ministry.

So the Lord said, Do this. And Isaiah said (v.11). How Long? Lord
how long? 'e hope we won't have more than a day or two like this! We
hope there won't he at least more than two or three years! The Lord said
Until the cities be wasted without inhabitant and the houses without
man and the land he utterly desolate and the Lord has removed men
far away and there is a great forsaking in the midst of the land. The
people had reached the point in their apostasy where Cod was going to
bring a calamity and send them off into exile.

But yet v.13 which is not very well translated in the KJV (I think
most of you looking at v.13 at first glance would not get much sense
out of it) --yet a tenth of it shall return and shall be eaten. The
NASB expresses it much better: "(I think the KJV probably would be
clear to someone in that time but we use our words differently now). The
NASB says: Yet there will he a tenth portion in it. You noticed the
KJV said, Yet in it shall be a tenth. But then the NASB "and it will
again be subject to burning" The NIV "and it will again be destroyed."
againcleansing the Lord is going to give will have to he repeated.
There will be a remnant that will follow Isaiah's standard and yet
in this remnant there will he those who will turn away. There will be
a tenth that will remain true but yet out of them there will be 'those
who will again bring judgment. Yet it is not to be a complete destruc
tion.

The KJV says: As a tiel tree and as a oak whose substance is in
theni so the holy seed shall be the substance thereof." That word sub
stance does not carry it to us. In modern English 'stump' would be
much better and most recent translations render it 'stump." It will
be like a terebinth orsan oak whose stump remains when it is felled,
the holy seed is its stump. In other words there will be these re
peated purges and cleansings among God's people. But there will still
always he a remnant in the earth. The holy seed is the stump which
still remains no matter how often it is cut down, it may be destroyed,
it may be purged.

So Isaiah is given this general vision to encourage him to go
on and see that though things are bad they are not nearly as bad as
he fears after Cod calls. Because Cod's clii stresses mostly one side,
and yet he did say in this final word that there would be a remnant of
grace after all.

Now I thought when I started this course that I was going to divide
it into two parts: first speak of Is. 1-6 and then go on to Part II
which would be the last 10 chs. of the book. But I think it is best to
touch on certain matters in between, beuause in looking into 1-6 we
have already referred to chs. 9-11, and in going into the latter chs.
we need something of the background. So I'm not going to make it two parts,
but make it all one part.
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And just have Roman Numerals, so the next will be VIII

A Glance At the Predictions in Isaiah 9 - 11.

A. Iaiiah 9. If you will look at ch. 9 to which we have
already made reference in connection with ch.4, you find that the
relation to what precedes is very important.Ch. 8 ends with a picture
of calamity. The people are being punished for their sin. Verse 22,
they look unto the earth and behold trouble and darkness, dimness
and anguish and they shall be driven to darkness. And in the context
he is predicting the attack by the Assyrian army which came during
the time of Isaiah's ministry. These Assyrian armies came marching
in from the North East, and as they arched there and attackdd the land
they brought terrible darkness and misery to the people there.

Now the first v. of ch. 9 in KJV:"Nevertheless the dimness shall
not be such as was in her vexation when at the first . . . and after
wards did more greviously afflict here by way of the sea beyond Jordan
"

s'tr'ange
people that walked in darkness have seen a great light." That's

a strange connection. The Jewish copies of the Scripture when they
took over the ch. divisions from the Latin Bible they did not put it
where the Archbishop put it, but put it one verse later. Just looking
causually at it it looks like you have a brand new start in verse 2,
and that the break should be where you find it in the -1ebrew Bible
and the Jewish copies of the Scripture.

But Matthew quotes the two verses together, and it is clear as
you examine them together and particular in the light of Matt1w
it is

clear that what he is saying is that there is going to be this terrible
darkness c the Assyrian army comes marching into the north eastern corner
through the land of Zebulon, the land of Naphtsli, )alilee of the ntione.
But that this very region in which the darkness first comes as the enemies come
rolling over the land , this very area is to be where the great light will first
come. In other words where Jesus christ will begin his ministry. A definite
prediction of the coming of christ. Vow if we only had v. 2 we might heitete
about thinking it 1 specificrily looking forward to Chrit. Wt in v. 6 it is
very cler. The reason for the light is that "unto us a chil' i born, unto us
a son is giv n end the gov''rmnnet shall be upon his houiAer." It 15 a prediction
of the coming of Christ. o we have

2. The Quotation in Wt, 4:L4-16. There Mat, quotes this passage. After telling
how Jesus began his preaching up in that region of Zebulon and Napthali he says,
"That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by Isaiah the prophet saying,
" " "r1jle o the ientile&' - the region where the greet darkness first came,
fro m the Assyrian invasion, there the people who sat in darkness have seen a
great light and to them which sat in the region end shadow of death, light has
srun up" and frcm that time began Jesus to preach s ying, Repent for the kiniom
of heaven is at hand" o we have t i quotation from Mat. and in v. 5

3. The promised end of war (9:5) Th1' V. is not always immediately understandable
to us but if we look closely at it is quite clear what it means. "Every battle of the
warrior I a wi h confused noise nd " . . but this shall be for fuel of fire, for
unto us a child is born. " "" These implements of war are to be destroyed. War is to
come to rn end because the prince of peace is coming.
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4. The two-natured redeemer (vv.6-7
We looked at this in connection with oh. 4 where he was called "the briich of the
Lord" and "the fruit of the earth'!. ere be Is called "a child is born" and "a son'
is 1ven." God gave his only-begotten eon, God caused is Son tc be born there
of the Virgin Mary. ere we have the two natures of the Redeemer and the tremendous
name given to him showing is deity. re is th mighty God, the everlasting Father,
the prince of peace.

Now in the course I gave last year we looked at oh. 9 rather at length. ere
I merely want to point to it for its relation to oh. 4, and go on to Is. 11.

B. Isaiah 11

1. Relation to whet nreoedes. The end of oh. 10 shows the downfall of
the ksyriav empire. The great Asyr1an empire that attacked Israel as God's
instrument for that purpose did not do it in order to please Gd. !!e used these
wicked men for purpose, and then e punihed them for their wickedness. So
we read a description of their downfall in vv. 33-34 of ch.l0, and it is given
under the figure of a forest. "Re shall cut down the thicket of the forest
Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one", but in contrast to that "the stem of Jessee"
which seemed also to have been cut down - a rod shall come out of the stem of Jesse
and a branch will grow out of 111 roots. o here as in oh. 9 it is closely re
lated to what precedes.

2. The Branch.
(Question regarding what empire) Assyria army. We always inurt distinguish between
Assyria and Wis. Utterly distinct. syria was really Arab, t it was conquered
by the Assyrians and became part of the Assyrian empire, and later the eks celled
it yia from the name Assyria. But the Assyrian empire was the great empire with
its headquarters at Ninevah which concuered the northern kgdm. and overran most of
the southern kgdxn.

The word "branch" we had in eh. 4. There the Heb. wrod was eaach. Th're are 17
Rob. words that are translated branch in TV. At that tire T gave you In connection
with that word Thenrnch two or three references where it is clearly used in a
Messianic sense later on. That was te word Tseinach. 1ow n this particular case
that word is not used but a different word is used --- the word !1etzer which in another
word for Branch which is not used so much in a Messianic sense as the word Teemach
is, yet which is important in connection with the N!. Because there is a
reference to this taesage, I am "uite convinced, in Mat. 2:23. I say -quite convinced
because there are some who advance a different interpretation of Mitt. 2:23, but
one hich does not have much to be said in its favor. But this, I am 'uite convinced
is what Mat, has in mind when he said

3. Quotation in Mat. 2:23
"Re caine and dwelt in a city called Nazareth" which is derived from this root Hetz.r,
meaning this tyne of vegetation. A town called Nazareth that it might be fulfilled which
was spoken by the prophet !e shall be called a Nazarene." Now we must never confu's
a Nazarene with a Nazarite. The (Y tells about the partitñ1ar arrangements that can
be made for a Nazarite who was one who never cut his hair or touched anything that
cams from grapes, not even resins. Never touched wine, strong think, or even resins.
Anything from the vine was - one of the m'n in Judges was a Nazarite from birth.
Ordinarily it was a vow he took.

(Question: tow do you -;poll. that in nglish). You really can't spell it in English.
W .1 Nun Teade Resh. The Tsade in many, concordances is written to.
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Which is certainly not the best way to iirite it. The best way is to write it uually
is an s with a dot - N long e s with a dot under it, short e r. 'o it i- from this
root neser that th word !iazarene comes, not th word 'azarite. etthew connects
that up with his living in Nazareth. To will be called a Nazarite. Te i- the nranch
of the Lord referred to ju:;t once under this title at this noint in Ts. U.

i" "is Character l12-3,5. Very hrie'ly g'ne at t becise it o not the
section we are dealing with . . . but for its relation with the other rntril we
looked at in oh. 4. "The soirit of the Lord shall rest upon hi', the sirit of
wisdom and unlerat! nding, the spirit of counsel and might . . " ' shril not judge
after the sight of his eyes neither reprove fter the hearing of his ers.'t You
remember that it says of Christ tat Ue knew wh t was in man. Nobody needed to
tell him. Re understood in a way nobody cl ever had. When he met Nathaniel he
said, Bøhold an Toreelite in whom is no ruile." Nathaniel said, Few do you come
to know me? Jesus knew all things. 'e wrs of r'uick understanding, thorough crinpre_
hension. V. 5 "rihteousnss shall b. the irdle of his loins and faIth"ulnes the
girdle of his reins." I put these 3 verses together in order to mention v.4
separately.

5. is victory over antichrist (v.4' c'. 2 Thess.2:; Rev. l:l5,2l.
"But with rIhteousness sholi he judge the poor and reprove with equity . .
and he shall smite the earth with the rod of 'us mouth nd with the breath of his
lips shell he slay the wicked." "-ict word antichri't has come to be used for the
greet enemy of God's people at the end of the tge. The NT says thc're ar many
anti-christs,so it really woud be better to ue a different word for that one prtIcu
lar antichrist. But since it has become rather widespr'ud to refer to that one
great opponent of God s the an ichrist, or Amtichrist(capital A), I'm using that
designation here, referring to that one gr-at individual at the end of the age.
Raiding the last nart of v. 4 again. . " . There we cf. 2 Thess. 2: arid '.v.
19:15,21.




Look at 2 Thess. 2: and see how the Ape tie aui interprets this
passage. Then shell that uicked one be rvaled whom the Lord shell conimte with
the spirit of his mouth . . . That wicked one. Which wicked one The one reerred
to in Is-11:4. There is nothng else in the CT to 'hich to connect it. Re will be
destroyed by the lard by the nirit f his "outh. Ths -ord trans. spirit could
also be trans. breath. mc word cou1d be trans. either way both in the reek and
in the Rebraw. So aul says this which was predicted about Christ was not some
thin Christ did et hi first ceming, it something that is yet to come, becaue
the wicked one whom he will destcry ir that way has not yet been remled. He will
be revealed at the end of the age. And the Lord will dest roy kim with the breath
of his mouth and with the bri-htness of his coming

Then in Rev. 10:15,21 w' 'i'-d what is doubtes mother refer-nee to this
t... In v.15 after describing the coming of the ('be on the white hors whose name is
called the Word of God we read, out of his mouth 'ocs a sharp sword that with it
he shou d smith the nations 'nd he hi,l1 rule thin with a rod of iron. Cut of his
mouth goes a sharp sword . . . King f Kin rg " " " Another ref. to the same thing
is found in v. 21, "The remnant were SLk in with the sword of him tht sat won the
horse "hich sword preceded out of his mouth." Thre is a fizure of speech here.
ErOt1y what is represented it may !e h rd to say. But it represents destruction.
It represents an overthrow of antichrist and his hosts as described here in Isaiah.
Paul says it is still to come at the end of the age. Rev. 19 uses this fi'ure too.
On. commentary ri Rev, says that this ref. to the sword coming out of his mouth
refers to the -reaehin o th gospel. When it says it will destroy the whole host
of them what it means is that everyone on earth will be e'-nverted by the 'ospel.
That is taking it in a very figur8tive way.



"
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" 1q yon h' c1ly eenon 1one n!'ic1embe eriet m'ht be iede .....
'or tei',w ft th't vat. t d't think it could be roved. ' t o"nrFierabl.
artuten oo"t be Put k'-i yr hve reci'ie 5teterent that this
i' 1oHiv orr' to one 'v" yt rev'd wo hl1 b" I t'oyed by th rit
o h1 -r-out', and the hr hte o MF ooirn', t't 'k it rf-et'y deer that
is not vh ev.

6Ui !Ulernie1 Th 20 rtit after oh. 19 w, have e decrip-
tion of e nerio'i whio!1ir six. tin,s rerre t *s e t ueini yr's. 'eriod n
which r--ton is bound "o that h not ceive 't!s tions my mere. owe cey
when it says °tn I'S hound o be oannct ec,'re the nti"ne, it rteas thvt ten
is unb1e to injure th saved after they o to heaven. 'hot is extvunely 'iruretve
iterp., n-t wcrt:r UCh ni ration. Whit itc1sr1y says b"re i that Satan
18 unble tr "ecelve th ntione ri' this rioti o lCY yr's. ditrir which
hri't reipns on crth. We have that describe4 in Is. 11 in the account of the
condition on esrth durtn tbt ,erini (vv.6-9) r coition durjn that time when
there -ill he a oonnlets !rd "-'' eTterrl violence, The wo'f will dwell with the
lemb, not tN't the lamb will be ns1de of the wolf or tet the lamb os not need
to f,or the wolf, !oither o theu will injure the otbe is stated in figurative
lan", (vv.6), Then v.9mkeeit literel lrn. rhe hUnt hurt nor dectory in
all, my 'o1y rountn " "

7. ThO 0 dierce c4' the ns (v.10') Tn thit day th're shsll be a root
of Jee . . " tn it haU the ntt reek rind his st shl1 be lor±ous."This
w "'St ir r, c+ icbr :oo4 tranltic'n. The ord. cn mean to rest lko whew we
go to bd nn try to be refreshed. it it an mean t rest jut l1'- tiW 'lcs eee
rats t.041. is the. plcs where he it, the pisco whrre e stard', not the
plce 'hre he ela*e, "Th word used in both ways. There re plnce' whero
Y,-),a c take 1" t Diace e his "ect nd ray ft re"er to t pire. r' the "dy
,oulhre in Jrslnm,, tt rrot stant do not take. It that way. Rut ths main
thin of the vors is tht through tin 'To will be en en-in to the people and to
!irn shall the ontiles seek. Thzt's sxetiy wht hr!! in Is. 2 where ft I4
ll nctiori wci9 cone and say. Tft u c to mt. 0r the Lori to tw house of

thn Sod of cob, 71- ill. te ch u' o his ways tn1 we wii. ik in his nths, for
cut of ct shrll o forth t'-a- law

Thrre is a book written rscst1y by e rran who 1r.aite this 11th oh. mnu't be
exactly In chro loict.1 order, ad tb're"ore 'inc v.11 speaks of regatherin of
the relites, he ys that carvot. cone till eftr tbmil1.nnii. Thre!ore, he
esys, the present rte.te of Tsrsel. is not the regatherir premised ft eriptrue. Of
course we crrnt he domtic that the oreent ?t&to of Iueel is the regtering
of Thrael, but it certtin1y look,:! very wuch thaty. is- eeeible the t the tate
of Israel n1ht bo dertroy, the Jews -gain dInrce and the rerstherir raIn
before the ccnir c! rhri t yet to coins. It is øib1e. We enrnot be onatic.
Put there is to be "' ro "ether!n of Tsr'.el which most interpreters take to come before
the nillenniurn. rw tc say that h lx v. II comes. after the account of the
millennium th'rf'cre it is i'te"ward, is I think reading into Scripture. The
obr.cliencs of th rrtions is In v.i which we hid in Ia,2:3 aM in Vic.42,

. Th- Tiim er;psc:vo (v.11) Wr hve the eecout in .l-9, then v.10 de it
refers o wh.t h&ps t the ; be;--' ring of the m11enniui or does it ive
crlption of wh t i £11 tough the i11.nniun? Does y 11 refer to what hpp.ne
before the beginning of the millennium or is itwitrwtheppenc after the mil1etum?
The prophetic_pe'-aptctive is not always made deer in scripture. If he said after
that T1Ma thi WQU'd happen, that would make it clear. If he said before
this this will happen that would make itclear.
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If I were to tell you I hd visited Rome and Jerusalem, that statement would
lot tell you which I went to first. The perspective would not necessarily be in
volved in it. In reading the ScriDture we can make guesses as to the order in
which things happen, but if we are to be dogmatic we must have a specific statement
either in the nassage or in some parallel passage.

We will not spend nore time on that now becatse after all tht.t is not the
section of 18. we are specifically studying in this course, but it was related very
definitely to what we have already covered. We will go on now to a pas.age that
also is not in the part we are dealing with but which is vital background to the
part that we will deal with most of the rest of the course.

IX The $'ervant of the Lord.
Up to thus far in Isaiah we have hd no reference to what you might call

the Servant of the Lord.

A. Isaiah's use of the word Servant. We have had the word used occas
ionally in this early part of Is. There are a few general uses in the early part
or the book. It speaks of a servant of the king. It speaks of the king of Assyria
sending his servant t do something. It uses the plural in a general way that way
in the early part of Isaiah occasionally, Th. singular word servant is once used
of Isaiah (UX20 :3 "Like as my servant Isaiah kas walked naked and barfoot . .
I t refers to Isaiah as led s servant in this passage. That's the only passa.e
the first pert of Is. that refers to Isaiah as W's servant. There is one place
in the latter part of the book which may ref to Isaiah but may net. You may notice
them as you go through this assignment for next time.

All uses of the sing. for "servant" after Is.37 are of a special type. ll
uses with one possible exception. Thre is at most one exception. This word servant
used in a general sense in the early nart of Isaiah is used a gre.t de-1 in the
latter part as you see from these sheets I gave you for your a3ignInent for next
time. The word is used a greet deal of my servant, the Lord's servant, etc. and
they are of a special type, these uses here. They don't refer to an ordinary person
or situation. There is one possible exception where it might refer to Isaiah but
not necessarily. 'e we have this special usage of this term the tezu the servant
of the Lord.

We will look at the first thre occurrences of this types Th'y are in Is, 41:
8 and 9. "But Thou Israel art my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen . . ." "Thou whom
I have taken from the ends of the earth and called thee from the chief men . . . and
said thou art my servant, I have &osen the and not cast thee away." Thusisthe servant
here is called Israel? I don't think that any of you would have any u'?stion about v.a.
"Thou Israel art my servant". e is calling Israel his servant and he is speaking of
the nation Israel. Then in v.9 he refers to them too. Verse specifically calls the
servant Israel. Verse 9 in the light of context must refer to So here
we have in these first two cases the use of the word servant - it is clearly Isrsel
that is designated by name and by who is clearly indicated b con
text in the second one.

But when we turn to the next one, ch. 42:1 "Behold my servant whom I uphold,
mine e'ect in whom my soul delights." Could that be Israel? in view of all the rebuke
of Israel before for their sin, the terrible punishment that is described, it seems
a bit strong to speak of T3rael as the servant in whom His soul delights. But the
verse goes on "1 have put my sririt unon him; he shall bring forth justice to the
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Gentiles, Well T'rael was a small nation. The word gentiles can equally well be
trans1ted nations. The same in the N' - the word Gentiles and nations i identical
and you have to guess from c--ntext which' trnslation, and often it is very difficult
to know which. You might think the two ideas are inovived as a rule, though there
are a few cass where the word is used for true Israel, thoug' usually it refers
to the ntions outside Israel.

But he says His servant i ong to bring jutice to the )ontiles, and how is
he -'oing to do it. Well, Israel is a small nation. Pssyria has ten times the newer
Israel had. Persia a century later had perhaps 15 times the power that Israel
ever had. How is I'reel going to bring justice to the nations? Is Israel going to
he able to build a large enough army, a strong enough force to establish justice
throughout the world? How i' it going to be done? "Fe will not cry not lift up
nor cause hi voice to be heard in the streets." It is not going to be done as
through a greet military power. There is sore other method involved here. "&
bruised reed he will not break and smoking ftiek flax he will not quench, but he
will bring forth justice unto truth." noes that sound like the nation Israel?
It is a gentle progress here described. Those who are giving a little light and
doing a rather toor job of it, but yet sincerely trying. He is not going to simply
cast them out of the way as unfit for His purposes. ue is not going to cuenck them.
There is a gentleness. There is a confidence. Te shall not fail nor be discouraged
till he has set junent in the earth and th isles(the distant lands) shall wait
for his law.




These firt 7 verses( of Is. 41) describe my servant, the Lord's servant in
a way that wound be very very difficult to apply to Israel. We have other cases
later on that are similar, that are very difficult to apply to Israel.

So we have here a very interesting problem. The Servant of the Lord is specifically
called Israel. Not only in one cases but in a number of ethers as we will see. The
f'ervant o the Lord in th context is clearly referring to Israel. Not only in 41:9
but in a number of other cases " But the servant of the Lord cannot be the nation
of Israel in oh. 42. Tt just does n-t it Israel. It is entirely different from what
Irael could possible do. When you get to ch. 49, you find that the Servant o' the
Lord is distinguished from Israel. Tn v.6 he says, It is a light thing that thou
shouldest be my se'yant to raise ur the tribes of Jacob and to restore the reserved
of Irael. I will also give thee for a light to the 'entfles." Clearly he is dis
tinguished from Israel in oh. 49. When you get to oh. 53(and ch. 53 sh-uld start
3 vv. eerlier,)-hold my servant shall be exalted and estolled and be very high
Then the great description of the sufferings of Christ in ch. 53, and the word
servant used again in 53:11- by His knowledge shaD myhteous ser ant jutify
many" - an- the word servant is never -gain used in the sing. in the whole book of
Isiah.

3o we have all these uses of the wrod servant some of which clearly refer to
Israel. Zome co'üd not possibly refer to Israel, but are simply spoken of as my
servant, or the servant of the Lord. The word is never again used in the singuIa,
but we have this tremendeus work that is to be done by the Servant of the Lord and
after this we have the servants of the Lord spoken of. Nver gain the Servant. In
514:17 "This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord and their righteousnss is
from me." The servants of the Lord - those who re the followers of the 3ervant of
Lord. It is always used in the plural after this, never again in the sing. in Isaiah.
So the examin&tion of these passages will make clear the nature of the problem. How
can the servant be Isre1 and also be Christ? Is the word used in two entirely diff. ways
or is there one way it is used which covers all the uses. I ont go into that today
I'd rather you(d look these over first have an idea of it think a little about the

problem. We will close new for today and continue i;ith tht for next week.
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Our assignment for this class is verydifferent from that of
the test. The assignment is to give you a chance to look into
the passage and answer questions that prepare you for dealing
with understanding better the material that we discuss in class.

The next assignment jumps a little bit ahead. I think we'll
reach it next week,but we may not. I'd like to have you do it

" this assignment for next week . . . hand out sheets.

You notice on this I have a passage firm Isaiah on the left
and a passage on the right. Look at the passage on the left,
look at v.16 at line a. "And he saw that there was no man and
wondered that there was no intercessor." Now if you look over on
the right hand side over toward the bottom, you will see v.5,
and there it is (a) "And I looked and there was none to help,
and I wondered that there was none to uphold." You see the close
parallel between these? Noticing that, under each of the verses
on the left that I referred to, you take the number of the one
on the right . . . On the right it says "I looked and there was
none to help . . ."(5a, "and I wondered that there was none to
uphold"(5b). So where it says "he saw there was no man and wondered
that there was no intercessor", under each of those you could put
5a-b, and on the other hand on the right you could Put l5ab
under each of those two. If you find there is a slight similarity
you just put the number down. If you think there is a considerable
correspondence of meaning you draw a line . . . If the reference
is extremely close, circle the reference on each side
I don't expect you to do a lot of work on this. I want you to find
the great similarities there are, and whatever lesser similarities
there are . . " fit in. Some interesting relationships.

The assignment will be due next Friday noon.

We were speaking at the end of the last hour about
IX The Servant of the LORD

We announced in the catalog this class was to cover Is.
1-6, and 56-60. I thought at first of dividing this into two
parts, separately. As I thought about it, I thought that to pro
perly understand the latter part it is necessary to understand
certainthings in the part in between. So we are seeing certain
outstanding things between these two main parts. I'm not going
to call it Part I andPart II. I'm just going to go straight along.

We noticed last week
a A. Isaiah's Useof the word Servant. That there are a few
general uses in the early part of the book where he just speaks
of the servant of the king, or something like that. Isa. uses
it of himself in Is.23. Then as we pointed out all uses of the
sing. after Is. 37 are of a special type. (Two exceptions at most).
I had one and changed it to two at most. I don't think there are
any exceptions, but I say at most there are two. We're not so in
terested in the excdptions as we are in the question. Since Isa.
uses this term so many manhy times in this part of the book, and
never uses a it again after ch. 53, but right in this section uses
it so many times, is there a very special reason why he uses it
so many times? Does it have a special use? I believe you can say
it does, every time he uses it.
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Now there are two cases where someone might say it's referring
to Isaiah. I don't think they could prove that, but if you want
to believe that, it is not particularly important in the whole
matter. There are many cases where(with thepossible exception
of those tow two) it is used in a very specific manner. We want
to find out what that specific sense is.

B.The First Three Occurrences of this type.
These first three are very different, as you doubtless know if
you prepared this assignment to turn in last time. They are very
different from one another, that is the first two are identical
but the third is very different from them.

1.
So look at the first. The word is specifically applied to Israel

nine times of which 41:8-9 are as clear as any. There can be no
question in 41:8-9 what he's talking about. I hope you have your
Bibles open. It would have taken me two or three hours to copy
all these verses on to the . . . to put up on the screen in front
of you, or else I'd have had to cut the Bible into pieces . .
So if you will look at your own Bible, and I don't care what version
you use. Look at those two verses, 8-9.

But you Israel are my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen
the seed of Abraham my friend, you whom I have taken from
the end of the earth and called you from the chief men
thereof, and said to you, You are my servant, I have
chosen you and not cast you away.

There is no question that in these two verses he is talking
to Israel/Jacob -- the two terms are used indiscriminately. We
tend to think of Jacob as a man who was son of Isaac; and Israel
as a nation. But Jacob's name was changed to Israel in the latter
part of his life, and the nation Israel is often referred to as
the prophets(?) of Jacob, . . . So there is no question that in
these two cases he is speaking to Israel and about Israel. The
whole point of it is

2. Israel need not fear for God has called her in order that
a task be performed. This 41st ch. begins with the coming of the
great conqueror, Cyrus, the MWXX Persian, who cames and the
nations are filled with terror. Different nations are rushingto
make new idols, seeking for their protection from this terrible
aggressor who is coming against them. But God says to Israel, You
don't need to fear because you are my servant. Twice in these
two verses he brings out that provision. Israel is his servant.
You might expect Him to say, You are my chosen one. He doesn't.
You are my chosen one; you are the one I have called. You are the
one I have great blessings for. You are the one I have great
interest in. We find such statements in rnanh parts of the Bible.

But here he says, You are my servant. He says it twice in these
two verses. I believe that points to a very important matter. God
did not call Israel simply because He chose to pick out a certain
group of people and give them certain bèesings. God called Israel
in order that a certain task be performed. He called Israel to be
his servant and to perform certain things. Of course the most
immediate is to keep alive the name of the Lord. We know that
when the world had turned away from God, and tried to put Hin' out
of their memory, God called Abraham out to separate himself from
the ungodly world and to raise up a nation which would keep alive
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the memory of the name of God, was a great part of Israel's task.
It is keeping alive the knowledge of God. It is the instrument
through which God would give His evelation to the world. God
used Israel in a very definite way. God loved Israel and He blesses
Israel. But His great reason in ca11ng Israel is in order that a
task be performed. This task has certain obvious elements wehave
just referred to and which we might have enlarged upon. But here
in Isaiah we think of a very special aspect of the task. That's
why he uses the word servant so many times -to stress the fact
that there i a great task that is to be performed and He has
called Israel for that purpose and so Israel need not fear. God
has called her in order that a task be performed.

Now we turn over to ch. 42 and we find a tremendous difference.
There w find the word servant again.

Behold my servant whom I uphold; my chosen in whom my
soul delights; I have put my Spirit upon him; he shall
bring forth justice to the Gentiles.

That would be a tremendous thing, wouldn't it, to tell this
little nation of Israel there? Surrounded by great empires, many
times as strong as they were. You are to bring justice to all the
nations of the world. Tremendous,isn't it? Is that Israel's task?
To bring justice to the Gentiles?

He shall not cry, nor lift up nor cause his voice to be
heard in the street. A bruised reed shall he not break,
and smoking flax shall he not quench . . . till he have
set justice in the earth; and the coasts shall wait for
his law.

It seemed like shadowy distant great areas to the people of
Israel.

Thus saith God, the Lord, he who created the heavens
and stretched them out. he who spread forth the earth, and
that which comes out of it . . . I the Lord have called
you in righteousness, and will hold your hard, and will
keep you for a covenant of the nations . . to open the
blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from the prison,
and those who sit in darkness out of the prison house.

Here's a tremendous picture of the task that is to be perfromed
A description of the servant of God who is to perform this very
great task. So Is. 42:1-7 presents this task that must be performed.

Now certain ideas are clearly presented in these verses,

a. The task involves brining light arid justice to all the
nations. That we have noticed in v.1 which said "he will bring
forth judgment to the gentiles(or the nations." You find it again
in v.4: "He will not he discouraged till he has set justice in
the earth; and the coasts will wait for his law." You find it
again in v.6:"I will make you a covenant of the people, a light
of the nations." So you find this idea stressed here that here
is a tremendous task for the whole world, and God has called Israel
in order that this task shall be fulfilled.

a
hi God Gurantees Fulfillment of th1 task. It is not merely

a hope. Someone might say to Hezekiah
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Someone might say to Hezekiah, God wants you to establish
justice thrughout the world. Hezekiah would say, That's wonderful;
just give me the strength David had. David conquered a big area
around him. Yes, but the Assyrian empire is t five times as big
as the area David conquered. Well, give me great forces, great
armies, and I'll go out and establish justice throughout the world.
For Hezekiah to say that would be about as silly as the as nation
Israel today to say, We're going to establish justice in the world.
America and Russia you do what we tell you. People would just laugh.
It would be ridiculous.

It would be just the same way for them to undertake to do such
a thing then. But this is not merely a hope; Wouldn't it be nice
if you could do this? This is God's statement that He is guarantee-ing
that this task is going to be performed. He guarantees fulfillment of
the task. It is not merely a hope. We find that brought out in vv.
1.3.4 and 6. He says, I have put my spirit upon him and he will
do this. In v. 3, He will not fail nor be discouraged till he
has done this. In v.4 (that was v.4 instead of v.3) Verse 5 God
says, You think this is impossible? Well, God who created the
heavens; God who controls all things; God says this is going to be
done. So v. is a guarantee of the fulfillment of this. Verse 6
says, I the Lord have called you in righteousness, and will hold
your hand and will keep you, and give you for a covenant of
the peoples. We find next

c. The task will be done without uncertainty nor discouragement,4
"He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he has set Judgment in
the earth and the coasts shall wait for his law.

d. It will not be done with violent effort, but with gentleness
and consideration, vv.2-3. He?ekiah might have said, Give me a new
army. Give me half of the --- three fourths of the forces of the
Assyrians. Let me step out and bring justice to the world; let me
bring light to all the nations. They don't want to listen to the
message about God. Let me force them to. Let me send messengers
everywhere with this message and carry God's truth to them. He might
say it, he might send a force out. to forcibly do this. But this is
not the picture of the Servant. "He will not cry nor liftup, nor
cause his voice to be heard in the street." It is done with gentle
ness. A bruised reed he won't break, and smoking flak he won't
quence. In other words, here is someone who is trying to serve the
Lord. And he's not suceedlng; he's not accomplishing much. Push
him out of the way; put someone in there who can do the task. No.
That's not the true servant of the Lord, s it? The true servant
of the Lord is going to be kind, helpful. Those who are sincerely
trying to follow rd do God's will, He is going to help them, and
not push them out of the way. He won't quench the smoking flax
that is just about to co out. Instead of that He will give it life.
Give to it oooortunitv of accomplishment.inese were tour aspects or tne tasK. Now

4. It is hard to think of 42:1-7 as describing Israel. As
we already mentioned

a. Israel lacks the tremendous powerneeded. How could
Israel do this tremendous thing? Tremendous power is involved. God
has never given this power to Israel.
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b. Israel is human and subject to discouragement. Israel has

fallen into sin repeatedly and God has had to punish them for this.
A great part of I1X Isaiah is prediction of punishment to come
for their sin. Yet he has called Israel to be his servant in order
that this work might be accomplished and here is the work that is
to be done, and the Servant is to accomplish this, not to be dis
couraged and not to fail till he has done this tremendous task,

c. Israel hardly fills the characteristics described in vv.3-4.
A bruised reed he won't break; smoking flax he won't quench. One must
admire the Israelits for their accomplishments in the world. Perseucted
oppressed, kicked around, they have nevertheless risenup and been actiive
and worked and gotten ahead and their influence upon the world has been
far out of proportion to their numbers. But they have not done it
by being quiet and not lifting up their voices and being gentle
and kindly. They have done it with force, energy, often with violence.
This is a picture that hardly seems to fit Israel either in that day
or as Israel as a whole has been since.

5. Yet Isa,41:8-9 and also many later passages clearly show
that Israel has reponsibi1ity for the Servant's task. Now we
look at a few of these verses that bring this out so clearly. Here
is the beginning of ch.42 telling us about the Servant's task: what
he must do and how he must accomplish it. But look at v.19.

Who is blind, but my servant? Or deaf, as my messenger
that sent? Who is blind (the KJV says "as he that is
perfect" -- the "he that is" is in italics. The word can
be derived from either one of two Hebrew roots.

One would mean he that is in a covenant of peace. The other
one would mean "he that should be perfect." Now either of these
would fit with Israel Israel was in a covenant of peace with God.
Israel had a duty to carry out God's law, to show forth his perfect
justice. That is what Israel should be, but he says Israel isbllnd
and deaf. Israel is the Lord's servant and yet Israel is blind and
deaf, is falling into sin, is tur&Ing to idolatry and to wicked
ness. And he goes right on in v.22

This is a people robbed and spoiled; they are all of them
snared in holes, and they are hidden in prison houses . .
(v.24) Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the
robbers? Did not the Lord, he abainst whom we have
sinned? . . Therefore, he hath poured upon$/ him the
fury of his anger.

Here is Israel in sin. How can Israel fulfill this purpose?
Yet this is the task of the servant. Israel has been called in order
that this task may be fulfilled. In ch. 43:10

You are my witnesses says the Lord and my servant whom I have
chosen

Israel is God's servant to perform some great tasks. We know that
Israel preserved the Word of God. We know that Israel preserved the
knowledge of God through all those years when all the world tried to
put him out of their minds. But there is far more in this picture
in vv.1-7. How is this going to be fulfilled?
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Is.43:lO says Israel is indeed God's servant. Also 44:1
Yet now hear, 0 Jacob, my servant; and Israel, whom I have
chosen.
Definitely designated as God's servant. Again in v. 2

Thus says the Lord that made thee, and formed thee from the
womb wjp wo;; je;1/2 tjee" Fear not, 0 Jacob, my servant.

And in v. 21, he says
Remember these, 0 Jacob and Israel; for thou art my servant; I
have formed thee; thou art my servant, 0 Israel

Clearly Israel is God's servant " Yet how can Israel fulfill the task?
The task described in the first seven vv. of ch. 42?

In ch. 45:4 For Jacob my servant's sake, and Israel mine
elect, T have even called thee by thy name( I have called
Cyrus by his name and brought Cyrus to deliver them from
the Babylonian capticity)

Ch. 48:20 we read: The Lord has redeemed his servant Jacob.
So there s no question the term servant is used of Israel, but
there Is no q!estIon that the picture in ch. 42 that the work the
servant must do is a picture of something that is very hard
to think of Israel as fuifillng2 What is the answer, to this
problem?

Delit±sch in his excellent commentary which has many fine things
as one thing I think is quite mistaken. He says the concept t of
the servant of the Lord is to he thought of like a pyramid and
sometimes the prophet looks at the base of the pyramid which is
all of Israel; sometimes he looks at the top of the pyramid which
is Christ; sometimes he looks at the middle which is the believing
remnant.

Now I know of no case where the word servant is used of the
believing remnant. I know of no such case. So there are only the
two ways it isused, with the possible exception of the two cases
where it might refer to Isaiah, though it doe not have to. With
those possible exceptions in this whole section the word servant
can either refer to the whole nation of Israel or it would refer
perhaps to Christ. What is the relation then? How can the word be
used in such Idffererit ways?

6. There is a difference between responsibility and accomplish_
ment. That's a point I don't think Delitzsch thought of, but that I
think is quite important. " . Though all Israel bears responsi
bility for the task, all Israel cannot be involved in accomplish
ing it. Now that is an obvious ? ? but it may not appear
at first sight. Suppose I say that the members of this class have
responsibility to see to it to se that this table is put here for
me before the beginning of the class. Could everyone in this class
do it? It would be impossible, We might give responsibility to the
whole class, but the actual accomplishment of that particular res
ponsibility would have to be carried out by part of the class.
Now Israel contained many people who did not take part in the major
other part of the work of the Servant, who did not make
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the true God known, who went and worshipped idols, who disobeyed
God's law. They certainly could not be thought of as part of those
who were accomplishing the task. But they certainly bear responsi
bility along with the rest for the task God has given. The whole
nation has the responsibility. But the task cannot be fulfilled by
all of them. Certainly some are unworthy. Some have turned their
backs upon it. It must be a portènn of the nation. Now how large
a portion of the nation will it be? that will fulfill this vital
part of the work of the servant?

Will justice be brought to all the world. Will light be brought
to all the world? to all the nations? to two thirds of it? Will there
be half of Israel. Will there be through a fourth of it, or is it
possible that One individual out of Israel, representing Israel,
acting == actually an Israelite can fulfill the task for which
all Israel has responsibility?

You see the question then. There is a difference between respon
sibility and accomplishthagt. Now we move on to

C. The Individualization of the Servant. When we get to ch.49
we find evidence that this great task of the Servant of the Lord that
Isa. stresses so much, is to be fulfilled not b': the whole nation,
not b 2/3 of the nation, or half of the nation, but by one individual
who is Israel because he is fulfilling Israel s responsibility and
because He is an Israelite and belongs to the nation of Israel, but
one individual who can represent Israel in carrying out the great
task God has for Israel. It is a task that will end up in brinéng
light to all the nations, light to all the Gentiles, the task that
will end up in bringing justice throughout the whole world. So the
individualization of the servant in ch. 49.

1. The Servant is called Israel in v.3. Ind. 49 the Servant
speaks and he says:

The Lord said to me, You are my servant, 0 Israel, in
whom I will be glorified.

So he represents Israel in carrying out the work that Israel
had responsibility for. He is to accomplish this work. We would not
know of course from v. 3 that he may be taking to the whole nation
but as we read through this whole ch. we certainly get the ipression
an individual is being spoken of.

2. Like ch. 42 this ch. shows that the Servant who is here
called Israel must do a work for the entire world. Verse 1, Listen
0 isles unto me -- that was the word they wsed for the distant lands.
All the distant lands that were far off were referred to as the isles.

Listen 0 isles and hearkenyou peoples from far. The Lord
has called me frmm the womb, from the body of my mother
has he made mention of myname.

It is a world wide work that the Servant must do. Verse 4 brings
it out again:

Then I said I ave labored in vain, I have spent my strenght
for nothing andin vain, yet surelsy the justice due me is
from the Lord and my work with my God. . . (v.6) Is it a
light thing that you should be my servant to raise up the
tribes of Jacob . . I will also give you for a light to
the gentiles, that you may be my salvation unto the end of
the earth.

A world-wide work. When you get to v. 12
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Behold these shall come from far; and, lo, these from the north
and from the west; and these from the land of Sinim.

Now all scholars practically a century and a half ago were convinced
that the land of Sinim meant the land of China. In recent years the
modernists are determined it couldnot possibly he China. I saw a
statement recently by a man who was teaching at a conservative school
and claiming to be a conservative Bible scholar, but who got his
advanced training at from liberals in which he says China was only
one of various possibilities, and actually he says the world of the
OT does not reach as far as China. Well I think the world God knew
reached as far as the furtherest Galilee (?) and certainly reached
as far as China. From times earlier than Isaiah we have objects found
in Egypt and Mesopotamia that were brought fromChina. We know there

between those nations at that time. Today a student of
student of China, of Chinese history, etc. is called a Sinologist.
2E !8t That is our common term ff6 for a student of Chinese
things. Sinology. we use this very word, Sin.

Now he says this i only one of various theories. I know of
only one other. There is one other that is widely taught today that
this is a little town in Southern Egypt of very slight importance.
Since It says they will come from the North and the West then the
other direction must be South, and so it must be this little town
in southern Egypt which town is represented in a different way, a
similar but different way from this word Sinim. The liii is the plural
ending. But I believe that is a rather ridiculous
suggestion. We should either, say we don't know what it means or,
recognize it means China. Tàt of course is not the way the Chinese
speak of China by this name, Sinim. But it is a way China is spoken
of outside of China, and as I say it is comonly used of China today
by scholars of China.

Now it is not our big purpose today to argue about that verse,
but if you take that verse in them sense which I believe is certainly
the correct sense of it, it fits with the previous verse that the
servant is to do a world wide work. But v. 3 has a new idea we did
not have in ch. 42 at all. The ch. shows that the Serfant must do a
work for Israel as well as for other nations, vv.5-6.

And now saith the Lord who formed me from the womb to be
his servant, to bring Jacob again to him'

That's not the whole nation he's going to bring again to him; this is
clearly an individual who is to bring Jacob again to him

Though Israel be not gathered, yet shall I be glorious in
the eyes of the Lord, and my God shall he my strength. And
he said, It is a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant
to raise up the ttibes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved
of Israel; I will also give you for a light to the gentiles ......

He mutt do a work for Israel as well as for the other nations. So here
we have clear evidence that the Servant of the Lord is separated from
Israel as a whole. I call it the individualization of the Servant.
The ch. In which that great about the servant, which might have been
guessed at in ch.42(?) is now made clear.

I might juVst take one second to refer to the fact that where it
says in v. 4 "though Israel be not gathered" any, ost recent ks
translations will say "in order that Israel be gathered.?
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It is hard for any one to believe who does not know the Hebrew
but nevertheless a .fact that the difference between those two *.az
tanslations is one letterjn Hebrew, the difference of one letter in
Hebrew. And some MSS have one, some ieve the other. Which either way
you take it it still is definitely taught that the Servant has a
responsibility toward Israel as well as toward the whole world.

4. Thus the ch. distinguishes the Servant from Israel. That's
& summary of what we have already brought out.

5. The ch. shows that the servant like Israel must suffer humi].ia
tion. This is suqgested in v. 7

Thus satth the Lord, the Redeemer of Israel, and his Holy
One, to himwhom man despiseth, to him whom the nation

" abhorreth, to a servant of rulers
To him whom the nation, not the natiens abhore. The nation. Whet
nation? The word nation is usually used of the Gcntiles,'usuallv used
in the plural. ut there are cases where it is used of Israel, though
this may mean one who is going to be despsEd by a considerable portion
of Israel. Certanlythe Certainly the suggestion is here that
the XXXXXX Servant mut suffer urt!.1iation like Israel does and this
thought is fruthes.' developed in ch. O:4-ll which we will not take
time now to look at. There are points there that requirc considera
tion, and detail and that's not really the ptçpcefor this samester
but it i to have in your notes a reference to it.

D. iLlfillLu(t of the Servant's Jor. The servant's work has
beenpictureu,L!ls ideal, that which God says ruz¬ be done, wifl e
done in ch. 42. In It is clearly brought out that israel ha
responsibility for this. Israel has repponsihility. Ch. 49 brings
out that the one who accomplishes this can be distiui.shed li, from
Israel as a wiiole. He naswork to dc' f'r Israel well s Eo- the
rest of the world. Israel also needs it. Now we get fruther deafls
on it and about the servant's work and assurances--t hat it will be
fulfilled in ch. 2112X 52:l353:l2. ""

Now that is one of the great chs. of the= Scripture, so we should
start at 52:13. It is a great ch. that gives the 'Jiscription of the
work of Christ, that which is so important and It brings light to
the nations. That which is the very foundation of it, that which
is the foundation upon which the justice is to he brought to the whole
world. That is described in this ch. beginning with '"i.13

Behold, my servant shall deal prudently; he shall

That Is a Hb, word' Which you cannot translate exactly into
English. It means to act wisely. It also mean to be sucessfu1. It
usually means to be successful because ou,do that j-.w11 i.ng
success. I don't know of any one ng1isP'word that 4aovey& those
two ideas. So in the OT sometimes you'll see

"
it ts2átcd,onay,

it's often trans&ted "my people prospered.". it's often translated,
he will act wisely. The emphasis can be on ne or the other aspect,
but both aspects are involved always. This ows. what -the- servant
Is going to accomplish. We do not have tietbo into the details
of it. In this class it really goes outside the setion I'm dealing
with " I'm 1çking at it as background for what to2lows, but the
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essential outstanding element in this chapter is vicarious atone
ment, and we find that already in v. 15. "So shall he sprinkle
many nations."

The OT tells how in the Temple they must sprinkle blood, oil
or water upon the altar, upon the furnishings, etc. in the temple.
It is the purification usually produced as the result of sacrifice.
Now no modernist can understand how this can make any sense what
ver in Is. 52. So if you take up the RSV you'll find it says, So
shall he startle many nations. And there is a footnote which says,
Heb. obscure. Well, there is nothing obscure about the Ileb. It is
a word that occurs 22 or 23 times times in the OT. In every case
except this and one other the RSV translates it "to sprinkle" in
at least 20 cases. And in the one case beside this == aside from
this place, X XRXXX where the RSV does not t translate it
sprinkle, it translates it spat, which is really the same thing.
So in say 22 out of 23 cases they translate it sprinkle or spatter,
and In this one they say Heb.obscure.

It's obscure because they do not believe in expiatory sacrifices.
They can't understand this, but Peter could. He had no difficulty with
the word. Look at 1 Pet. 1:1 "Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ to
the strangers scattered throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, and
Bythinia, (We writes to many nations, and what does he say about
these many nations?). He says,

That they are elect according to the foreknowledge of God
the Father thraggh sanctification of the spirit unto
obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.

Peter never certainly would have said such a thing if he did
nothave this verse in mind. He is saying, Here is the fulfillment of
what Isaiah predicted that through the Servant of the Lord many nations
will be sprinkled. Well that is what the modernists of course cannot
believe In, so they want to get rid of it == rd of this verse, but
they can't get rid of ch. 53. Beaus-- Because in v. 5 it is ex
pressed four times.

He was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for
our iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was upon him
and with his stripes we are healed.

Four times vicarious atonenemt is expressed in that one verse.
It is again in v.

All we like sheep have gone astray . . . and the Lord hath
laid on Him the iniquity of us all

It's expressed again in v. 10
He hath put him to grief . . .When thou shalt his
soul an offering for sin . . . pleasure of the Lord shall
prosper in his hand.

It is expressed in v. 11
By his kno,u,edge shall my righteous servant justify many.****

And it is expressed again in v. 12. So the fulfillment of the Servant's
work which is brought out so clearly in these vv, has a great stress of
the atonement which is the foundation by means of which light is brought
to all nations, and by means of which the foundation will be laid that
eventually He will establish justice throughout the earth.
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Now this word XX servant is never again used in the singular
in Isaiah. Not once more in the remaining over 10 ch. of the book
is the term servant ever used. But the word servants is used,
used twice in the next couple of chapters, and then toward the end
of the book it is used quite a number of times. And it seems a
reasonable interpretation that the servantsmeans those who are the
followers of the Servant, those who are the receipients of His work,
those who are saved through what He did upon the cross, and those
who are his representatives in carrying that message. They are the
servants of the Lord.

So in ch. 54, he says at the end of the last verse
This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and
their righteousness is from me, saith the Lord.

They are righteous not because they have worked hard to try
to do good works, but because God imputes righteousness to them
because of what Jesus did on the cross. Then in ch. 55 we have as
wonderful a gospel call as is found anywhere in Scripture:

Ho, every one that thirsteh, come¬o the waters, and
he that hath no money; come, bdiy and oat; yea, come
buy wine and milk without money and without price.

You go on throughout ch. 55 and it,-is stressing that which
is to come through David's greater Son,.-,the márvellous blessings,
that are simply to be taken by faith. You don't have to pay for them
because Christ has paid it all for them.

This section of Isaiah continues with ch. 56:4-8 which show
the word going out through all the world,, so that v. 7 that he
will bring them to his house of prayr

For my house shall be called an house of prayet fOr
all peoples.

Verse 8 ends that major section of the book and the section we
ae:row going o deal with starts with v, 9, arid I've already hd
you divide- that into sections of blessing and of rebuke. e had no

" such iectons. to speak of in thi. section just before which was the
great sec.tionap the. Servant.. But now it becomes more like the
firstprt "f. ." and we'll go on from there. Please get
the rssignnensin by Friday Noon.

:c-y.:i3
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I had a very intelligent question that was given to me at the
end of the last hour. It relates to the section of the book that I
ran over raptd.1.y..ecause it is not what we have for our main em
phasis at this time, so I don"t want to take long at this time, but
I think it is well worth Iookinq at. The ouestion is, Could you
comment on what is the amokin flax and broken reed inIs.42:3?

Is.f2:3 taken by 11 ¬3lf, or the first 2/ of it, ou wou1
nothave any idea what it maris. tA bruised read shall ho not break
and smoking flax sh1 he not qtienqh." That could mean any one
of a hundred. different hLnga w.. en you just take that alone. 1hen
you read the rest of the erer e shall bring forL~-i
unto truth" you se'h1s £p ing.aboit One who is doinq a task,
ere who is colng foruard to accomultsh orething. An' when you
ibok t the orcceeoIn9 and following verses that is quite clear
that is what t . aL sornono is undertaki-y a great task
end looking forwar1 to fu1fi11in that task arid in-the course of
it He will not break a hruieJ rood nor quench a 3nokirig faix.
So you hiv thepicture of One who is headed for a task, a very
vital task, ndwbeevergts in his wayhe is just apt to throwthrow
oit of h,.s way aid b done- with it, and '-hiIs rot oir, to do that.

What is it He's not going to hr ak? A brokan reed. tL would
a reed be? Like a cane, something you would lean o, or something
you use for some purpose. Here you take hold of something and it
just does not accomplish the work. Ypu saw throw-It away and get

.n4w.one. N, he's nó oin to dothat. A.rusd reed he- is
not u going to break.

3.
" And smokIr VU!. h1s refers -to a = of. course- in our day we
just turn the button and the Ieetrtcity cones on, but in Lios
days they oid not have electricity or, ke!roaene~! lamps, 6o they had
a .i16001 w!c, and here s a little wick that gives lic. It may
bthat the oil is under- t :wic}c.andcomes up throu th~., wick and
gives you the light, and some wicks don't work very well, and in
stead of giving light, all it gives is smoke. Throw- away the wick.
Get us a new wick.

But the -picture hare is be-. those. -who are trying to serve the
Lord, sincerely tryin,g to thdbest of. their ability to-understand
what the Lord's will 'and to.accämplish it, and as they try to do
it they do not have- th abiliJis ticy oeed, or perhaps hoy ha-:e
made somo bad mistakos arid have fallen back in their, and injurod
thCmSE.1vf25 anci filcd to -Jo what the Lord wanted, but they have re
pented, come to sought ilis forgivoness, h has qrcnted it
through the blood of- Christ. They are cleansed from thol:' sin, bit
they sill are a brokn reed or smokiny flax. "The bird with a broken
wing(pinion) never flies aa iigh again." Under those circumstances
It is very easy to give way 'cc despair. But the true servant of the
Lord has -the great task of bringing light to all the nati'ns, the
one c inter od In ---very one of use. On account of our failures
and our weaknesses, he is not just going Lo toss us out of the way.
If we sincerely look to him and sincerely try to do his will, bring
our faults arid sins before Hii for His cleansing - he does not promise
He wilimake--us great evangelists, great accompi-ishers n:cessarily.
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He will use us in proportion to our abilities and in proportion to
His particular desires for us in His plan, but He won't toss us
out of the way and say, Oh that one's no good, get one that's better.
So in light of context that is undoubtedly what the meaning is of
the phrase. It shows the gentleness of the Servant and His confidence
He is not one who is struggling to get resutts and he has to throw
out of His way.

When you are in ordinary circumstances you are very careful
not to bfeak things, and you would feel very badly if you upset
the table and broke the glasses. But if there was a fire started
there and you had a chance to rush over and crush out the fire
before your hose burned down, you would not worry about how much
china or how many glasses you borke. Anything that got in your
way would be very secondary..

When I hear of someone who has been in a very bad auto accident
and they have come through it wibhout much injury. The car perhaps
is ruined but you say, Isn't it wonderful you weren't hurt. You
don't feel so bad about the car, you feel happy that the person
was not injured. Well, that's not the way He's going to have to
work. He does not have to struggle to accomplish His work. He goes
forward with confidence and certainty to accomplish the task he
has set out to do. I believe you would find that is the meaning
of this verse all commentaries would agree. I don't think it is
a questionable thing at all, but it is something that is not
terribly clear when you first look at it.

(Question: Mat. 12. . . .He cares about the-small people.) Yes,
and Francis Schaeffer in his book NO LITTLE PEOPLE , that's just
the mane of the first series of talks. God says there are no
little people. We had a student once who I would say was right
at the top of the lowest third of the class in just about every
regard, academically, personally and about every other way. But
he got a letter from his mother who said, Wt does Billy Graham
have that you don't have? Why can't you accomplish everything
that Billy Graham did; get busy and work. " Well, that'sno way
to help a fellow. If he did the best he could with the ability
he had, I'm sure God woulduse him and bless him. But to make one
of us think that wehave got to have particular abilities that
only a few people perhaps have is not helpful. On the other hand
every one of us probably can accomplish much more than we do if
we would really try the best we can with what we have.

This is showing that after all the work is Christ. He's the One
who does it and He will use us, but He does not want us to become
discouraged or think that because of our failures He's going to
throw us out of the way. If we are sincerely trusting and resting
in Him we can depend upon Him for His acomplishing. There's many
a person who has worked hard and has had great effect for a time
and thenthinqs have come alonq over which they have had no control
and they look back over their life and think it was a waste and
a ruin, when actually it was not at all. He did not cast aside the
broken reed.

I gave you an assignment for last time and as you went over
those verses - they w are a little ahead of where we are now
we'll discuss it later, but as you went ovdr those verses I'm
sure you noticed WMX I included a few verses at beginninci and end,
I believe both sides, that did not have any parallel with the other.
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But there was a large section, the greater section of what I have
you that had very close parallels in the other section 3 or 4 chs.
further on. I imagine most of you were struck by the fact that
a few of the verses toward the end of one of them,had close paralle's
with the beginning of the other, but that the larger part of the
two of them had very close parallels. We will discuss that more
later. I had taken the vv. from ch. 59 that have the closest para
lells, that's not the whole section that has parallels, but it's
about 4/5 of it, and I have typed them out starting at the left
hand side of the page, and then I have indented after each verse
or section of verse, I have given the verses from the others a that
are close parallels and that makes it a little easier to see just
how close the parallels of thought are between these two although
they are arranged in somewhat different order. I have left out the
smaller section of parallels. This is one rather unified section,
and so I ran off copies of this and occasionally there's a slight
comment. First the vv. from one side in order, on the other side
parallels are written. Sometimes the same verse occurs more than
once on the right hand sidd. At the end of the hour you may take
a copy if you wish to refresh your memories on it, or if you still
remember it well enough just don't bother, but it might be helpful
as we look forward to the next lesson.

By the next lesson I hope to be dissussing the section after
the first part ch.59 oing on into
the latter part of ch. 59, and GO and 1, 2, and 3. There's four
cbs. or 3 and a fraction chs. that I'd like you just to look over
in the English(or in Heb. if you peefer) but look it over rapidly
to see the main divisions and the main subdivisions. Don't take
any division you find in a Bible or commentary of any kind. I
don't object your looking at these, but first do it yourself and
this I am not asking more than a superficial subdivision of it.
What are the main subjects? What are the points of its divisions?

(Question: ? 7) How far did what we had go in 59?
Let's say from 59:20 -- just the last part of 59. Take from there
on and run through 63. You don't need to look at 63 more than just
to note the subjects and wehce the important divisions occurs.
You would not divide any of these books(?) (chapters) for this
purpose into more than 3 divisions at the most.

(Question: 7????) Yes.
Now I believe we are ready to continue with our discussion, and

so I will go on to
X The Relation of the Later Part of Isaiah to its Earlier Part.

We are now going to start this last section, but here I'm speak
ing for the moment t of the part from cli. 40 on.

A. The"Higher Criticism" of Isaiah. You note I put the
term higher criticism in quotes. Forty years ago there was wide
spread iiscussion, Is the Higher Ctiticism Right? Among Christians
the term HC came to mean the attitude of those who would divide
the Bible books up into all sorts of sections and say they were
written by different authors than they seemed to be and at different
times. The terra HC came to mean to most Christians as destructive
criticism. But In most classes 40 yrs. ago even if they were classes
taught by thoroughly orthodox men, they would say the term HC
should not be thought of as having a bad conotation. HC simply is
a term for investigation, they would say. Of who is the author?
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When was it written? What is its unity? They would say that term
is used wtbh all literature and there's nothing wrong with HC, it
is jukt Lower Criticism is trying to get the exact text, and study
the meaning of particular words; HC is studying authorship, unity,
questions like that. So that's what they told you 40 yrs. ago in
any uz class in OT study.

Today I fear many orthodox teachers in orthodox schools will
say the same thing. In fact, it wasn't long ago I thought It was
true. Then I got out of thepublic library all the books I could
yet on literary criticism, books which were not particularly
concerned with the Bible but with literature in general, and I
looked up the term HC in their indexes and I found that practically
all of them did not give the term at all, never referred to it
in thelr=books. It is not a term used In literary study today out
side the Bible. I foundin the few books of that type that did use
the term, they used it only in relation to the Bible. The term
has now beengiven up in literary criticism. Not only the term, but
the thing it stood for. Forty and fifty years ago literary critics
would take almost any work of literature and divide it up into
all kinds of sections written by different authors at different
times. Today that idea is almost entirely given up for all litera
ture except the Bible. But Bible students are many of them way
behind the times in this regard. Most any University that you would
take a course in Religion, and in almost any theological seminary
that's over 40 yrs. old you will find that they are dividing up
the Bible according to these theories, and so we still zme use the
term HC because it has come to be a term for that sort of division.

seminary
I met a man teaching in a M±xwz*kxin this city not long ago

who told me he was meeting with others from other seminaries and
he was discussing the boundaries of Q -- just what parts of Mat.,
Mk., and Lk., are from the Q source, and what parts are from other
sources. They are tremendously interested in dividing it -- this
half v. goes here and this half v. goes here, etc. They don't
do that today with other literature. Hardly anybody does, but it
still Is taught in all of the older schools as established fact.

Now we are interested here in the HC of Isaiah, and we are
not going to take much time on that.

(Question: screen not clear)
l.There is no evidence that anyone questions Isaiah's authorship

of any part of the book until the 18th century.
There were people in ancient times who said Daniel did not write

the book of Daniel. There was the beginning of denial of biblical
books in ancient times, but we have no evidence before t the 18th
cent, that the book of Isaiah was one continuous unit written by
one man. The book says his name was Isaiah.

2. The Two-Isaiah Theory.
About 200 yrs. ago one of the Higher Critics advanced a very simple
theory. X You look at Is. 1-39 and you find many mentions of Isaiah
-- not ouer 10, but quite a number. You look at Is. 40-66 and the
name Isaiah never occurs. You look at Is. 1-39 and you have occasional
mentions of particular Israelite kings particular in chs.36-39. You
have no Israelite king mentioned by name after that, after ch.40.
In ch. 1-39 you have many statements that the land is going to be
taken into exile if the people do not repent of their sins. In chs.
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40 on it presupposes the exile is already here. In the first part
there are many references to the background of situations in Pales
tine; in the section from 40 on you get the feeling he's talking
to people way across the desert in Babylonia. So its a very simple
thecey here's Isaiah's book, chs. 1-39. MX Somebody,
they say the Great Unknown, a greater Isaiah, they call him Deutero
Isaiah, he wrote a book more or less in the spirit of Isaiah but
it was 150 yrs. later and gf3y

since it was so similarit got

written on the sane scroll. It did not have any title so people
forgot Isaiah was the writer. You might say, What's the great
differente? God inspired it all, whether the first book Isaiah
wrote or the other by a Great Unknown 150 yrs. later. Youmight
say that at this point. It is an apparently slrple theory.

a. The theory is an apparently simple Theory

b. But hardly any scholar holds that view today. That was ad
vanced, and today among conservatives sometires you will find that
view argued. People who are conservative on other points will
argue about two Isaiahs. But modernist scholars, hardly anybody,
I doubt if there is one that holds to any two Isaiah theory today.

3. More Recent Higher Critical Attitudes
It was not long after this theory was advanced that peopicˆ

began to look at Isaiah 40 on and look back at chs. 1-39 and
find parts of it they said that were similar. So they said the
evidences that show us that much of 40 on was not written by
Isaiah also shows many sections of chs, 1-39 that were not by
Isaiah. So they split chs. 1-39 all up into little sections,
and then

a. Extension of idea of disunity to Is. 1-39

b. Trito-Isaiah. It was noticed in the great argument and
discussion that was carried on between those who said the book
has a Palestinian background, it was written by Isaiah in the
time of Hezekiah, and those who said, No, the last part from chs.
40-66 have a background of Babylonian when the exile is already in
progress, it was noticed that those who said the background was
Babylonian were presenting most of their evidence from chs. 40-55
and those who said the background is Palestine were presenting
most of their evidence frmm the last 10 chs. So they said, No
there is a Third Isaiah. Trito-Isaiah. So they said the last 10
chs. of so(they differed as to where the division should be made)
they were written 100 yrs. after the Second Isaiah. So you have
three Isaiahs and if there are any today of any critical schotars
who hold to two Isaiahs you will probably find six for every one
of them who will hold that there are three Isaiahs. But they don't
hold merely to three different books written by three different
authors. You pick up almost any critical commentary today and they
will say, The question is not, is this by Isaiah or not; the question
is examine these verses here and decide what is the time at which
they probably were written. So they will say here are 6 and 112 vv.
that were written probably 100 yrs. before Isaiah; here are 100 or
so vv. that were probably written 300 yrs. after Isaiah. Then here
are 6 vv. written maybe by the Second Isaiah. Then here are 10 vv.
written by an Unknown Author. So the book came to be completely
fragmented.

c. Complete Fragmentation by Most Critics. That was the practice
of critics say 20 yrs, ago There's a little tendency to see the
absurdity of going to such extremes today and there is not quite as
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quch fragmentation. But you will find books entitled THE SECOND
ISAIAFI. And you will find most of the books, some written even
by fairly conservative authors will adopt part of this theory.

4. A Glance at the Arguments
Historical argument. Historical background is a very

strong argument. From chs. 40 on passage after passage talks as
if the exile was already in progress. This is a very strong argu
ment. As *1 see it, Isaiah talks in great parts of chs. 1-39 to
the nation as a whole and he told them if you do not turn from your
sin, God is going to send you into exile. You are having these
terrible problems with Sennacherib and his Assyrian army, but worse
things are ahead for you if you do not turn from your sin. Even at
the end of ch. 39 he specifically predicted they would be taken
into exile, not into Assyria but into Babylonia which seemed to
them at that time a rather insignificant force subject to Assyria.

But from ch, 40 on -- Comfortye, comfortyye my people . . .
tell Jerusalem tát her iniquity is pardoned, that her warfare is
ended . . . you have a different picture. I explain it by saying
in ch. 40 Isaiah turns his attention away from the ungodly mass
of his nation to the very sizeable group of believeing people who
knowing what he said was true and exile was imminent, and certain
to come, and he was giving them comfort. They were already familiar
with that the northern kingdom had already been taken into
exile, and thyy knew what it meaat. They knew the sin of their
nation was just as Isaiah said it was and exile was sure to come
and they would tx tend to give way to dispari. Isaiah said, no
God is not through with Israel, God has a great work yet for
Israel to do, there is a work of the Servant of the Lord that must
be accomplished and so from ch. 40 on sometimes it is called the
Book of Consolation. He is speaking to the godly remnant and com
forting them. From 40 to 66 that is his principle emphasis. So the
argument from historical background, if you do not believe in a
God who could enable his prophets to predict the future, it would
be absolutely unanswerable argument.

That x is to those who do not believe in such a cod, it is
clear that Is. could not have written chs. 40 and followigg.

There are two other maing arguments advanced. They say
There are differences in style and
The Theology is Different.

For instance chs. 1-39 God is majestice; in 40-66 God
is universal. They make all kinds of terms like that, and they
do not contradict each other. They show a difference of emphasis.
From ch. 1-39 he is speaking to the nation Israel with occasional
glimpses of the outreach into the whole world of the message of
salvation. But from 40-66 he is looking at the world and at
the salvation God is going to bring through the Servant of the
Lord. So the style naturally varries a little bit with the subject
matter, You write on two different su1c¬s and you style is going
to be somewhat different. And yoLr emphas intheology will
naturally be different intwo different situations, but there is
no contradiction between the theology of ch. 1-39 and chs.40-.
66. And as far as the style is concerned some of the critics say
It is amazing thatDeutero-Isaiah is so much like Isaiah in style
that you would think it was Isaiah risen from the dead. You can find
differences of style with differences of subject matter but the
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similarity of style is so great, I am ready to say let almost
anybody here three ci's. picked at random from Isaiah, ar.d then
read them a oh. from almost anywhoe inthe 3ible an they will
be able to tall you whether it Is from Isaiah or not, ar they
will be able to tell you because Isaiah has a very distinctive
style. All throybh book ho uo n far iarger vccabvlar,.,k than
any other part of the OT. F!e has a poetic flavor and apnroach
that i found throughcut the book and that is different. from any
other book. The only other books that Is fairly near It Is ?Icah
and there arc treat differences tween Icah thouph ret rar as
great as with any other part of the O.

So there s one argurient that really matters anth.t t Is
the argurr4ertt com historical bacrou. The other t he
looked at ii dcail and fairly ?asily answared. ut ur.ls 'iou
believe in a God who can preclLct th future and not or,l' pre
predict the future out enable ht prophets to be actuail carried
along that he actually imagines himself to he In the future,
and in that situation he talks to people who know thot exIle
is coming ad who arc tending to give way to despair
imagine hemlvcs in at sIuaEion. Unless you helic"o in that
kind of a God you cannot belicv in the u.Itv of IsaIah.

To r.ethe Lhing that matter is the NT tltude.
5 Th. NT attitude. The NT quotes froir Isa. more than from

any other ionk in the OT unless it be the hoot: of ?sãls which has
150 ohs. as against only 66 in Isaiah. But. the NT quotes many
times fror4 various passgges of Isaiah. ut c. 13 times 't quotes
from .t as thc work o: Isatah; of these are from one to ch.39
the first 3' 6-is., and 7 of thar arc from the last 27 cbs. The
cases whercit says Isaiah says.

To e or.c of the most itercstInq things is to look at the
book of Rcians and see what language God ied the Aot.le Paul to
use in quoti from Isah. We find there that in Rorr. 7:27 Paul says,
Isaiah, the hJV says sa.tas fol1o''ing the Greek sour: toad
of the i-br&w hut the two of course are, identical In rios. Inc. Isaiah
also cries eoncrniny Israel though the number of the oh dree of
Israel be a tnc sand o the sea a remnant shall he snrd. The Is
quoted roi is. 13:22.

Thea we fi:id that two vv. further he says, And as lsoIah said
before except the Lord of hosts had left us a seed .'e 'hnu!d have
been left as Jodo and Gommorah. Thet Is a çuctation _-on thc, first
ch. of Isaiai(l:). 3o here are two quotations he makes from the
first part of Isaiah.

Then in ch.13:16 ne says or they hacc. not all ohey the Gospel
for Isaiah says Lord who hath believed our report. t;e:o h quotes
from the second part of Isaiah. He does ret ;ay, As, w read In the
book of Isaiah, Lord who has believed our report. You can say the
book of Isaiah even if Isaiah only wrote the fIrst oh. 'n jc that's
only the name of the book. But that's not what he says. Under the In
spiration of the Holy Spirit he says, As Isaiah says, Lord who has
believed our report. So herehe quotes frointhe second part of Isaiah
using the same terminology that he used in quoting from the first
part.
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Then four vv. on in 10*20 he says, Isiah was bery bold and
says, I was found of them that sought me; I was made manifest unto
them that asked not after me. Here he quotes from Is. G5?l which
is from the so called Third Isaiah. So here within two chs. Paul
quotes from the First Isaiah, the Second Isaiah, and the Third
Isaiah introducing them all with the words Isaiah says, Isaiah is
very bold and says. It is very plain he is not saying thebook
says, he is saying the man says.

Paul did not have to enter into questions of criticism. He did
not have to tell us whether there was one I3aiah or two or three.
He could have side stepped the question. He could have simply have
said, It is written in thebook,or as the prophet says, or in the
book of Isaiah, or something like that. But the fact he is so
specifically refers to all three parts as the work of Isaiah to
my MXIXUZ mind as a Christian settles the matter that the book
of Isaiah was one book, written by one man, even thought it is a
difficult thing humanly speaking to believe that a man in the tLe
of Hezekiah could look forward so specifically to events that would
150 years later.

B. The Important Change in Isaiah 40.
l.Relation to the exile. We did not for purposes of this

class make reference to specific passages, but there are a good
many that say that God is going to deliver Israel. He will take
you home from Babylon. In the first part in ch. 30 he said they
would go to l3abylon, but there it was a prediction. Here he assumes
they are already there.

2. The Servant of the Lord. LA.! took o ur last hour in seeing
how that concept was developed. Israel cannot perish because Israel
has responsibility for this great work that must be done. So Israel
is the servant of the Lord. But in the fullest sense the servant
of the Lord is one who is from Israel and who can represent Israel
but who is an Individual who does a work not merely for the whole
world but for Israel also as well as the nations outside. So we
looked at that last week. The development of this concept of the
Servant of the Lord.

3. The Possibility of Prediction.
When the RSV of the NT came out I found many excellent translations.
I found godd flowing English and on the whole I was well pleased
with it. The 3T of the RSV did not conic out until about 5 yrs. later.
I said, the .1-.1.3V-NT strikes me as a wonderful translation, but when
the OT comes out we are going to have a very harmful book. Because
I said, it is possible for a group of men who do not believe in a
miracle woring God, who do not believe in the necessity of salva
tion through Christ, who think of these as foolish outworn ideas,
nevertheless to be first-class Greek scholars and go to the Greek
and see what those apostles believed, and say that here is what
those apostles believed. So they presented objectivelyon the
whole a good translation of the UT But when they combined it
with the translation of the OT it is impossible for men with that
viewpoint to think that men in OT times could look forward 500
or 1000 yrs, and XX1 see Christ and predict i., and predict
specific things about His work and life, about His death and His
resurrection. Therefore, these men though they can objectively
give a pretty decent translation of most of the NT, when it comes
to the OT they simply cannot believe that such things can happen.
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Therefore they are bound to translate them in ridiculous ways. When

you looked up the Messianic passages in the OT-RSV I found that
where it said "kiss the Son" lest He be angry, they translated it
(if I recall correctly) "Kiss His Feet", then they had a foot
note, Heb. is obscure. But the very same word they translated in
another place "son". It's not to common word for son but in the
other place they translate it "son."

Where Peter says Jesus' resurrection fulfilled theX1) Psalms
statement "thou wilt not suffer thine Holy One to see corruption"
the RSV translated it "he will not see the pit." In the NT they
translate it "cor uption." They have a footnote referring to
the OT passages and in the OT passage they translate it "pit."

Where it says "his goings forth are from of old from everlasting"
they say "his genealogy is from way back". They get away from the
Messianic interpretation because naturally not believing in the
supernatural God they can't believe that people back then could
predict the wonderful things about Christ. They can't believe
that so they have to twist it some way. But in just about every
case I found that the twisting they did was not in line with
the actual study of the Hebrew. There was abundance evidencd that
the Messianic translation was one which had plentiful evidence
philologically.

That such a thing should occur, to my mind the two clearest
passages on it are 1 Pet. 1:10-12 in which the Apostle explicitly
says, speaking about Christ, Of which salvation the prophets
inquired and searched diligently who orophecied of the grace that
should come to you, searchiwg what or what manner of time the
Spirit of Christ which. was in them did signify when he testified
beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the glories that should
follow. Peter says the OT prophets did predict things they did
not fully understand; they predicted the sufferingsof Christ
and the glory that should follow.

Now that does not mean we should do like some do - find Christ
on every page of the OT, twist everything in the OT to fit Christ
not at all. There's a great deal in the OT about Messiah, but
there are specific passages in almost every book of the OT in which
the prophet looks forward to the coming of the Saviour. How much
he understood of it, we don't know. But there are these passages.

Then Lk. 24:25 when Jesus talked with the disciples on the
road to maus he k said, 0 fools and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have spoken; ought not Christ to have suffered
these things and to have entered into his glory? Thus he showed
very clearly that God throgh the Holy Spirit enabled the OT
writers to see things they did not fully understand and to pre
dict the future. If this can be true about the coining of Christ
there is no reason it can't be true about the exile too. There
is no reason God could not enable Isaiah to put himself in the
situation of those in exile just as God was going to bring them
back and speak to people who were themselves in imagination in
that situation.
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C. The Change at Isa. 56:9
It's very interesting, I've noticed once, I've never heard it

said but I've happened to notice just as there are 39 books in
the OT and 27 in the NT, there are 39 chs. in what the critics
call the first Isaiah and 27 in what they call the second. That's
one of many coincidences in life, but it makes it easier to
remember the fact. But this is is an important change at ch. 40
but now at ch. 56:9 there comes a change not as important as
that but let us say second in importance to that in ch. 40.

So I consider 40:1 to 56:8 as one section which Ihave written
a book called ISAIAH SEES THE SAVIOUR discussing that section

ending at that particular point because that forms a definite
unite. The Archbishop go t so confused that t he made his ch.
d.vision in such a way that one of the most important divisions
in the book would be made right in the middle of a chapter.
So we have this important change at 56:9.

1. There is a great similarity to earlier portions here
after than before. There is also a difference between what follows
and the early part of Isaiah, but in some ways from 56 on is
more like the first 35 chs. of Isaiah than it is XXIX like chs.
40 to 56. Chs. 40-56 form a very definite unit. This is somewhat
like the earlier sections. What is most important is the
alteration of sections in the many earlier portions of Isaiah of
rebuke for sin, followed by blessing to those true to God. That
is very common1 In many prophetic books, and it is common in the
early part of Isaiah. It is common from here on but practically
not found at all from 40 to 56.

2. The Likelihood that the Future Emphasis Continues at least
to some extent. In other words what do we find from 56:9 on? Does
Is. find that after looking forward to deliverance from exile look
ing forward to the coming of the Servant of the Lord, then come back
to his own time and deal entirely with his own time? Or does he to
some extent come back to his own time, but ZZZ still look forward
to the days after the exile? So to my mind there XN) may be a
good deal of truth not to the idea of there being a third Isaiah
but to the idea that In this part of the book Isaiah does look
forward to ome extent to thea situation o1 the Israelites after
they have returned from exile. But as many think they are equally
applicable to the Israelites before thqy went into exile. So I
don't wish to be dogmatic on that, but I do think it is very
important to keep it in mind. There is at least one person that is
hard to imagine having lived before the exile, in this last part,
unless you believe God led Isaiah to put himself in that future
time and write it in the first instance for people in his own day
who put themselves into that time because they knew his predictions
were bound to be fulfilled, but also in a way that would be even
more helpful to people at the later date than they were in Isaiah's
day as was certainly true of Is. 40-5G.

Now we stand then with looking at this last part.
XI There is a Succession of Passages of Rebuke and Blessing,

whibb comes after this break. Just as we had at many points in the
first part of Isaiah.te have practically nothing like that except
for very small instances from 40 to 56. But now we have a succession
c= the next gooup of chapters are specifically a section of a
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succession of passages of rebuke and blessing. I gave you an
assignment earlier in the semester to look at chs. 56 and 57
and I believe all of you between 56: 8 and 9 did some very
sharp breaking.

But then for 56:9 or for quite a distance it is all rebuke
of sin, and then there is a section that is all to
God's people. So those sections begin with

A. Rebuke Against the Watchmen and Leaders of the People
56:9-57:13a. Three times (under XI) we have this alternation.
We have the rebuke the blessing, the rebuke the blessing, and
the rebuke and the looking forward to the wonderful things God
is going to do. We have a long section that is made up of this
triple alternate.

50 the first part of it is this rebuke against the watchmen
and ladders of the people 56:9 to 57:13a, and in my notes here
I have indicated a number of comments on individual verses there
which I think could be helpful and edifying but are perhaps not
as important to us as some of the things we will strike later on,

I will call yours attention to a few of the things in this
section. You notice it starts v.8 ends the previous section. The
Lord God who gathereth the outcasts of Israel, saith, Yet will I
gather others to him, beside those that are gathered unto him.
That ends that section the previous verse my house shall be called
an house of prayer for all peoples. Now probably the Archbishop
was misled by the fact that after saying they were going to he
gathered the next verse says All ye beasts of the filed, come to
devour. There is a gathering and then there is a coming. But
actually there is such a complete break between these two
-- the prededing and following verses that I think there should
be a complete new start there. Then he goes on, Why are the beasts
of the field called to devour? Why is 8od calling for vengeance on
the people? Because the watchmen are bllndt, they are ignorant,
they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark, sleeping, lyying down,
loving to slumber. Somebody once said that the D.D.. often means
"bumb dog", and of course that is true in areas where you have
modernism coming in and where a man who really believes the Bible

keeps quite for fear of not getting the 0.0. byysorne coligge. In
such a case it should mean dumb dogs. ActualliyD.D. is an honorary
degree which colleges used to give to somebody who had inhis con
gregation somebody who gave a good su sum to the college, or to
whom they really thought deserved it. Many who received the
onorary degree fully deserved it, and I was glad to see many
get it. But there were many other cases where they got it for
wrong reasons.

But his watchmen he says they are not calling people's attention
to their sin. I read a book a couple of days ago bb by a great
Christian leader who died a couple aof years ago. In this book
he speaks in most glowing terms of his years in a Christian college
40 -50 years ago. He tells of his wonderful times there,how much
this college meant to him and all that. It is by a man who as
written books showing the terrible modernism of our day, but he
does not given even a suggestion inhis book of the fact that that
college which was then a good Christian college within 20 yrs. after
he graduated from it became a place which tore down people's faith
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I w met a young fellow who went to it thoroughly believing
tn the Bible 1XXMZX wishing to make his life count for Christ
and when he graduated from that so called Christian college his
mind was full of doubts and he was very much upset and did not
know what he believed, and then he went to a seminary that was
quite modernistic and when he came out of that he believed === he
did not believe in any Christian doctrine. He was completely
changed by that college. This man does not put a single word in
about the danger of it. And people who love that man's wonderful
preaching and some of his great stands for the Lord, read that
book and say, That's where I want my children to go to college.
And I'd far rather they went to an athiestic school than to an
a collgge that has all the forms of pietism and all the termin
ology and yet it is turning out people it is tearing down
people's faith.

I would say to that extent he is one described here -- the
watchmen are blind, ignorant, they are dumb dogs, they cannot
bark, sleeping, lying down, loving to sidimber. So the watchmen
are called slothful, lying down, loving to slumber, they are
called selfish, greedy dogs, that never have enough. They are
called sensuous, v.12. Come, say they, I will fetch wine,
and we will fill ourselves with strong drink, and tomorrow shall be
as this day, and much more abundant. Their selfishness is
stressed again in the next two verses(57:1-2) and vv. 3-4 again
stress their sensuousness and idolatry, etc. We'd better not
today glance at these

B. Blessings of the Men of Faith 57:13b-19.

I believe I've already given the assignment so we'd better close.
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So long as you include at least five verses of the previous
chapter I don't care whether you go furbher back or not, but I
want you to answer three questions.

#1 What is the purpose of the prayers? What is the petition
being made for?

#2 On what qrondds is this petition being made? What are
the reasons? You ask your father to give you an auto for Cnrist
mas, you say reason number one: You are my father and you owe it
to inc. Number two, I've been a good boy all year. Number three,
I promise not to get into any accidents. What are the reasons for
the peitions that are made?

#3 What vidence is there in the prayer of sincere repentance?
and determination to turn away from sin?

You might conceivably spend several hours on this, but there
is noneed to. Try to answer the first one in one sentence. I would
like you to spend an hour reviewing the material we covered in
class so I do not intend the assignments necessarily to take more
than an hour. Spend an hour on it I will be satisfied . . . . Read
it for yourself and get answers to these questions. If you want
to consult a commentary I have no objections.

It is quite obvious as you look at the latter part of ch.64
that there is a prayer being given. This prayer starts at least
five vv. before the beginning of ch. 64. You may think it starts
further back than that. I don't care if you think so or not.
It at least includes all of ch. 64 and the five verses irainediatly
preceedqg. What are they asking for? On what ground are they
asking for it? Wabat are the evidences of sincere repentance and
determination to turn away from sin? and to he faithful to the
Lord in the future?

I had a wuestion turned in to me last time at the end of the
hour: Just what is meant by the watchmen in

A. Under XI
Rebuke against the Watchmen and the Leaders of the People

56:9-57:13a

(B. The ImportantChangc at Is. 40
1. Relation to Exile
2. The Servant of the Lord
3. Th

Ô2°
C. The Change at Isa. 56:9

1. The Great Similarity to Earlier Portions
2. The Likelihbod that the uture Emphasis Continues,

at least to some extent
XI A Succession of Passages of Rebuke and Blessing

A. Rebuke against the Watchmen and the Leaders of the
People 56:9-57:13)

The tam watchmen a used here in the context means those who
have responsibility not only for themselves but also for others.
Naturally, the loaders oF the people - the priests, the prophets,
the kings, they were watchmen in a special sense because they were
appointed to watch over the well-being of the nation. So they are
the wones here that are called the watchmen.
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The message has equal importance for us today because we
trust that all will someday be inthe position where you are
expected to watch over the well fare of people in your con
gregation or the group to whom you minister. You will be a
wctchamn for them to show them how to avoid evil and to guide
them away from that which will destroy their lives and the lead
them toward the Lord.

but there is a sense in which every Christian is a watchman,
because Godhas not given the oversight of Christians only to those
who are se( apart . . but each of us has a duty regarless of
how he carps his living. The true Christ&n has a duty to try to
lead others into the fold of Chtist and a duty to help others.
So this rhuIe a irt the watchmen and the leaders of the people
which runs from 56:9 to 57:13a deals particularly with the leaders
but as a relevancy for all.

XI A Succession of Pasaqes of Rebuke and Blessing.
You find such succession of moving iro;i rebuke to b1cssing in
most of the prophecies. You find it in the earlier parts of
Isaiah but not in the section after ch. 40 until you get to
here. You find 1c very little in that section where he is com
forting his peopl' arid promising He will bring them safely
back to the lano of Israel and showing how the cure for exile
must be more then just bringing them back - they must have the
sin problem dealt with and the Servant of the cord is o be sent
to bear on the cross the sins of all who believe on His Name.

So we have e aifference now after the beginning of this
section, 56:9 quite epart from what immediately preceded it.
As I mentioned lest time this has a greater similarity to
earlier portions yet there is a likelinood to be noticed(as
I have I'o.2 on the board) that futures exphasis continues at
least to some extent. That is Isaiah is speaking to his own
people but not xelusivly to them. It may be that God parti
cularly has in mind these people atter the exile when they return
to their land and when there is a tendency after a time to become
careless and selfish. So he speaks here about the watchmen. He
reproves them for being slothful. In vv.1-2 of oh. 57 he re
proves them for being selfish. In vv.3-4 he reproves them for
being sensuous. In vv.4-9 he points to the terrible danger of
idolatry again, of falling into putting otheer things ahead of
the Lord. In v.10 he speaks of the fact of their failure as
watchmen results in their becoming w weary, hecomming unhappy,
and they == and yet they are not turning to the Lord for the help
He is willing to give them.e stresses how they are turning to human
resourses instead of to God.

Our tendency is to put all our emphasis on the wonderful
blessings through Christ that are available to us. Certainly
that should he our main emphasis but there also is to be an
ristz emphasis onthe nature of sin, that is needed and these
OT passages have great relevancy although even though addressed
originally to the people of Israel. There's much in this section
we could look at at length but there is other matters later on
that I mutt get to in Isaiah this semester, so I'm going to hurry
throuh this section and call y ur attention to the fact that
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the transition from this section to the next starts in the middle
of a versef. It is in v. 13:

When thou criest, let thy companies deliver thee; but the
wind shall carry them all away; vanity shall take them .

That is an important part of the rebuke. Their own resources
will be insufficient for their protection, but the last half of
the verse says:

but he that putteth his trust in me shall possess the land,
and shall inherit my holy mountain; and shall say, Cast ye up,
cast ye up, prepare the way, take up the ssm5z=sturnblinglock out
of the way of my people.

And from there on for a section he is dealing with blessing for
those who are true to him. So v.13 might seem to flow smoothly
part of the same idea but there is a change that runs for several
verses and these changes, thus, in this section seem quite gradual
and yet actually they are rather sudden even though often they
come in the middle of a verse. Several verses before are rebuke,
and several verses after that are blessing.

Now there are various ways one may attempt to divide up
Scripture. We have to see what ways will work out in particular
passages, and I have found in the prophetic scriptures that in
many cases this division into passages of rebuke and passages of
blessing is, I have found, very helpful in seeing the changes in
the general approach, that the prophet takes. Here he turns his
attention away. His attention has been for about 20 vv. on the
watchmen and the leaders that were unfaithful to God. Now he
turns it to

B. Blessings to the Men of Faith 57:21 13b-19. Here is
speaks in contrast to the situation of those who do not truLy
follow the Lord. These who do follow the Lord are described in
the beginning of it as the ones who put their trust in Him and
who say Cast up, cast ye up, prepare the way. Now this word cast
up saw. does not make much sense to us today. We would say build
up. It was the usual way in malçing a road to take dirt and rocks
and put them down and smooth them off and so build the road up
higher than what was around. The road is apt to be higher than
what is around anyway because otherwise the water would be going
into it and will soon wreck it. So this term is evidently used
in old English - Cast up. In casting up the material to build
the road. Used of building roads, highways. These are preapring the
way for the people to go in aocordane with God's desires and
taking stumblingblock out of the way. So the Lord gives them these
wonderful promises. He says

I dwell in the high and holy place, with him also that is
of a contrite and humble spirit . . .

Verse 16 I will not contend for ever, neither will I be always
wroth: for the spirit should fail before me, and thesouls which
Ihave made.

He recognizes that these who are faithful are not perfect by
any means. They are those who are trying to serve Him, trying to
seek His way, trying to find the true meaning of what Isaiah is
giving about the Servant of the Lord and how He will give himself
a ransom for many. And he says the spirit would fail before me if
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you were to try to find salvation by your works of righteousness
which is impossible. But those who are contrite and humble and
who try to follow the Lord and put their faith in the redemption
He provides, He says that He will revive them and that He will
help them.

Verse 17 points back to their sin but back to it not as
rebuke but to show them how He has brought them out of it.

For the iniquity of his covetousness was I wroth, and snot
him: I hid me, and was wroth, and he went on frowardly in
the way of his heart.
Good old English word "frowardly't - I'm not quite sure what

it does mean in modern English, but it's one of these words that
has disappeared frornour langauge. I don't think it does a fraction
of the hard that words do that have changed their meaning. You
strike a word frowardly, or words of that t type and you know
what it means, it's just a blank. But when you strike a word we
use today like "Take no thought for tomorrow", of course that's
absure - take no thought for tomorrow. The Lord wants us to take
thought, but what He means is Take no anxious thought; don't be
upset; He certainly wants us to plan. So it's these words that
have changed a little in their meanings that are the main reason
we need the Bible in our own language today, more than the words
that have disappeared and become a blank. Like "I do you to wit"
nobody in the world would have any idea whet that means today
if they did not go on and read the context.

But this section goes through v.18, and I wish the archbishop
had made the end of the ch. at v. 18

I have seen his ways, and will heal him: I will lead him
also, and restore comforts unto him and to his mourners.
I create the fruit of the lips; Peace, peace to him that is
far off and to him that is near .

This is our first alternation in this passage. Then we go
on to the next one

C. Rebuke Against wickedness and especially against insincere
formalism 57:20-58:5

Again we have a connection between the last word of this
section and the first of the next. This is telling how God brings
peace to those who are distant and to those who are near, but
who put their trust in the Servant of the Lord and look to him
for redemption. "I will heal him", but in contrast

The wicked are like the troubled sea, when it cannot rest,
whose waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no peace saith
my God to the wicked. Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice
like a trumpet and dhew my people their transgression, and the
house of Jacob then sins.
This word "there is no peace . . . to the wicked" occurs at

the end of two different chapters, the way the archbishop divided
this. Some people 'Think the last part of Isaiah should be divided

between three parts, because two chs. end with this par
ticular verse and the book as a whole ends with God's punishment
upon the wicked. That is not the way to divide a literary work
and see what its natural divisions are. We must go by the thought;
not simply by the repetition of words.
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We must go by the thought and not merely by the repetition of
words. Very often a writer will use repetition of words to show
a division like, Micah starts each of his main three divisions
with the words "Hear yell and he puts that in to call attention
to the division. But one might conceivably as has been suggested
put a verse at the end of each of these sections that were similar
to show that this was the end. You might, but I don't think it is
near so likely as at the beginning. But in either case it is the
content(context) not a superficial designation like that that we
should use. If the content shows a proper division then it is
interesting to see if the writer has put an indication. In this
case he has not but he goes right on from speaking of the peace
God gives to the righteous, and then he turns to the wicked and
starts the second of these alternations.

Quoting Is. 5:l9-58:l
So this runs through the fifth verse of the next chapter.

Immediately we find here, as I noted In the title, insincere for
malism. The people, he says,(v.2) seek me daily, they delight
to know my ways - he doesn't mean they really delight to follow
the Lord. It is obvious from context it means they are using all
the forms of being His people.
q Like a nation that did righteousness,aaddfcsoobknobttbe

ordinanceof their God, they ask of me righteous judgments:
they delight to draw near unto God.
They go through all the forms of religion and they say(v.3)
Wherefore have we fasted, say they, and thou seest not?

Why don't you pay attention? And His answer Is
Behold in the clay of your fast ye find your own pleasure

and exact all your labors. Behold, ye fast for strife and
debate, and to smite with the fist of wickedness: you shall
not fast as you do this day to make your voice to be heard
on high
So here they are fasting in order to observe the ordinaDces

the Lord gives. They are as Christ said about the Pharisees, pray
ing on the street corners. They are showing how pious they are
but actually in their lives they are not, at all. Jesus saidrWhen
ye fast go into your chambers and when you pray do it secretly
and God who sees in secret will reward you openly. Here he says

Is such the fast that I have chosen? the day for a man to
afflict his soul? Is it to bow down his head like a bull
rush and to spread sackcloth and ashes under him? Will you
call this a fast, an acceptable day to the Lord?
So His rebuke against wickedness, especially against insincere

formalism now turns to His blessing on sincere believers.

D. Blessing on Sincere Believers, 58Y6-59:l
Again the ch. divisions were not so well put in, and again the
ttansition is very definite so you hardly notice it unless you
have in mind this alternation. I would not say this alternation
was a vital factor, if it were only a matter of verses. But you
notice there are sections fairly long in each part. Rebuke and
then blessing and now his blessing on sincere believers(58:6
59:1). Here he shows hpw true devotion to God requires honesty
and cornpassion(vv.6-7)
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Is not this the fast that I chose: to lose the bands of
wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed
no free, and to break every yoke? Is it not to deal your bread
to the hungry and to bring the poor that are cast out into

your house? her. you see the naked, to cover him and not to
hidc yourself from your o:n fiesh

Here is the kind of fast He desIres, a fast that shows itself in
true humanitarian and Chrstian activity. He continues:

Then shall your light. creak forth as the morning, and
your healing will 3prinq forth speedily.
This word "health" is a good example of what I was speaking

of - a light Change. Today when we say hea4th, we mean the condition
you are in. in the old days healtn would include the idea of
the chanqefrom poor health to good health. So for modern inglibh
!?halii1 is a io.re accurate translation, and your healing willwill
sprinq forth speedily arid your righteousness will go before you;

and the glory of the Lord will be (not your reward, and not
your rereward, but your rear guard.) This Old English word is very
puzzling to the average reader o Scripture. Because we spell rear
r-e-a-r which is no more sensible than the Old raglish rere, but
it does make it look like rereward.

Then you will call and the Lord will answer; you will
o cry and he will say, Here £ am.

If VOL turn. away from these various wicked things He mentions
and draw out your soul to the humbry, and satisfy
the afflic dtten your light will rise in darkness and your
obscurity shall he as the noonoav; and the Lord will guide
you cont'.nu1.ly.
Wonderful b1essIns are given to those who sincerely try

to follow the Lord. Blessings offered the people in Isaiah's day,
blessings that would be very very appropriate for the people after
they returned from th exile) and hlesi.ngs that any believer in
the Lord has the riht to appropriate for himself. And we know God
will br!nr' these wonderful thIn's into his life.

If you turn. away your foot from the sabbath, from doing
your plasur on rrv ho1.' dayand call the sabbath a delight,
the holy of the Lord oncrable
God made us in such a way that we need one day's rest in seven,

and there's many a minister who breaks the sabbath by working harder
on Sunday then on any other day nd then working equally hard through
six, days. of th week. A minister cannot take his rest on Sunday,
it is his busiest day but he should take another day as his day
of rest. Some minIsters take Monday, except for matters of emergency,
to get completely away from their regular work. If they do thy live
longer and accomplish more in the end. God has made us this way
that we need one day's rcst In seven. Of course He wants all our
lives to be a ahbath in the sense that all of our life is devoted
to Him, but it is good to take certain special times and devote
them particularly to His rv XX rvice. There are at least
two features of the sabbath: there is that of rest which everyone
needs== two features: there is that, and there is the rest that
everyone needs and God intends us to have.

So he says, You honor him not doing your own way, nor finding
your own pleasure, nor spcakirig you own words, then you will delight
you:self in the Lord and I will cause you to ride upon the high
places of the earth and feed you with thc heritage of Jacob your
father for the mouth E the. Lord has spoken it. Behold the Lord's
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hand is not shortened, that it cannot save; neither his ear

heavy that ±t cannot hear . This section of blessing includes
the first verse of ch. 59. But again the transition of all these
verses of blessing to the next section of rebuke here comes gradually

not gradually, you can make a sharp point, but there is a
definite relation between last statement erie the one and the first
of the other. Just as tzz we had the false fast and then the
contrast with the true fast, here we have the Lord's hand --s not
shortened so that he cannot hear, but your iniquities have separated
you and your God. So we have the startof this next picture of
rebuke which I have called

E. A Picture of Transgressors 59:2-iSa (because it is not
so much directly rebuking as it is describing what the impact of
==== but the impact of it is just the same.)

It divides naturally into two parts
1. Iniquity described 59:2-Bc. That is the greater part

of verse 8 along with v. 2 ff. Your iniquities have separated be
tween you and your God . . . none calls for justice . . . they
weave the spider's web, they cover themselves with works of inqiuty,
" . . their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent
blood. " "The way of peace they do not know; and there is no justice
in their goings: they have made them crooked paths:

Up to this point we have been describing the. iniquity of
those who turn away from the Lord but then the last fourth of this
eighth verse begins to speak of

2. Its results 59:8d-15a
Whoever goes in these crooked paths the wicked make shall not know
peace, therefore is jutice far from us, neither doth righteousness
overtake us. We wait for light, but behold obscurity

Here he describes the results largely in the first person.
Results of their transgressions from 8d-15a

(v.l2 Our transgressions are multiplied before thee, and our
sins testify against us; for our transgressions are with us,
and as for our iniquities we know them; transgressing and
denying the Lord, and turning away from following our God,
speaking oppression and revolt, conceiving and uttering from
the heart words of falsehood. And nustice is turned away back
ward and righteousness stands afar off; for tbuth is fallen in
the street, and uprightness cannot enter. Yes, truth falls
and he that departs from evil makes himself a prey.

The firsthalf of v, 15 is definitely In this picture of trans
gression -- the results of transgression. As to whether the division
should be made in the middle of v. 15 or at the end of the verse,
there might be an argument. I don't think it Is tremendously im
portant. I made it here at the beginning. We go on to

F'. A Long Picture of Future Divine Activity 59:l5b-63:6
We have had rebuke(about 20 verses), then blessing(about 15

verses), then rebuke(lO or 15 vv.), then hlessing(quite a few vv.),
and then rebukeCabout 15 vv.). Now we have a section which can be
considered as the sixth of these but which runs much longer than any
of the others. Someone might argue for starting( the section) a
half a verse later, we won't fight over that but running from 15b
I believe to 63:6.
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A long picture of future divine activity, completing this triple
cycle of alternation. So this picture of future divine activity,
being as long as that, though I've mentioned it here under F.
I thought it wise to give it a section to itself. So I' making

XII The Long Picture of Future Divine Activity 59:15b-63:6

A.God's Sovereign interposition to Overthrow His adversaries
I gave you an assignment a couple of weeks ago in which I

gave you a sheet of paper with a passage from Is. 59 on one side
of the page and a passage from Is. 62-63 on the other side, and
asked you to note the parallels. I believe you all notices that
the last two verses of what I had on one side of the page was
very close to two verses that were very near the beginning on the
other side. But that there was a large group of statements which
were say in the last half, or maybe in the center of the lest half
on theone side, which corresponded to the first part of the other.
That is, the two sections were reversed,one having about only two
verses in it, the other havirij a larger number. I believe all the
papers noticed that. Many noticed many similarities, some noticed
few. Well, I took the passage from 59:lSb-l9a and I wrote those
verses in order on the left side of the page and after these I
==and after each I put the parallel verses from the other, in-
cluding all the verses from both of them, except that from 59:15b
might be considered introduction to it, and that's why I say if
you want to consider that as part of the b ? 1 certainly
have no objection.

But I don't know anywhere in Scripture where you have right
within a few chapters two passages that are quite as simi&ar as
these are. So I gave you that assignment so that you might see
the very remarkable similarity between two passages that are quite
extraordinary passages. There is very little that is quite identi
cal with either of t'ese anywhere in Scripture, but they are very
very close to one another. Last week I mention in class that I
had typed these up and had them copied, and that they were here
on my desk and you could take copies at the end of the hour. Did
anybody take one? Quite a few . . . How many don'thavc have It?
Still quite a few. . . (Distributed the papers )

I want to look at these with you now. Look at these two passages
that have this remarkable similarity. I think that the content can
be pretty well sumaarized In the title I gave J -- God's Sovereign
Interposition to Overthrow His Adversaries.

Now 15c it seems to me(15c,d) is an Introduction to the whole
though you might find parallels to it in sore of the other verses.
But I put it alone at the top: And the Lord saw it and it displeased
Him that there was no judgment. Then in l6a we have this statement:
And he saw that her was no man, and wondered that there was no
intercessor. And in 63:3a,b I have trodden the winepress alone: and
of the people the:e was none with me; Certainly a striking similarity.

Then 5a And I looked and there was none to help; and I
wondered that there was none to uphold:

Then going right on in ch. 59 which I have starting on the
left side of the page, 16c Therefore his arm brought salvation unto
him, And in ch. 63 the big difference is that this is in the first

person instead of the third.
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There he says, I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save.
But that is even closer to 5c Therefore mine own arm brought salvation
unto me. That is almost identical with the statement in 59 There
fore His arm brought salvation unto him.

The next part of that v. in 59:16d And his righteousness, 4.t
sustained him parallels 63:lc I that speak in r hteousness, mighty
to save.

Then 59:17 'or he put on righteousness as a breastplate, and an
helmet of salvation upon his head; and he put on the garments o
vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as 'ñoke. This
emphasis on clothing is paralleled very closely, it is !3arallelled
with the beginning of ch. 63(v.1) Who is this that cometh from
Edom with dyed garments from Bozrah?, this that is r1ortoua in
his apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strer.r,th? (v.2)
Wherefore are you red in 'our apparel, and your garments li!c him
that treadeth in the wlnefat. The garments of 'enqeance. And
also v.3 - and their blood shall he sprinkeld upon m' rmeits,
and I will stain all my raiment, for the day of vengeane is in
mine heart.

In 58:18 we read: According to their deeds, accordinq1v he will
repay, fury to his adversaries, recomp'nce to his enemies; to the
islands he will repay rocompence. The paral1e!:(633): For will
tead them in mine anger, and trample them in mv fury; and their
blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments. Further perillo(v.C,
And I will tread down the people in mine ancer, and make them drunk
w in my fury, and I will bring down their strerçth to the earth.

Then 59:19a So shall they iear the name of the Ld from the
west, and his glory from the rising of the sun. Which as I say is
perhaps paralleled by 63:la Who is this that cometh from Edom
with dyed garments from Bozrah? Because &dom and Bozrah, the city
of Cdom is to the east of Israel where the sun comes up6

Biblica
So we have thiz. passage where the encyclopedia/describes this

63:1-6 as a very beautiful but esthetically disgusting(or something
like that) passage -- this modernistic Bible Encyclopedia calls
tiis. But it is a very striking passage. Here in cii. 59 he declares
how the Lord is going to come in vengeance. In ch. 63 it pictures
him as saying how he is coming and the ideas being so closely
parallel. That being the case it seemed to me t that it was a
strong evidence for considering that these form one. passage
A Picture of === The Long Picture of Divine Activity beginning
and ending with this athmost identical picture. We have one passage
in the first person Lxcept one case in the thira person and
one in the first == of God's sovereign interpo.ition to overthrow
His adversaries.

Well then, it is very interesting to note that inch. 59
this is immediatly followed by the declaration that

B. A Redeemer Comes to Zion. And ch. 63 is immediately pre
ceeded by the statement that a Redeemer comes to Zion. So you have
thus the beginning and ending of this long passage being identical.
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Then you have just before one and just after the other the State-
ment of two verses that iM almost identical - not quitc' s ntical
£ th pr(vir)U3 perha, ut very close. t. rcdcemc'r comes to ion.

In ch. &9, I'm starttn it with 19b, n-,w might bs.
~a'arqueentastowhotheritshouldstartwithv.20orwitrv.1b.

I'll start with v, 20 rijht no
And a 1'ieeier will come to Zion, and unto them that turn

from tranugressior. ii Jacob, says the Lord.
An in ch. 62 the to verses just before that picture of

jtinient you have ii v. U
hthc1, the Lord; h.33 çrocla!mc unto the end 01' the

wont, j to the daujhter of ion, 3bbold thy alvtion
Core-U-9 behold hi reward is with him ar hi work be.oz-c him.

(Question: eer.ing o "dau.jhtcrof Zion*") s, the tora
uht*t i used in cr!.pture quite frequently as a
personifica-tionof people. The daughter of Zion. Just like we say, irance
is not happy, ;he' feels she should be bcttor trcate. Je
use fenirin pronouns cftor for nations. The iblc often peas
of the d ghttr of Zion, the dauhtor o: Jacob, etc., the
dugbtr of ehylon. It noan thepoop1 as a whole. A personifi
cation.

o 'iou have here the rodoener coneo to Zion, and In each ease
the next verse is very close. In 59:21 !t is

as for r, this is my covenant with thc, says the
Lords my Spirit that laupn thee, and my word which I have
put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth . .
from henceforth and for overt

hi1e the correspondinj vorsc at the end of ch. 62 is(v.12)
And they £hall call then the holy popo, the redoecd

of the Lerd; and thou halt be called $ouht out, A city
not forsaken*
Theze tuc vcrsc are very dissimilar in wordXinç but very

close in canini a contInuIij covenant that God w!_11 havc- for
His people - the Fcdeercr cocs to Zion and God will never jo
back on thepromlses lie. has made.

Now the pascge at the end of di. G2(v.13) was
o through, go thro the gates; prepare ye the way

of the people; cast up, cast up the highway; gather out the
stones; lift up an ensign for the peoples.
That can be put right together with v.11 as IntrnJuctng

the coming of the Ledcemcr who comes to Zion. whether 59s19h is
a parallel to t'at, there may be a question raised particularly
jj? you ire usIr.ç zone modern version. In the (JV It Is

When the enemy shall cone in like a flood the ptrit
o th Lord shall lift up a standard against him.
There tie ha7o a standard lifted up and a stanJard lifted

up in 62:10. Liftup a standaL'd for the people.
I orlilnally entitled this A Banner Is raised and a 'e1eerrer

Comes to I shortened the tt1c, left out the banner becu:e
there ar thne who object to KJV of ch. ):l. I cannot cnm
plain about their ebjeetn'j to it, but I will say that lier.
it can b as well defended as any translation that ha been zub
5fituted that has beer subsequently nac. I'll rca the IIv
of this: For He will core up like a pent up flood that the breath
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of the Lord drives along.
Now if you have a KJV in front of you you wonder how any

one could translate it so utterly different as that. I think
if I recall correctly the NASL3 takes a position about half
way in between the two. It translates it: For he will come like
a rushing stream which the wind of the Lord drives, It has a
footnote opposite rushing: lit. narrow. Like a narrow stream
which the wind of the Lord drives, If you want to take either
of these modern translations, there is not the same parallel
as there is if you take the KJV.

When you see such a tremendous difference, a person naturally
asks. How can there be such a tremendous difference in the trans
lation.? The answer is that in every language there are words
that are ambiguous. In English you look at the word light and
you don't know whether it is the opposite of dark, or the oppo
site of heavy. You have to guess it from context. English is
worse than most any language I know of for having words that
are ambigious, and you have to guess the ann translation from
the context. Usually we have no difficulty guessing, but there
are cases where you get two or three words together like that in
a verse and then you are upaqainst it, if you have no larger
context to make it clear.

In this particular verse, we have a succession of words.
For instance, When the enemy shall come in like a flood - the
Heb. word sar is a word that is used a good many times for enemy,
but there is another word that looks exactly the same which can
mean narrow. So when he shall come in like a river it is either
an enemy, or narrow which can be an adective desc. ibing the
river. Adjectives usually follow the noun in Hebrew. So when he
shall come like a narrow river or when the enemy shall come like
the river. You see both are equally possible. Then the words
spirit i.e. the spirit of the Lord will lift up a banner against
him or as a rushing wind which the wind of the Lord drives.
Now the word Spirit is used before the word Lord in the NT over
and over constantly. In the OT a good many times. It seems to me
more reasonable to take this as the spirit of the Lord than the
wind of the Lord. I think the RSV and some of the modern transla
tions have It "a mighty wind" ie. as the wind of the Lord a mighty
wind. I don't quite see how a wind of the Lord has a great deal
of relevance in this particular passage. It is unfortunate that
this same word in Heb. can be either spirit or wind, or breath.
It is used a good many times with each of these t meanings.
Either as wind or as spirit. It L5 translat&d=ss spirit 230 t.
in the OT, breath 38 t., and wind 9 t. That leaves you with a
difficult choice. One place in the OT where it says the Lord will
destroy antichrist with the breath of His mouth, in the NT the KJV
says the Lord will destory him with the spirit of His mouth. You
would think that breath would make more sense there, but in the
T the corresponding word pneuma is generally trans. spirit. But
there is one case where it is trans. life, one case where ft Is
trans. wind. It would seem to me that the breath of his mouth wculd
make more sense than the spirit of His mouth. But we have this
same ambiguity in this word in the Heb., and in the Greek. but I
incline to think it is the spirit of the Lord rather than a mighty
wind.
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Since there is this ambiguity here -- Oh yes, we have one
other ambiguity inthe verse. The word G "lift up a banner" is
a word that occurs only once in the OT. The word banner, nes, s
is very common and to make a WX1X1X verb from it would not
be at allunusual in Hebrew. So it could well mean "to lift up
a banner." But there is another word nus that means to flee. So
where it says which the wind of the Lord drives they are taking
this word which means to flee, which is used in the causative
here i.e. which the wind of the Lord makes to flee. Usually you
speak of people fleeing, you don't speak of waters fleeing. '.Jhen
the water comes down, a stream which the Lord makes to flee so
it does not seem to me to be possible to take it from nus, but it
seems more likely to be from nes. It is a word which occurs only
once in the OT.

T en when you notice this parallel with the other (the
passage in ch. 62) it seems to me an added argument for thinking
that the KJV Is right in this case. But in either case you have
Cod's sovereign interposition to overthrow His adversaries, beginning
this lonj picture and ending. And at the beginning followed by the
declaration of a Redeemer who comes to Zion; and at the end of the
passage preceeded by the account of a Redeemer coming to Zion )M

whether there is a banner raised.

We will have to stop and continue there next week. I have
given you the assignment, please turn It in by Friday noon. I
am not askirjga anyone to spend over an hour on it, but if you
want to spend more there is no objection.
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We were speaking at the end of theiour about this section:
A Redeemer Comes to Zion. I had thought of giving it the title
A Banner is Raised and a Redemer Comes to Zion. But t-ien I
shortened tt because the greater part of it irdE:alin with a
Redeemer coming to Zion and also because i-ce-&9that half
of a ver,which the KJV translates with such a beautiful states

--itiWben the enemy comes in II ke a flood the spirit of the Lord
'lwiu1 lift up a standard against him."

I've hoard that preached on. It is i beautiful statement.
But all the recent trans1atons translate it differently. But here
is a case where I believe the KJV is better than any of the recent
translations. I don't say it is enough better that the recent
translations are wrong. Just-. as I mentioned last time. This is one
of those cases you will find in. any language. You will find it in
English statcnnts at irnes where you have several abbiguous words
in one verse. Here in this verse you have a word which is used
rather commonly for enemy, but which could be considered to be
from a root which means to be narrow," and therefore can be trans
lated as an adjective modifying river rather than as the noun,
the enemy. Also you have in this verse the word spirit. Now the
Spirit of the Lord seems a lot more reasonable than the breath
o the Lord or === I think Spirit is more natural to use with
L,rd. The word is oft n translated breath. Wind is the way most
recent ones translate.t. Let me turn to NASH arid reac it there:
For he will come like a rushing stream which the wind of the Lord
drives.

Now it is hard to get much further away than that from
When the enemy comes in like a flood the Spirit of the Lord will
raise up a standard against him. It's hard to get much further
away. But r-fl--4t the word brushing they say In the margin,
literally means "narrow", but the Heb. word is practically never
used to mean narrow. It is used mcrn often to mean enemy. So that
is one of the abiguities in it. This word they translate drives
which the KJV translates "raise a banner" is a word which occurs
nowhere else, in the Scripture. So we he to decide what the
word means by analogy. We have no other evidence. Most recent
interpreters take it from a term that means to flee. Since it
is in the causative they say it means'He causes to flee ell,
that might fit with the idea a: the dpirit of the Lore causing the
enemy to flee. That's quite all right. But to say that H.-come==
His glory comes in like a rushing stream whic¬ wind of the
Lord drives --- the word "to cause to flee" wh not naturally
mean to "drive." It could be thought of that way but it's not
a natural interpretation.

Now it is not of great importance, nothing hangs on it which
cf the translations you take, ,Out another itercsting thing in
connection with this verse is that word Spirit that in the Heb. can
mean spirit or breat And the corresponding Greek word pum is
also translated wind or breath, and often also translated spirit.
So that makes an ambiguity in the NT. I as very much puzzled years
ago with the third ch. of John where we read in v.8," The wind
bloeth where it listeth and thou hearest the sound thereof but
canst not tell whence it comes or whither it goes. So is everyone
that is born of the Spirit."
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I was talking with Dr. Buswcll once and I said, It seems
to me that this must be an incorrect translation because it
simply is not true --that the wind blows where it chooses and
you don't know where it comes from arid where it is going. Why
in the earliest days people knew in what direction the wind
came from. They could see the wind blowing in the trees off
in the distance, blowing the branches, and it was easy to get
an idea where ¬he wind came from and where it goes. Certainly
in our day with out weather stations we can predict what the
winds are out in the State of Washington and how they are apt
to reach us a week later. We don't know exactly yet but we
certainly can give a pretty good general idea of where the wind
comes from and where it goes to. So the statement simply is not
true as the statement stands in the KJV.

The very same word which is translated in v.8"the wind blows"
is the same word that is translated so is everyone that is born
"of the Spirit." Why don't you say, everyone that is born of
wind? If you are going to translate it "spirit" in the last,
why not in the first? So I said to Dr. Buswell who knows far more
about the NT than I do, I said, Why don't you say, The Spirit blows
where He chooses"? And you hear the sound of it, you see the
results, the acts of the Spirit, but you can't tell where He
comes from or where He goes, so is everyone born of the spirit.
And h,is rather contemptuous answer --after all who am I to speak
on NIinterpretation which He had done far more work on that I
had --led me to think I had better keep out of the book of John
as far as new ideas were concerned.

About 15 or 20 years after I had made that suggestion to
Dr. Buswell, I happened to be looking at this ondervan Pictorial
Bible Dictionary in which ===for which I wrote the article on
"Creation". I noticed the article on "Spirit" which is signed
by J. Oliver Buswell. In this article on apirit he says "The same
Hebrew and Greek words translated spirit can also mean wind or
breath. In at least one passage, John 3:P,, this interpretation
is doubtful. But the verse would much better be translated "The
Spirit breathes where He chQoses". So I was glad to see the
result of my skepticism work over by a NT man and finding ex
ression here.

1. fear that none of the new translations have read much of
Buswell's article and incorporated it. As a far as I know they
all still say wind. But I think it is a good example of the fact
that when we find a scientific error in Scripture, one of two
things is probably true: 1) It is probably either a mistranslation
or 2) deals with something that science has not yet fully under
stood and may contradict with a theory of today that will be given
up or may represent something that will be discovered later on
by somebody.

That is not directly related to our matter here but I thought
it was very interesting in connecti on with it. This word that
many render "cause to flee" is only so rendered, no they render
it "drives" -- I don't think that's right for "cause to flee".
I don't think it is a proper rendering of it, and this form is
not used ordinarily with the word flee. It could he derived from
the word "banner" and being the causative of banner, lift a banner
is a guess like the KJV has. But I would not be dogmatic between
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the two. We can be absolutely certain of this in Is. 59:19h
21 and 62:10-12 deals with the subject a Redeemer comes to Zion.
Whether it also has in it the raising of the banner by the Spirit.

Then as we go on from that passage, from Is. 59, or as we come
back to the passage in Is. 62, we come to a section, rather two
sections, one in each part, which for want of a better title I
have entit1d

~11 Millennial Blessings.
Now these are two fairly long pasaages == Is.6Q:l-20 and

Is. 61:4-62:9. These two passages are not passages on which we
can build the doctrine of the millennium. These two long sections
deal entirely with blessing. They are pictures of ways God is going
to bless His people Israel. Neither of them is a passas passage
upon which we can ground our 1X1 belief that there is to be
a millennium upon this earth. I belief is securely grounded in
t'lic. 4, Is. 2, and Is. 11. Those three passages teach absolutely
plainly that there is to be a sizeable period upon this very earth
when there will be freedom from external danger. Havinq, I believe,
proved it ff worn those passages and information as to when
it is to come, and a certain amount of detail from Rev. 20, having
done so we are justified in asking the question, Do these e two
passages deal with that period?

When we look at these two passages we find a few verses in
this that very possibly fit in with that idea. I don't say they
prove it but they very positively vit in with it. One of them in
60:18 where we read "Violence shall no more be heard in thy land,
wasting nor destruction within thy borders." This has the theme
of freedom from external danger. Taat was brought to this country
in one way when the Pilgrims arived here. After they introduced a
Christian civilization in this country and when Chas. Dickens
came here in about 1845-50, though he detested the U.s. on his
first visit, and contemptuously refused the invitation of the
President of the U.S. to wve dinner in the White House, and
wrote a book which caused great anger in the U.S. in which he
critisized so much about this country after he returned to England,
yet Chas. Dickens said that ak a woman could walk in any part of
the U.S. at any time of day or night withint any danger of moles
tation. That's a tremendous statement. I gout would not make
that about any of our cities today. Some of them I would not even
make it about in the day time. But t was the result of the
Christian background and teaching which the Pilgtims and others
brought to this country. But, of course, you can't t say there
was no violence here because they had Indians around who every
now and then would raid their cities and scalp many of their
people.

But places having a Christian environment have had a
tremendous decrease in violence. But never for a peopiod for
as much as two or three centuries has this been fulfilled in
any country in the world. Now this of course just says "thy
land". Those passages in Is. 11, for instance, speak of the
whole earth being full of the knowledge of the Lord as the
waters cover the sea. The universality of this condition would
be hard to prove from this passage. These two passages have a
certain emphasis on the long continuance of the situation.
Their great emphasis is on the promises of Jerusalem during the
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period of which it speaks, on thc freedom from incursion from
other lands, about the great honor that would be given to it,
and the general blessings of the Lord. So if you are already
convinced of a millennium from other sources you can gt added
information about it perhaps from these two paaqes.

I would not bother about being too dogmatic even about that
because there is no great stress in the ,assagc? about the un5"or-
sality of it, nor or the permanence of this condition. I think
we want to remember that as the prophet looks forward' to the
future he often sees things rather inte11iih1e (7) you rriçht
say. I've often used the figure of a poson looking at a ranee
of hills. You see something on a near nih and then you see
next to It maybe something that is the fourth ra:-'.e back, and the
second and third may be hit by the one next to you. Often !t
is award to distinguish. So the prophet my be here looking for
ward to barious periods of the Lord's b1esIrgs in the future
with only a certain emphasis on the millennium. It would be
interesting to go into these two passages in detail, but the
semester comes to a close earlier than it used to, and so we'll
have to forego that because we have some very i:itestincj t:iings
ahead.

(Question; What criteaa do you feel are important for a
passage to be specifically teaching the millennium? . . i
I would say that Is. 2 and 1ic&n 4 definitely show it is can
earthly kingdom, an earthly period X which is to be, a period
in which there will be complete freedom fro-., external violence.
And a period which will last for a long tic. row those three
I would say are a criteria which have given to cur langucqo the
word "millennium." The word "millennium as used in secular
writings refers to that kind of period, a period of complete peace
and general well-being. The word itself, of course, means bOo yrs
and that is taken from the fact that times in Rev. 20 the.
phrase "thousand years" Is used, of a time when satan wIll he
bound.

(question: Would you have universality too?)
Well universality is very clear in Is. 11, Is. 2 and Mic. 4. Yca,
universality is a vital element of it.

So these are not among the clearest passages dealing with
a millennium, and I would not be dogmatic a to just how lrgc
a part of it does deal with the millennium. 3ut every bit of
these two passages deal with great blessings that cod is going, to
give in the future. So I think millennial b1cssi1g is not
erroneous for a title for It.

Then we have the Messiah Speaks, isaiah 61:1-3. It's only
three verses but it is quite distinct In nature from what pre
cedes and follows. It is in the first person, and it is very
similar to the previous statement about the Servant of the Lord.
Is. 11:2; 42:1; 49:8; and *: 50:4,5. You have those passages
that are very similar to the beginning of this passage. This
passage, you remember, was read by our Lord as described in
Lk. 4. It was read in the Syndgoque in Nazareth. "The Spirit of
the Lord God is upon me . . ." And in these other passages we
find much reference to the Spirit of God resting upon him.
Because the Lord has anointed me to preach good tidings to the
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meek. You notice it does not say there "to bring good tidings to
meek." To bring a time of happiness. It says to preach good
tidings. He has sent me to bind up the broken hearted, to proclaim
liberty to the captives and opening of the prison to those that
were bound, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord (year if
favor of the Lord) and the day of vengeance of our God and to
comfort all that mourn. To appoint unto those that mourn in Zion
and give them beauty for ashes, and give them the oil of joy for
mourning and the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness,
that they might be called trees of righteousness, the plathhing
of the Lord, that He might be glorified."

This statement out Lord ZdAdh read the first half of(at
least the first ha'f as it is described there) in Luke. Then
He closed the book and said Today you see this fulfilled. He
did not say, Today all captives are being given liberty. He did
not say today all the broken hearted are being bound up. He did
not say that. He said the Lord has anointed me to preach these
things. This was the beginning of his preaching ministry.

The statement is sometimes made that the fact that the Lord
suspended the reading of this passage in the middle of v. 2 to
proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord and did not go on to the
day of vengeance, shows that the passage up to there deals with
he first coming and from there on deals with the second coming.
I think that is a guess that is without foundation. I would riot
not say that was impossible that it might be the case. But I would
say it is a guess. For one thing, we do not know tht this is all
that the Lord read. Very often we have a verse or two read as
pointing to a passage that might be read. But perhaps the Lord
read more than that.

Nore important than that, the passage does not say that He
is now bringing these things. It says He preached, proc]aimed
them. And in His earthly ministry He proclaimed not only God's
favor; He also proclaimed vengeance then. And He did much then
to comfort those that mourn in his first coming. If the division
was made there It would only apply to His second coming. I would
say that the passage as a whole describes the preaching of Christ
and He pointed forward to what He was going to do through His
atoning death in His first coming which laid the foundation for all
the blessings we have from the Lord, and through His second coming
when He will bring all those things to fruttlon and when all who
mourn will really he comforted and all the captives released.

I think it is a guess that lie stopped right at that point
irdJ_ is'vides between HJ first and second coming which does not
work out. There have been many clever guesses made, and some of
them have worked out. I think it's good to make guesses, but I
think we should check t:.ni very carefully before we are dogmatice
about them.

At this point y u've seenhow these passages parallel cach
other. I think that it would be helpful though to have them go
up instead of down. Notice we started at the top with A and
went down which is quite natural. The other side goes up but
I think it is more appropriate to have them go like that. I
have titled them slightly differently here. We start with A
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here on the left: God's Violent Interposition to Overthrow Evil.
I didn't use the word "violent" in the heading I gave you before
but "m wondering if I shouldn't because it is the marked thing
about that, about the passage in ch. 59 and also the passage is
ch.63. The Lord comes and Hts narments are spattered with blood
and there is a picture which one modernist writer says IN
it is beautiful but ethically repulsive. Well from the viewpoint
of the general modernist attitude it is repulsive, but from the
viewpoint of Scripture teaching it * represents a fact that
God does interfere violently in the affairs of of the world. Here
we have this passage beginnina and ending with two passages that
are remarkably parallel as we saw. How wonderfully they it to
qether. It is clearly the same thing because of the beginning
and end of it. They remind us that life is real, and a struggle
between qood and evil is real. Satan is a real force, even though
he can go no further than God permits. God has promised that He
will with violence out an end to the work of Satan, this evil in
the world.

So we start with that and work up to the climax, the Messiah
Speaks. Then we come down to through the same again.

Then after that we have the Redeemer comes to Zion, and then
the millennial blessing. Then I think the top of it should be
Messiah seeaks as I did before it is nevitahly at the bottom.
I think it belongs at the too. That is it is the climax, Ha is.
the One through whom all this comes to pass. We have here the
acceptable year, the period of wonderful blessing in the millenium
and we have the Day of Vengeance with His violent interposition.
Both before and after the millennium to overthrow evil,

So I thought I would put it up this way as the morc natural
way, but the other was necessary in the progress of our discussion.

Now on this passage which is the climax of it the Messiah
Speaks. It has parallels where the Servant of the Lord speaks in
Is. 49 and elsewhere in Scripture, and !x as I mentioned there
are these many similarities of which I put four of them on the
board.

At this point we can go on to our next section:

XIII A Long Prayer. This is what you turned in to me today.
As I mentioned, ch. 64 is undoubtedly a prayer, the whole thing.
It begins in ch. 63. There is no real reason for a division of
chs. at that particular point. How far back into ch. 63 does it
go? Well, it is clearly a prayer when you start in 63:15 - Look
down from heaven. Before v.15 there is nothing to identify it
as a prayer, but it would seem quite reasonably to be an intro
duction to the prayer. Vv.7-14

I will mention the lovingkindness of the Lord and the praises
of the Lord according to all that the Lord has bestowed uponus,
and the great goodness he bestowed onthem according to his mercy.
For He said, Surely they arc; my people, children that will not lie,
so He was their Saviour.
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I had thought in preparing for this hour about the problem
of that verse, they are children that will not lie, so He was
their Saviour. Revelation says, All liars shall have their place
in the lake of fire. But I don't imagine there is anyone who
ever lived who did not sometime or other tell a lie. This is
certainly not why He became their Saviour == because they were
children that would not lie. Children that ought not to lie.
Children that perhaps after they had received regeneration would
not lie, or at least after they had been completely sanctified
they would not lie.

In all their affliction he was afflicted, and the angel of
his presence saved them. In his love and in his pity he redeemed
them, and he bore them and carried them all the days of old.
But they rebelled and vexed his Holy Spirit. Therefore He was
turned to be their enemy and He fought against them. You notice
they don't say us; they say them. They are looking back at
earlier stages in their history.

Then after they say that you read in Leviticus that the Lord
says if you turn gainst the Lord and rebell and vex Him, that He
will make you subject to your enemies; and you will have all
kinds of misery and trouble. Then if you remember the Lord and
turn to Him and ø in complete repentance, then he will turn
back to you and will deliver you. But this does not say after
saying they have rebelled, it does not say they will remember and
turn to the Lord and sought forgiveness. It says "then HE remem
bered the days of old Moses and his people." They said Where is
He that brought them out of the sea, where is he that put His
Holy Spirit within them and did all these wonderful things when
Moses was there? Notice there is not a suggestion of repentance
there, at that point. It sort of gives you the impression that
God punishes them for their rebellion and then God says, After
all we did all these wonderful things for them in the past, we'd
better deliver them. I don't say you have to draw that out of
the passage, but I do point out that the other is not here
as it is in Leviticus.

So this passage from vv.7-14 certainly can properly be called
A Remembrance of God's Past Blessings, including the book of Judges
where He repeatedly gave the people deliverance when they turned
away from Him.

(Question: In v.11 it says something about His putting His
Holy Spirit within him.) Yes, where is the One who put His
Holy Spirit within Moses to lead the people? Why doesn't He put
His Holy Sirit in somebody today to lead us the same way He led
them?




(Question: Would that give an indication regarding the in
welling of the Spirit in the OT?) Oh yes, the Holy Spirit certainly
indwelt all the leaders of Israel. There is no question about that.
That's clearly believed by all classes of interpreters, that the
Holy Spirit directed the leaders of Israel and of course Moses the
prophet He inspired them to lead them== and worked through Moses
and the prophets and inspired them to lead them. No question of that.
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Of course if no body was saved in OT tims then we can say that
the Holy Spirit did not enter into anybody in the OT times like
He does now in regeneration (if they are all going to hell). But
if as Hebrews says, 'Je are surrounded by so great a cloud of
witnesses, that they without us should not be made perfect, that
would seem tcb imply rather clearly that the Hol Spirit regeneates
then as now. There is one method of salvation at all times. The
only method of salvation that the Bible teaches anywhere is the
Holy Spirit regenerating people through that which they looked
forward to through the sacrifice, or that which they look back
tp(Christ)

But here he is not speaking of that. Only the Holy Spirit's
activity in leadership, inleading Moses.

This introduction though it speaks of their rebellion there
is no statement of repentance in this; It is a statement of how
despite the fact they rebelled God stays with them (vv.7-14)

(Question: In the NASB in v.11 it has "then his people re
membered". Is there some significance to the fact that they put
"his people" instead of "he"?) I was not on that particular
committee. I gave some help with the NIV, but I did not have any
part in the MASB and I know that three men who made the NASB
of Isaiah -- I could ask them when I see them. I would not know
what was in their minds. You mean as to whether the Hebrew warrants
it, "he remembers" ax and "one remembers", well we do often
speak of people in the singular as well as in the plural. The
Bible often speaks of Israel as singular, meaning the whole nation.
SoIt'snot an impossible translation, but it is reading into the
text. The "he" would seem in context more natural to me, to be
godly members of his people when they said, Where is he that

b rought them out . . ." But it's true the KJV says, Then he re
remembered saying, now the saying is in t italics. They inserted
that. They are a little inconsiseet there because if he remembered
his saying it, it would not sound as if it was God. So theNAB
NASB may be goigg on quite logically from the guess the KJV has.
But it is an insertion. It is not in the original. And people are
more apt to XAOENX refer to nation as fern, than mas. We say France
fought for her glory, we don't say his glory. It's one thing you
can't be dogmatic on.

After the introduction - I'm not going to look by sections
at what follows but to raise the question: What is the object of
the prayer? That certainly is a legitimate thing with a long prayer
like this. As you start. What is it about? It is always good to
look at the prayer and see if it assumes any particular situation.
Youpray for God's mercy and blessing. Are you praying in a specific
situation? Is there a great illness? Is there a tremendous danger?
Is your country at war? Is there any indication in the prayer of
the situation under which it is given? Well, here we have three
rather clear indications: In chXXX ch. 63:18 we read:
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The people have thought of your holiness(which in modern
English would be Your holy people have possessed it but a little
while; our adversaries have trodden down your sanctuary. So this
would seem to be a time when Jerusalem ise1f came into the hands
of the enemy. It would seem to suggest that rather strongly. It
is much clearer when you get to ch. 64:10:

Your holy cities are a wilderness; Zion is a wilderness;
Jerusalem, a desolation. Our holy and our beautiful house,
where our fathers praised you, is burndd up with fire, and all
our pleasant things are laid waste.

Now that not simply the land being overrun by Sennacherib
as it was in the days of Z Hezekiah. That is the time when Jery
sa1m itself had been taken. So we must at this point either go
with the higher critics and say this part of Isaiah is not by
Isaiah but written at a much later period. Or we must say, God
caused Isaiah prophetically to describe a situation. I believe
God often did that with His prophets. In ft view of the NT that
all three parts of Isáah are not merely from the book of Isaiah
but are as Paul says, 0 What Isaiah said, I believe we should take
the latter and say that Isaiah Prophetically looked forward to the
future and gives us a prayer that will express the general senti
ments that will be held by some group of people at a time in the
future and which might represent the ideas and thoughts of some
in his own ay as they looked forward to the coining exile and
desolation of the land.

As we think of that we must realize that among the people
at that day there were three categories: There were those who
scoffed and said, Iiah is an old fool with these ideas. Our land
has stood for centuries and it will continue. We will never go
into exile like the northern kingdoms did, like in thett life
time. But there was a smaller gooup(of People) which can be
divided into ! XXXXX two parts -- making three divisions.
That would be those who said, Yes Isaiah is right; this destrucon
is going to come. Some of them might say, We can see the interna
tional situation; we can see the tremendous force of Assyria that
has tremendous powers. They have taken the northern kingdom. They
have taken the kingdom of Arabs(?) with its headquarters at
Damascus. It is only reasonable to think what Isah says is
correct, and we can expect such a thing but without much true
repentance as true believers. But we can also say there were the
true followers of God who took Isaiah as a true prophet and who
said, This is right, this is what is coming and they tended to
give way to despair and Isaiah gives them God's message of comfort.

This prayer then could be any of these groups as we look for
ward to the future. I think the group that scoffed at Isaiah can
perhaps be laid aside for the moment. But it could possibly refer
to one of the other two groups.

You notice how the next v.(12) says, Will you refraid yourself
for these things 0 Lord? Will you hold your peace and afflict us
very sore? Well, after the intooduction you look back to v. 15
Look down from heaven, and behold from the habitation of thy
holiness and of they glory. That should be from your holy habitation.
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Where is your zeal and strength, the sound of your compassions
and your mercies toward me?

Now this Are they restrained? There is no question mark in
Heb. Hebrew does not have punctuation but very often a question
begins with the sound huh which we often put at the end, they
put at Urn beginning of the question. So the huh can mean that
what follows is a question. But there's no huh here. So it's
a possible interpretation. But it's a better translation in that
case to say if you think it's a question is to ii say, And your
mercies toward me they arc restrained? You can put the question
in your voice but there is no question in the actual writing.
Probably it is better to say, They are restrained(and then
go ahead and make the prayer.) !hen the prayer ends Will you
restrain yourself for these thinqs?

Now the KJV says "refrain" there and "restrain" in the
previous place, but they both are the same Heb. word and form.
So the prayer begins and ends with this same Heb. word in the
Hathpael. God is holding back, He is notgiving His blessing in
this situation. He starts at the end of the introduction. At the
end, Will you keep on holding back when our beautiful city has
been burned == the temple has been burned, the city is a wilder
ness, there is all this desolation to this land God has blessed.
Are you going to hold back in that situation? This tk*I matter
of the situation then is very important in understanding the
prayer.

The next natural approach to interpretation of the prayer
would be to as what specific requests it contains. So it would
be quite a reasonable thing to go through these verses and take
all, the statements that sound like X requests and go through

look at them. We find there are not a great many. There are
more implications CEtICE than requests. Like this onws Will you
refrain? Thats not specifically a request, but the meaning of
it is we can't understand why you let these things go on. But
there are specific statements like: Look down from heaven(v.15)
and 64:1, 0 that you would rend the heavens and come down
And v.9 Do not be exceedingly angry at us 0 Lord. Do not remember
iniquity any more. Look how we are bowing before you and showing oue
Msxgreat repentance " That's not what it says. It says, Behod we
beseech thee, we are all thy people. So the reasons advance are
two: 1) There are past blessings, e noticed vv.7-14, esp. v.11-12
telling of God's blessing to b people in having Moses lead them
and having them broughthto the kromised land. 2) The second basis
is claimed relationship(63:16,17,18)

Doubtless thou art our father, " . . 0 Lord our father .
your name is from everlasting. 0 Lord, why have you made us to err
from your ways, and hardened our heart from your fear? Return for
your servants sake.

In 64:8-9 But now 0 Lord, you are our father; we are the clay
and you are our patter . . *See we are your people. Perhaps the
climax of it all is 63:19 We are yours; you never bore rule over
them; they were not called by your name. It is rather interesting
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right at that point to notice after they say, Give us your bless.-
ing, we are your people, are the ons you bl'zsed.n th past,
yru are our father, you never bore rule over those oth pop
they wtr nrr called by your narn. Trn it's tnterstinq to look
at 5:l which ay I am sought by those wh' id not ask for me;
I found y nO who id not 500 m. I saId, !-.hold re, behold
me, unto a nation that was not called by my name.

They say, These othr zero ne1,r called by your name. He
says, I say, 3hold me to a nation that wn io lled by my
name. You will find rnmentri.s that y(e'ei sound evang11cal
cormentarIe) that Paul tw1!td this ntc <utac ot
sornethin ot!t of it that was not in it at l1. I o not bclivc
so. I believe Paul was Inptred 1nterpretr of criptur, and
when he interprets it he may no take the whole moaning. He may
draw something It-hat's actually there, hut an riot ut his stress
on some things that are there too., but whatcvr he says the Or
teaches I think We hpuld say It does teach. And aul very
definitely quotes 65:1.

We are not ready to loot: t ch. 65 We are looking at
64. And . Z. TT1E INC! 0? T1 PTA?

The Prophet anil w '%-he .godlst en in all Irel'
history and he understood by books' that 7 yrs. was past and the
time was cornc when the nation woul: be eltvered. H did not say,
o Cod now your promised it, now bring It to u. He, though one
of the godliest cp n all Israel's hlotory, he had a great
prayer of contrItion and repentance :o the ,ins of his people -in
Dan. 9. ividenly the Lord c1d not thIIk Daniel war, rcpreen¬inçJ
the attitude of all the people caus Daniel aays the 70 yrs.
are finIhod, w have been dcked,riow we arc repc:nti:g. Thc onyc'l
came to him and saId: Not cnly are 7C yr. fI:hed, but 70 :eekc
are determnc upn your peop.c. a lonig time hcad, ecauae
you Daniel, d net rcpr rt all the pop1 by any means, in your
tru repentance.

Stop there and coit1nuc rext
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Last session I read for you that long statement of divine
activity in this order. I It to you fIrst in this order
starting at the top and going down but I think that':
reasonable order the way we have it there. Though you could
hardly do it that way if y u warn oir through it.

Then we began to 1ok a the 1002 prayer that runs from 63:7
toG4:12, and we noted 8 vv. of introduction

XIII A Long Prayer 63:7-64:12
A. The Introduction vv.7-14

In which God's blessings were recalled. This is
===sorneoncˆ can take this as a separate thing if they want, but it
seems altogether reasonable to think it is a part of the prayer
since the prayer is calling on God beseeching Him to treat them
as He has in the past, and that He continue the previous blessings.

B. The Object of the Prayer.
1. The situation assumed 6$:lh; 64:lO-1l(cf.12)

It assumes that Jerusalem is a ruin. It assumes the temple has been
destroyed, and it calls on God to reestablish them. Isaiah may
be speaking to the people in his day. They know he is a prophet
of God and speaks truly, and yet perhaus to sorme of them who while
they believe what he says, yet desires to follow in their own
ways and own works rather than to follow God. They can easily
immaqine the situation as having occurred and they are remembering
God"s past blessings. However, even if that is the first occasion
of its being written, certainly the Lord had particularlyyin mind
people toward the end of the exile, or after the exile when tnoy
had come back and were finding diflcuty getting reestablished.
And they are calling on God for His hlesir;, so that is the
situation.




2. The Specific Request 63:15.;7h; 64:1,9
We looked at them last XN time. Then,

C. The Reasons Advanced. The principal stress is on

1. The Past blessinqs vv.7-14(esp.11-l2),15
2. A Claimed Relationship 63:16,17,18;64:S-9

They maintained that God is their rather, theyhelonq to Him, there
fore 1e should bless them. This comes out to a clear expression
n vv.16,l7, and 18 of ch. 63 where they said, 'O Lord, thou art
our Father . . .(quoting) and 64:8-9 . . .(quoting). So the
claimed relationship is the basis. God has promised, God has
blessed them in the past; it is up to Him to continue. We noticed
the contrast with the non-Israelites in 63:l9(cf.65:ll) , . .

It's interesting to notice how this verse(63:19) has been trans
lated in the two most recent evangelical translations. KJV says,
"We are thine, thou never bearesi rule over them." N1SB says, "We
have become like those over whom thou hast never borne rule." NIV
has, "We are yours from of old, you have not ruled over them." At
first sight there seems to be quite a difference, between these.
Particularlyy between the NASB and the others. I've underlinethe
word thine in KJV because it is not in Hebrew. It is an Insertion
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that seemed to the writers of KJV to belong there. We are.
thou never barest rule over them." It seemed to them "we are"
means "we are yours." But they put it in italics to show it is an
insertion to bring out the sense.

Similarly NASB puts the word "like" In italics. Actually it
still has the contrast so it does not make a great deal of
&fference. NIV gets around it by taking the word KJV translates

"never"(thou never barest rule over them), and putting it.with
the first "we are", making it "we are yours from of old, you have
not ruled over them." It is an interesting little illustration
of the various possibilities of translation. But whichever you
take it seems tome there is still the contrast, that the argument
that theyy have belonged to God and that it is not right that they
should now become like those over whom He has not ruled before.

Now I put down English renderings of the Heb, to make this
a little clearer:

KJV: We are thine: th never bare rule over them
NASB: We have become like those over whom thou hast . .
NIV: We are yours from of old; you have not ruled.

The reason for the NASB making that change I think is "the,
fact that the Heb. word tnanslated "we are"(KJV) usually does
not occur in Heb. In this sense, at least not until very late 1;
Heb. Usually if you say something is something else in Heb.
you lust put the two nouns or the noun and adjective next to
each other. They do not have a verb. This verb means really "to
become", or it might perhaps be used that something has been.
in the past. Consequently if it is "we have become", they felt
that to put anything alike would give a reason for that.

So I don't say we can say the NASB is necessarily wrong here.
There is a good argument can be made for it though. Also, however
the fact that the like is not there may be a reason for preferring
the KJV. In either case it stresses a contrast. That's the point.
Why should these people be able to burn our temple, when they
are not called by God's Name. They are not God's people; we are.
Therefore He should bless us.

You notice I did not put up there "from of old", I put up
there from 'olam " I translaiterated the Heb. word. Some of you
may not be aware that that little mark I put lust before the "o'.'.
which is like the beginning of a single quotation mark, that
mark is regularly used in transliteration to indicate an ayii.
So this indicates the Heb. letter ayin - lo,lam. This word. 'olam.
is many times translated "ever" in the Bible. We say this will
endure for 'olam, forever. But when you look at this at the back,
In this case with the negative, it is easy to say never. They were
not since all eternity. When they say, These are the men. of. 'olam
that means the men who were way back. So from this single word
you cannot get the idea of endlessness. You get the idea of.
a long long stretch, as far as you can see. They missed..a con
trast here==== they make

theoR
aiea by ty naMg, X that ties right up with the next ch, the.
the first verse, which says, "Behold me behold me unto a nation
which was not called by my name. " I think the tie up is rather
important here.
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The very phrase where they use that there is no question about the

validity of the translation, that very phrase is used in the very
first sentence of the answer given to them.

(Question: what verses involved? At the end of what ch.?)
At the end of 65:1 is "I said, Behold me behold me to a nation
that is not called by my name." The beginning to the answer to
this prayer reiterates this same statement. "called by thy name."

(Question: "the nation which did not call upon my name")
Jell, that's easy to get. All you have to do is change the Hebrew
and you get that. That is an unfortunate thing at that point that
they did that. Now it is not a change of consonants; tht is a change
f consonants. There are many who say, The vowels were passed on
by word of mouth until the 10th cent. A.D., and therefore we can
put much more dependance upon the transmission of the consonants
than the vowels. The translators of the RSV took the attitude that
we can change the vowels any way we feel like. But the translators
of the recent Jewish version of the first five books K took the
attitude, We must translate the vowels as they stand unless we
have very strong evidence for a change. I believe the NASB transla
tors would have said, That is our intention too. Is there not a
side note that says "or"?

(Answer: No.) I'm surprised at that; there certainly ought
to be. "For" as it stands is definitely they were not called by
thy name. But we'll still look at that a little bit later.

We go on here. Maybe right at this point would be a good point
to interrupt this to read a question that I intended to read right
at the beginning of the hour. Iwas given this at the end of the
last hour. Question: In speaking about the millennium, do you
purposely use the word "freed m from external danger"? Why do
you use external danger? Does that imply that there will be other
kindsof danger?

That is a very good question; I'm veryy glad it was raised.
I have frequently used this statement, that this is a picture of
external danger. I am not using that to say at the time when these
events are fulfilled there will be other types of danger. I am using
it to say, You cannot interpret this passage as simply referring to
something else than external danger. There are those who take
pictures of the time when everyone can sit under his own vine and
under his own fig tree and none shall make them afraid because
the knowledge of the Lord will cover the land as the waters cover
the sea, and take it as a picture of a man whose mind is so stayed
on God that he has no fear of anything. So it pictures, they one
whose heart is at peace. But that is not what is pictured. It pictures
a time when he need not fear, when there is no external danger.
So I apprealate the question. Ihave stressed that word external
because these particular passages look forward to the time when
there is no external danger. They do not merely look forward to
a time when there is an inner change. I did not mean to say that
there would be any other kind of danger in the future. Taat does
not enter into these particular passages.

D. Is there Evidence of True Repentance?
Here we must say that if evidence of true repentance is lacking
then we know God will not hear prayer. This is brought out in
Isaiah and in many other places. In Is. 1:15 he says, "When you
spread forth your hands I will hide my eyes from you; yes, when
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you make many prayers, I will not hear. Your hands are full of
blooi." Thero are many such statements in th Scripture. There
is a time when popls pray and God will riot hear. Of course, he
does hoar. 1e knows everything that lha,_)Pans. It I's
lie will not pay attention. H will not answr your reycr.

So if true repentance lckJ :q can.-iot expect a favorable
answer to our praycr. Richt here we chould note

1. tThen this is lacking God will not hear prayer cf. Is. 1:15

2. God's Relation to Israel
I'd like to call your attention to the fact it is very

clearly brought out in Scripture that
a. Rebellion on the part of Israel is to he terribly

punished. Perhaps more terribly than of most other nations because
they had greater blessings and qreater opportunities to know the Lord.
Lev. 26:14-39 gives a most terrible statemeruit of the awful misery
that will come upon the people if they turn away from the Lord.
In Deut. 29:15=e8 we have an even longer passage of similar nature.
This is greatly stressed in the OT - bebelliorn is to be terribly
punished. But,

b. It is also stressed that God blesses all those who
turn to Him with all their heart (not as much stressed but just
as clearly given). Right after this long passage in Lev. 26
vv.40-41 read, If they shall confess their iniquities and the in
iquities of their fathers with their trespass that they have trespassed
against me, and also that they have walked contrary unto me, and
if then their uncircumcised hearts be humbled and they accept the
nishment of their iniquity, then will I remember my covenant with

Jacob . . . arid I will remember the land.

Ocut. 2;?. has a long passage of telling what the rnsult of
rebellion are to be, and )out. 30:1-2 says And it shall come to
pass when all these things are come upon thee , the blessing and
the curse that Ihave set before thee and thou shalt call then to
riind among all the ntioris whither th Lord thy God. has al
thee, and shall return unto the Lord thy 2od and shall obey His
voice according to all I corinand thee this day, thou ari. thy
chiliren with all they heart and with all thy soul, that then the
Lord thy God will turn thy captivity. .

So if they turn to Him with theirwh1e heart he prnises that
then he will bless them again. And in 2 Chron 6:37-3g i oio-o's
dedication prayer he reiterates this same idea.

Howo.icr, it is brought out in Lev. 2 that God has oado an
everlasting covenant with Inral, Lev. 2:44-45; Is. 66:22
This enters into the great problem of understanding God's 'ord
a problem that no human being can really grasp. God has His plans
and thcse plans will be fulfilled. But what man does is tremendously
important. If man sins and turns away from Gcd, God will punish
him. If man turns to God with a pull heart, God will bless him
but God has promised that certain blessings will be Qivon to
Israel. These people will be yi'ren these blessings, and this
is given as an unconditional promise. He has made an everlasting
covenant with Israel. This is brought out in Lev, 26:4'-45
and in Is. 66:22, at the very end of our present book this promise
is reiterated. (quoting v. 22)
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He promises everlasting blessing to Israel, and yet he says
that each individual if they ar to receive the h1essin must turn
b Him witi' their whole heart.

(Question: It is my understanding of some pcsiionz o: covenant
theoJcgy today that God Is finished with Israel today, and the
Church is tho no Israel. What do they do with a pasnace like
I..,.ji .A. -,

Certainly the 1T teaches that we are the we are the Israel
of God. That is clearly stated. e are the Israel of God. It is
God's purpose throughout all ages that all those who believe in
Christ should form the Israel of God. Yet it also true Lat God
has special blezsings for this particular nation He called out.
That is very true, and when 1s.66:22 says or as the new heavens
and the new earth which I will make shall remain before me says
the Lord, so shall your seed and your name remain, then to my
opinion anyone who says that God is through with Israel at
Pentecost is simply talking out of the air. I know of no
Scriptural reference for it, and I don't think it is fair to
sayy Covenant theology holds that because I believe there are
very few people wo hold that and I believe there are a great
many who believe in God's covenants who certainly do not believe
that.

God has ide this :ylastlrk9 covenant. I don't think we can
I uun' t think this can be disproven. That is the clear teach

ing of ScL'lpture. But now our present problem we are looking at,
does it contain evidence of true repentance.

3. Coapare )aniei's Prayer in Dan. 9. Daniel says he
read in the books the word of the Lord that came to Jeremiah the
prophet that he would acconplish i0 yrs, in the desolation of
Jerusalen;. Dan, had gone to Babylon, probably in 60'. e is not
about 65 yrs. after Daniel went. when Oariel was taken much of
the land was laid desolate. Did Daniel say, The land was laid
desolate at that time; God said it would be desote about 70
yrs., now the 70 years Is nearly over, 0 God remember your promise
and xi restore it, we are your people."

Jell, that's all true. od is going to renieb2r His pfOffliSe
and they are Ills people. But as you read this prayer cf which
the greater part of Daniel is made up, you find Daniel overand
over beseeching the Lord according to all his righteousness to
turn away his anger and fury because for our sins and iniquities
of our people; we have become a repreach to all that are about us'
inclir.L your ear, we present our supplications. He prayed whole
heartedly, confessing the sins and praying God will fulfill the
promise He has given and bring them Back. And God does fulfill
his promise arid permit thern to come back. Put his answer to
Daniel's prayer reoynizes that the prayer represents the heart
of M& Daniel, no necessarily of the whole people. i'm sure
Daniel must hav felt very disturbed when he got the anser to
that prayer. Because the answer is, Yes, God is going to bless
you now, and you are going to get everything back you had before.
The answer is the 70 yrs. are over, yes, but 70 weeks ar determined
on your people. There is a lot of iiisery ahead. So Daniel makes
a real prayer of repentance on beholaf of the peocle but the
question is how many of them does he represent?



4
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But it is quite a different tone from this prayer here in
Isaiah.

4. Compare David's Prayrr 1.n P:7;. 5)1*
Dard h: fr. He said. I .acknow1e1 'v trarsr or; n'.' in
is ever before me. Acains¬ thee thee only have I sinned and done
this 2v4j in thy iciht. . .Purq e with hyor and I shall he
clean . . wash me and I Sh.11 h whiter than . .
not t-y ac from my s.rts and blot out all my transcrer'ns
Create in me a clear heart, 0 ed and renew a right spirit within
me. There is an altogether different tone Ir David's prayer, of
repentance, than you find in this prayer in Isaiah.

5. This Prayer does reconIe the fact of sin. That 4-r
in 3:lQ and 17 (rednq tnx) You don't ftrd ry evc'erce

of re2entance in this. Simply statemt of a fact . . . .ouodo
as if they re blaming God for It. It does not say, 0 God we have
sinned, we are very sorry, do change us, do help us, we rror.se
to do our best. Nothing like that. Rcturr. for thy servant's s&e
the tribes of thine inherrltance. And in 64:-7 recognizes the
fact of sin. . . You'd expect them to say, 0 do remedy our Iniquity,
cleanse us and purge us. No, they say, Our iniquities have taken
us away and there Is none that calls upon your name. You have hid
your face from us and consumed us. Now, 0 Lord return to you
with ovr whole heart, restore us. To. But now Lord, you re
our father, we are the clay. You are our potter , wc are all the
work of your hands. We can't help ourselves. This Is what you've
put us into. Here we are. "f have sinned yes, but you have pro
mien us, wc' are. your peopi Lha you are goiny to b1cc u. :t
recognizes the fact of sin, but

6. It seems to lay on God the blame for sin. 'vie jusL noticed
1n 63:7 aod 64:.9.

7. Th: prayer contains no plea for a chastened heart ari no
promise to se,-:k to obey God in the future. Those are fac about
the prayer. That's negative, so I can't refer you to verses on it.

6. Whos. Prayer Is This?
As I read the prayer, I am reminded of the attitude of the

Pharisee deacribed in the !T, and rfsrred tc in 65:5 "I"n iL
says, Stand by thyself, core not near me for I air, holier thar,
thou. These are a smoke in my nose, a fire that burns all the day.
We compare Mat. 3:3-9 We are Abraham's children, it is up to you
to bless us. John the Baptist said, Briny forth tharefcrc fruits
for repentance and think not to say within yourselves, We have
Abraham to our father', for I sa unto you that God is ablc to
raise up children of these stones unto Abraham. And we notice
what Christ- said in John 8:33, 39: Thty answered him, are
Abraham's seed and were nevefr in bondage to any man. How sayest
thou, Ye shall be nadc free? . . .They answered him, Abraham, is
our father. Jesus said, if ye were Abraham's children ye would
do the works of Abraham. Simply expecting blessings because of
past blessings or relatinnGhips is thus condemned. Whose prayer
is this. It seams to no it is a reasonable suggestion that: this
prayer represents an attitude of a part of the people who believe

Sjconrl, believe that He has
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his blessing simply on the basis as the Pharisees did of carrying
out particular external observances, or of having a particular
birth, a particular family, a particular relationship. That seems
to me to be the answer to this question, Whose prayer is this?

. Since th Speaker is not named, one must avoid all dogmatism
As I study this passagc, I have reached the conclusion I have just
given. But I do not wish to be dogmatic about it, I do not know
whether anyone else has reached the same conclusion. I rather
doubt they have. But It Impresses me to be a conclusion the evidence
calls, for. Now F. Delitzsch was one of the great German commentators
of the last century. He wrote four editions of his commentary on
Isaiah. Everyone of them contains some material that is not in
the others. ut the second of these four is contained in this set
Kell and Delitzsch which is a very excellent set for a commentary
for those who know some Hebrew on the interpretation of the OT. A
very excellent set. The fourth edition of 3elit±sch , in it, he
found himself unable to answer the critical arum2nts, and he made
concessions to it, which for us makes his fourth "d edition of
much less value than his earlier editions.

}ie takes this prayer, as I think anyone would when they first
approach It if they don't study into it, and so he begins the
next chapter(ch. 65:1), he makes what seems to me to b a very
peculiar statement, but one which is necessary if you accept the
view that this I a true prayer of those who are truly serving
the Lord. Delitzsch says (p. 474)" After the people have poured
out their heart before Jehovah, Ho announces what they may expect
of Him. But Instead of commencing with a promise, as we might
anticipate after the foregoing prayer, he begins with reproach
and threateninç."

It seems to me that is a jretcy good clue that instead of saying
o this is wonderful, you have come back to me, I'm going to bless
you. He charges with reproach and threatening. He uses the very
phrase they ase. They say, Those people were not called by your
name. Here he seys(65:l), I am saying, Behold me, behold me to a
nation that was not called by my name. The very same word is used
in both cases. Very same phrase, same expression. That is the way
Apostle Paul took it 5.n 1-on. 10. He quotes it as showing that God
had predicted already through Isaiah His answer to the attitude
which ?aul found amorç so many of the pepple of his day, the answer
in causing that more Gentiles would come in to the family of God
than were coming in through the Jewish race. Although there have
been Jews who have come inevery generation, from that time to this.
There have been in every generation, not only Jews converted, but
in every generation there have been Jews who have become great
Christian leaders. But the great mass of the nation has followed
these attitudes described in this prayer.

TePore looking at 65:l, I want to raise the
G. Qustion of Inerrancy. If we believe the Bible is free from

error what right do we have to take a long prayer like this and say
tat it represents a wrong attitude? That is an approach which is
taken by some at various points in the NT. For Instances, I've seen
some good commentaries make the statement that Paul when t he
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oke to the Athenians he tried to cive them an argumcrt about
the altar to the Unknown God, etc., hut when he cot to Cc'rirth
he saw the error of what he had done in Athens, and said, I
resolved among y u to know only Jesus Christ and Him crucified.
I h.:lieve that is an erroneous approach. I believe Paul was the
Apostle of the Lord, that Paul was led of the Lord in what he
did. I think Paul made mistakes; I think Peter made mistakes; I
think they all made mistakes. ButI think that the great. leaccrs
that God wants us to follow made mistakes, that He will either
not tell us about those mistakes, or He will label them as mistakes,
He will make it clear and unmistakable the fact that they iadc
a mistake.

o when it gives the preaching (teaching) of the Apostles,
I believe we can take that teaching as a sample of the sort of
thing we should do, rather than as something we should avoid. I
have heard it said, Paul made a terrible mistake in making a vow
and aoi.nq to the temple as he did. Now, I think if that were true
it would be labeled, and Scripture would tell u. I do think. We
can take what is told us of the Anostles as being true to the
Lord, as truly following the Icrd. But here we have a Jenc tp
passage which is not labeled, which is clearly a prayer but which
is met atthe end not with statements of How wonderful this is,
your prayer of repentance, how happy I amynu are coming back,
I am going to give you all the blessings you ask, but with terrible
condemnation golno through these next 10 or so verses. Under those
circumstances it seems to me that we are juctlfici in thehypothesis
which I believe is a correct. one, that: it is simply presentir.c to
us a wrong attitude in order to co on and show what the relationship
of Go Is to that attitude.

The question of inerrancy comes up and there are three consider
ations we should note.

1. Every statement in the prayer is true. They talk
about what God did for them in the past, and everything they say
is entirely true. God did do all the thinos they say He has. They
say why they were sent into captivIty for theIr sin. That is entirely
true. There is no statement 5n the prayer that is no itself a fact.
God has made a covenant promise to Abraham and to his seed forever
They point to these promises. Every statement in the prayer is true.

2. They claims they make in the prayer are true, though
lackino a vital element (repentance.) God has promised eternal
blessings to Israel, and He will fulfill His promises. They call
attention to these promises. There is nothino false in the prayer
as far as facts are concerned, thou the vial element of repentance
for sin and t he expression of a heart felt desire to oiow the
Lord with their whole heart is lacking from the prayer.

3. Only the attitude is wrong. The statements are
true, it is inerrant, factu, but the attitude is wrong. There
I say what could be more Important than the attitude? From the
viewpoint of Inerranc it is entirely true. But the attitude is
wrong, and that is clearly brought out in the next chapter.
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XIV The Divine Rebuke and Promise (65:1-6)

A. The Contrast, vv.1-2.
1. Note Rom. 10:20-21 where Paul discusses this matter,

and he says, Isaish is very bold and says, I was found of them
that sought me not, I was made manifest to them that asked not
after me. That's v. 1 here, the end of the two clauses turned
around. But it is essentially identidal with v. 1 here. Then he
says, But to Israel he says, and then he quotes v. 2, All day
long have I stretched forth my hands unto a disobedient and gain
saying people.

So we have the Apostle Paul saying that this is a prediction
of what happened in his day.

2. I'd like to read how the RSV renders this. RSV a version
made by some highly trained scholars, tho most of there ho-ldirg&
very different viewpoint prom what we do. I was ready to-be sought
by those who did not ask for me; I was ready to be found by those
who did not seek me. I said, Here am I, Here am I to a nation that
did not call on my name. As you see they have completely changed
this so it makes Paul completely wrong in his interpretation. I
was rather shocked to find that a man who truly desires to-follow
the Lord, I believe -- H. C. Leopold, and who inhis commentaries
takes an attitude of believ&thg in the great Scriptural doctrines,
that he follows this translation. He says, I made myself- available
tb those who did not ask for me, I was ready to be found by those
who did not seek me. I said, Here am I, Here am I to a nation that
was not called by my Name.

You noticehe follows the same RSV translation except that he
at the end keeps the Heb. "was called by my name" instead of chang
ing as they do to "they did not call on my name." He says, It: is
obvious according to our translation and interpretation that we
regard v. 1 as describing Israel's attitude toward God, just as
v. 2 clearly refers to Israel. Isaih is making it clear that even
Israel's prayers had to be rejected === why even Israel's prayer
had to be rejected. Strangely Paul in Rom. 10 quotes these two vv,
applying v. 10 to the Gentiles and v. 2 to Israel. According to
the text and context Paul does not abide by the letter of the
passage. It would appear that according to the Greek translation
the words lend themselves to a fresh application of the words used.
Paul is not employing strict scientific exegesis, but with great
freedom is readapting the original to reflect his statement of his
case."

I don't think we can say that Paul was simply taking the OT
passage and readapting it to mean something entirely different from
what it actually meant. So I feel that, in addition to that that
this translatdon, I was ready to be sought bythose who did not ask
for me -- it is a simply Niphat. The KJV trans'ated it exactly as
it stands, "Ihave been sought, or I was sought." Of course prophetic
perfect looking forward to a time when He will save us. But the RSV
you might suggest that they say, I was going to be sought by those
who did not ask for me. Certainly If God was not willing it could
not happen to them. But I was ready to be sought by those who did
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not ask for me." There is absolutely no exegetical warrant for
that translation. However, that idea was worked out h' unbelieving
scholars at least a century ago. As a result they developed what
they called the Niphal tolerativurn. To many people, if you ive
a good Latin name to something it means it is true. It's a very
common thin, apply a name to it and that establishes it.

Well, you'll find this in many commentaries that say, Of course
this is Niphal tolerativum. Well it is !ipha1.. and the Niphal
hundreds of times in the O is translated as a simple past, hundreds
of times. Now this so-called Niphal tolerativum -- most of your
commentators will say "It Is the Niphal tolorativum as in . . 11
and then they will refer you to a few other references. But there
are only a very few they ever, refer you to. They only refer ==deal
with two words, this word seek and this word find found here. I
have found no reference to an alleged niphal toleratiurn dealing
with any other word except these two words. And I have looked up
every reference which they say is a Niphal 'colerativum and every
one of them has God as the subject. "I was found", "I was sought"
Well naturally God cannot be found unless He permits you to find
Him. But the toicrativum, the permissive aspect of it, is because
God is the subject, not because of this nipha]. or because it
is niphal.

If they want to taans1ate this as 11 I have let myself be sought
thoa. who did not ask for me", "I have let myself he found by

those who did not seek me", it would not change the thought of
it at all. But when they put in this "I was ready to" they are
adding another thought that goes even beyond the Niphal tolerativum
which despite the beautiful Latin terminology, I don't think repre
sents any actuality whatever in Hebrew grammar. You will find it
metioned in most Hebrew grammars, and I want to say here that one
of the important things in Bible study is that we learn that
grammars, dictionaries, alisuch wnrals works are purely human
productions. The best dictionary for Heb, is Brown, Driver, and
Brigs by far. But the reason for that is not because the three
modernists who made it knew what Heb. words mean. It is because
they give you the evidence fully for the interpretation. And they
take a word and they analyse it, the possible meanings and the
parallels, everything they find so that they put it down in
lengthy analytical form, and when you find they have a great deal
of evidence for an idea, it is pretty reasonable
unless something tremendous hangs on it that you don't have to look
at all those. Their opinion is probably correct.

But when they give two or three references, you have the right
and perhaps the duty at this point to look up those references
and see if it really supports what they say it does. The same
thing is true of grammars, in any language. You need, and of
course in Heb. all the Heb. we have is what is contained in our
OT. So all the evidence we have is what is there, and 6DB lays
out the evidence and you can examine it and see how much there
is and see where there i only a little whether it is really
valid or not.

There Is a more recent dictionary, they are now publishing
a third edition which some -- two German scholars Koehier and
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Baumgartner got out the first aid edition, then Koehier died and
Baumgartner got MXX some revision which is called the
second edition, and then he died and now they have some other men
who are getting 0 ut the third edition of K-B which is coming out
a little bit at a time.Scholars all over America are looking for
ward impatiently to the arrival of the K-B to see how they will
define these words. But K-B only says a word means so and so and
gives a reference; it does not analyze it like BDB does. It does
not give the evidence fully like BDB does. It only gives their
opinion. So I would say BDB is far more useful dictionary.

The great disadvantage of BDB Is that they followed a theory
that was universally held a century ago, and is to some extent
being given up now that every Heb. word is derived from a three
letter root. Therefore they arranged their words according to
the roots. It would not be so bad if they just put their roots
at the top of the page, but at the top of the page they put the
words that occur on the page so often you are not sure under what
root BDB will put the word. That means sometimes there are three
possibilities and you are not sure which of them they will guess
it belongs under. If you find the one they put it under they will
give the evidence, and you can survey the evidence and possibly
findit should have been under one of the other three, but you can
waste a lot of time looking for words in BDB.

The Moody Press has just published an index to BDB, an index
which lists all the words according to the verses stright through
and tells you on what page of BOB they have a discussion. With
that index BD should be many times easier to use. I've often
spent a long time finding where the place is that BOB discusses
a certain word. So K-B arranges the words alphabetically and you
can find it quickly. But I hope that advantage won't overcome the
disadvantages of it to lead it to replace BOB which I think is
a far better dictionary.

You notice that the end of this, Those who did not call on
my Name" is used in some translations. But there is no question of
the tradition that what has been preserved in both these places
is "was called" or "my name was called upon them". That is the
tradition. I'm sorry that somebody in the NASB Committee had èe
enough influence at this point to get them to follow this same
translation there as the RSV. But you notice Leupold did not follow
that, and neither did the NIV.

B. The Contrast Between Unfaithful People and God's Chosen
Servants.

If you can glance over again ch. 65-66, I'd appreciate it, but
I'm not assigning anything to turn in for next week.

J2VIVI. COaB r1c.LThl IQ IO\I8\Q
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XIV The Divine Rebuke and Promise Is. 65-66

I am going to put the last two chs. under that bead. As I
gave it to you the last time it only had the first two verses.
But I think it will be better to study them toqether a as a
unit, as God's answer to the prayer that came in the orevious
ch. and a half.

e noticed last time vv.i-2 of cn. 65, and we noticed in
Rom. 10:20-21 how Paul said that first of these verses described
the fact God was going to call into his kingdom those who had
not been known by his name, that this was predicted by Isaiah.
Isaiah is very bold and said, I was found of them that sought me
not, I was made manifest to them that asked not afterme.

Of course it would be altoaether reasonable instead of
saying I was found to say I let myself be found because after
all any that is done to God, is only done to Him because He
permits it to be done. But as we noticed that's hardly reason
enouQh to make up a new grammatical form and say that this is
a niohal tolerativum. Any form that is Dassive relatina to
God rust imply God's permission. This is never used of anything
that any human being does. But God predicts He will allow to
brino the Gentiles Into a relationship with himself even though
the' have not been called by His name, and even though they
have not sought Him in the past.

Paul aoes on and says (v.21) $ut to Israel he saad, All day
long I have stretched out my hands to a disobedient and rain
sayino oeople. Thus Paul quotes from these first two verses here
as beina fulfilled in what was napoening in his day. This brings
uo a vita]. auestion. Does the Of tell us about Chrit. or is the
OT proDhet only interested in the events of his own day Are they
only interested in the Jews and what will hauoer. to the Jews or
are the OT prophets looking forward and seeing that which will
reach far beyond the Jews?

As we study the NT with even a slight amount of care, we see
the QT teaches very definitely about Christ. e must not take every
verse in the OT and try to find Chr.it in it in some way and twist
it if necessary to put it in, but we must not he surprised if we
find many thinos in the Of that look forward to Christ. Jesus Him
self said(John 5:39) Search the Scriptures (He means the OT of course,
for that was all the Scripture that was written when he said this)
for in them ye think ye have eternal life, and they are they which
testify of me. He said the OT testified of Him.

(Question: And did not one of the reformers, Luther or Calvin,
say he found Christ on every naqei) It depends on how biq the pages
are. . . I think that's a littl broad statement but I think It
is true that everything the Loro says has some relation to His Son,
no cuestion of that. There are many verses that point explintly to
Christ. Then there are ohs. which do not necessarily have relation
to Christ. We don't want¬n no to one cytreme or to the other.
I'a have to see the exact quotation he made. The Reformers were
quite a yarned group and were all fallible human beings. Every
one of them made some erroneous statements, just as everyone living
does today. But that would soud to me to be an hyperbole.
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An hyperbole that most people utter at one time or another. I would
say a an reading every pane of the Bible should be looking to
find something that may tr th, that refers expiictly to Christ
or merely teaches that which draws him closer to the Lord. But
we should read ev.ry pags of the Eiblc: in relation to our Gor
andof course Jesus Christ is God.

In Lk.24?25 When Jesus was talking to the men on the road
to Emaus he said, 0 -eols and slow of heart to believe all that
the prophets have spoken . . .Cught not Christ to have suffered
these things and to have entered into h is glory." He there rebukes
those who do ot find Christ in the OT. I don't quite like that
English translation, "0 fools". The Heb.=== Greek word anoethes
is only this on time rendered "fools." Four times it is rendered
foolish, and osco thoughtless. He was not calling them fools but
was saying you are foolish in thin particular. It is foolish, not
to ee that the OT as a whole points to Christ and there are many
verses that explictly point to Him.

Those who do not accept Christianity naturaally cannot be
lieve this about the OT. When the RSV-NT came out, I was greatly
pleased with many thir's n it. Even though it was a group of
modernists that translated it, I could see that these men who
were expert Creek scholars, and who had studied the Bible all
their lives eventhoujh there was a darknss over them as far as
the great truth of salvation is concerned, nevertheless they
©uld look at the NT and read those words and say, Those people
2000 yrs. ago, aad some very crazy, foolish ideas; but here's what
the ideas are. They coulu translate what they found. But when
these sane men wentinto the OT they could not believe that a man
700 yrs. before Christ could possible say something about Christ.
That would go beyond the possibility for them, unless :he man
700 yrs. before Christ was completely out of his mind, which none
of them believed.

The prophets were greatly interested in their ownpeople and
their own situation. The RSV has many exceelent translations of
passages in the OT dealing with temporary situations, and dealing
with the things that were before the prophets as they spoke. But
whenever the prophet said something which the NT said is fulfilled
in Christ, they could not believe that. 30 they worked o Ut various
theories of the meaning of words. Various apporaches. This was done
a century ago h various unbelieving scholars in Europe. And they
woote up thises ideas like this Niphal tolerativum. They wrote
up these theories, and today those who want to study the Bible in
a schoartly way have to take what those say as established fact,
and the fact is that a great deal of study is being done on the
Hebrew language arid there is much misunderstanding and much mis
interpretation of it.

I wrote a little booklet once on the RSV, largely on the Or.
Some thousands of it were distributed at that time. In It I pointed
out 15 or 20 statements where it specifically pointed to Christ like
where it said that he was the one from of old, the one whose goings
forth were from of old, from everlasting wthich describes Christ's
preexistence and His appearing in OT times. They change It to one
whose geneaology goes way back to ancient times.
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Where Peter says the grave could not keep Christ because
David was born to him(?) and said He would not see corruption.
They translate it correctly in the NT, and the NT has a reference
back to the verse in Ps. 16. They say He would not see the pit.
The same word could mean corruption or pit. There are two different
words which in this particular form are identicala but in the
majority of cases in the OT that word is translated corruption.

I could give many instances, but his has affected the study
of the Heb.in many places and it needs further careful study. How
about this verse we are looking atzthe calling of the Gentiles?
Would this be contained in the OT? Would God in OT times be only
interested in the Jews? Would He say anything about the Greeks
or other people than the Jews except by way of condemnation?

Peter, who at one time was a very bigotten Jew, when he went
to Cornelius being led by the Spirit of God, we read in Acts 10:34
Peter opened hismouth and said, Of a truth I perceive that God
is no respector of persons, but in every nation he that fears him
and works righteousness is accepted by (with) him. Peter does
not say, I see God is now making a change. Up to now everybody
except a Jew was headed for hell, and there was nothing they could
do about it, but now God has introduced a new method in which
people other than Jews could also be saved, and so there is a
change now. That's not what he said " Peter said, God is no
respector of persons but in every nation he that fears him and
works righteousness is accepted of Him.

One of the greet books in the OT is Job. This book has no
mebtion in it of Israel, no mention of the Law, etc., no mention
of those specific matters. These were people who were not Israelites
but people whom God dealt in a definite way. God called Israel in
order that He might prepare the wayyfor the coming of Christ, and
in order that the word of Christ mht go out through the k whole
world. Hedid not cause it to go out through the world until after
Christ had come and had lath down His life on the cross. During
his earthly ministry He said God only to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel. But after the Actual crucifixion then He said
Go into ill the world and preach the Gospel. But this was fore
told in the OT. In Is. 42 it is three times stated, about Christ,
that He shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles. He will set
judgment in the earth and the distant isles will wait for His law.
I will give Him for a light to the Gentiles. In ch. 42, in 49,
in 52 and in 56 my house will be a house of prayer for all peoples.
So it is not a strange thing that the OT would predict many events
in connection with thecomirag of Christ, and it was particularly
predicted that the Word of God would not be limited to the Jews,
but that it would go out just as much to the Jew as to the Gentiles
In fact, that the church would come to include more Gentiles even
though in every single generation since that time there have been'
Jews brought into the Church, and many of them have become leaders,
Christian leaders.

How were people saved before Christ came? Look at Heb. 10:4.
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There we do not find that the inspired writer says, In past time
people were saved because they made sacrifices, but now they are
going to be saved through Christ. He says, For it is not possible
for blood of bulls and goats to take away sin . . . These sacri
fices simply look forward to Christ. But God is interested in
our salvation throgjh Christ; He also is interested in o ur earthly
life. IN OT times He took a particular interest in the earthly
life of the people of Israel. Theee is a great deal related to
their earthly life in the OT.

There are those who go to the extreme of saying that Israel's
whole purpose was to bring Christ into the world, and once that
was done God was through with Israel. But there are comparatively
few who hold such a view. The most important thing in the OT was
not whether the Israelites defeated the Philistines. It was not
whether a man lived 100 years instead of living 80 or 80 instead
of 50 on this earth. It was whether they were saved for eternity
or whether they were lost. There were the saved and the lost
at every period as there are today. God is interesed in our

1vation, in oureternal life, but He is also interested in our
life on this earth. He set aside Israel for a very special purpose.
He still has a purpose in Israel. It is His purpose eventually
that all Israel shall be saved.

So we have these two things and the prophet looked forward
to our own day and beyond. We have the marvelous way they looked
forward to the going out of the gospel, both to Israel and to
other nations to believe in Chirst. We also have wonderful pro
mises relating to earthly Israel. It is a great mistake to go to
one extreme or the other, and to take one side of the truth
and neglect, overlook or deny the other.

Now e have been looking at these first two verses and what
I have been saying relates not merely to the interpretation of
them but to the interpretation of the whole of these two chs.
I should remind you of the fact that as the prophet looks forward
he doesnot necessarily understand everything he sees any more than
as you see a great range of mountains inthe distance, you can tell
what is the first range, what is the second, the third, the fourth,
and you certainly cannot see what is between them. So the prophet's
vision of the future includes both. It includes God's will for
all those who are to be saved in ehrist; it also includes God's
distinct will for His people Israel. Sometimes we can be sure He

talking about one; sometimes we can be sure He is talking about
the other; sometimes we cannot be sure which it is. We will be
sure when the time. I'131 sure that at the time of the Apostles many
were amazed when they saw what Jesus brought out in the OT. They
said, We never saw this before. He calls them foolish and slow of
heart not to see it. But there are very few of us who are wise and
quick enough to have seen all these things. None of the disciples saw
it until Christ explained it to them. So we don't expect to under
stand everything in these two chs., but there is a great deal we
can understand.
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A. The Contrast w in vv.1 and 2 of ch*/65.
B. The Contrast between the unfaithful people and God's

Chosen servants 65:3-iS.
I'm going to have to run a bit hastily throgh this and only

touch on a few outstanding features. As we do this we'll note in
vv.3-4 he is s speaking about hypocrisy. People who while calim
ing to follow the Lord, are doing that which is an abomination to
Him. In v.5 he speaks about pride and this is just as applicable
today as it was then: Wh ch say, Stand by thyself, come not near
to roe; for I araholier thanthou. These are a smoke In my nose,
a fire that burneth all the day. God wants us to realize that
we deserve nothing good at His hands; it is only because of His
wonderful goodness He causes His word of salvation to be brought
unto us.

(Question; In v. 5 of the USB it says Come not near me
and the e is capitalized) I don't know how it could be for the
verse reads: which say Stand by thyself, come not near me . , .
Who are the ones? He is talking about Lhe rebellious people..

(They have it capitalized) Well, that's a mistake.
it does not make sense. (Mine is not capitalized) Oh, yours
does not have it? Well, that's probably an zarlier printing
of the NASB, and they caught it. You cannot print a book as
long as the Bible without some mistakes in it. Butyou want to
keep watching. You can't copy 1S without making mistakes, but
we want to find means to get rid of them. But they will come in.
That's why it's so silly the way some people seem to think that
some late MS is going to be the exact true original, or that the
KJV --- I got 1ttor from Florida saying the KJV is the true
Bible. I' not ready to say if it was good enough for the Apostle
Paul it I good enough for us. It is a wonderful translation, but
no translation is absolutely accurate, and no printing is abso
lutely accurate. There's not a Bible that does no
have some mistakes in printing in it, but the Bible probably has
less than any other because they spent more time checking and
checking and getting rid of them.

Well, this describes an attitude very characteristic of the
Pharisees in Christ's day, but alas characteristic of many Christ
lans today. God does not want us to say, Lookhow wonderful I am;
arn't those people terrible, He wants us to say, Isn't it wonderful
wt God has done in saving me; I should bring this message to
others so they also can receive the marvellous gift of salvation.
So wehave this pride in v. 5

In vv.8-10 we have a stress on the true remnant. Thus says
the Lord as the new wine is found in the cluster and someone says,
Don't destroy it for there is a blessing in it, so I will do for
my servant's sake, that I many not destroy them all. And I will
bring forth a seed out of Jacob, and out of Judah . . . and my
servants shall dwell there. The true remnant in Israel. The true
remnant in our Christian church. The true remnant in humanity whom
the Lord is going to bless. We see the wickedness of nations that
were founded by people who loved the Lord, you wonder how ==why the
Lord does not just kick them out of His way and be done with them.
But in His wonderful mercy He preserves a remannt,
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V.15 is a striking verse. It is not translated quite accurately
in the KJV, but it is a beautiful trahalation but unfortunately not
exactly accurate: And ye shall leave your name for a curse unto
my chose; for the Lord God shall slay thee, and call his servants by
another name. Now the inaccuracies are rather minor, but that word
"curse" is never translated curse anywhere else in the OT, There
are six words translated "curse" In the OT. The word curse occurs
in the KJV OT 52 times; this is the only case where this word is
trans. curse. This word is trans. "oath" 28 times. "You shall leave
your name for an oath unto my chosen." His people will say, Oh that
God may bless us as He blessed Israel of old. This word sthivuah
is used for an oath of loyalty, of fidelity, of blessing, that
sort of thing just as much as for a word of execration. And "curse"
is an unfortunate translation.

"You shall leave your name for an oath to my chosen(elect)."
Then it says, "for the Lord God shall slay thee." The Heb. -- in
modern English I don't know if you use "slay" very much any more.
I have not heard of soldiers going out and slaying the enemy.
We don't use it much today. It's become a slang word today. But
the word slay suggests to us violence, and the Heb. has not violence.
The Heb, is si ply "shall cause thee to die." It can be taken that
He will remove you from the center of his blessings during that
period; he will cause many of your members of your race to die. He
will cause that you will not be the center of His revelation during
the period that bollows the coming of Christ. He will call HIs ser
vants by a different name. That of course is what happened, 700 yrs.
after when the center of God's blessing passed to those who followoed
Christ specifically and they were called ChritIans rather than
Israelites.

So as the v. stands, it is inaccurate, but yet it has a very
definite truth in it. The changing of the name of the followers of
God He is blessing for a time. Right there there should be a=
break, I believe. Most people put the break a v. later. I'm quite
sure the KJV translators did beanuse they started the next verse:
That he who blesses himself in the earth shall bless himself in
the God of truth. Just as if This is why I'mqolncj to do this, that
he who blesses himself in the earth will bless . . . We don't use
"that" in that sense exactly today. Today this suggests it means
"so that He who blesses . . ." But the Heb. is simply asher, the
relative pronoun which means "that one," "the one who'. So it car.
just as well be the start of a now paragraph, which I believe it
is here. I believe it starts a new paragraph here which I call,

C. Millennial Blessing Described 65:16-25.
It starts not, In order that. . . I went through a considerable

portion of Is. looking at all the occurrences of the word "that" to
see which might be purposes like this. And in every one where the
KJV had translated it as a purpcse, I found that in the Heb. It
uses a maan(in order that), or it uses le, of if it was negative
it used mm - away from the . . . This word asher is rarely, if ever,
and I am inclined to question that it is ever used for purpose, to
show purpose. So that should not be translated"that he who blesses
himself" but start a new section here.
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Thoever blesses himself(the one who blesses himself) in
the earth (or who is blessed) (th word could be ¬ake-. eith'r day)
shall he blessed by the God of Amen, and the wnc" who swea; in
the earth shall(should) swe.r by the dad of Ar, rt.

The word "truly" in the OT is usually emeth. This word is
related to it. This war 1 is ne'ier trans) at'd 'r1-h" iyw-re
except in this one verse. Perhaps "faithfulness" would be better.
I don't know. Inevitably it reminds us of the passage in 1 Cor.l
or maybe I should say the one in 1. Cor. 1 should remind us a
this passane. 2 Cor. 1:20 For all the promises of God In him are
Yea, and in him, Amen unto the 1ory of God by us. Surely the
prophet there .s thinking of this passage where !:he God
Amen, the God who is dependable and faithful.

Eecause the former troubles (that's fern,) are forgotten
because they are hid ITrom my eyes. For, behold, I create new heavens
and a new earth( that's mas.) and the forrner(fem.) shall not be
remembered or come to mind. It means the former troubles, not the
former heavens and earth. The former troubles will not be remember.
It uses the same fern, form of "former", exactly the same word as
used in the previous verse.

To look at this passage(vv.16-25) and really understand it,
we look at the last v. first. V. 25 The wolf and the lamb shell
feed together, and the lion ahall eat straw like the bullock . .
they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith
the Lord. As you read this you are immed tely reminded o5 Is, 11
which u"c-s this same figure, and uses this sane rICture of a
when th¬rc- Is complte freedom from externa* danger, a time when
even the animals are no longer destructive, and the serpent that
led Eve into temptation and brought about her fall, the serpent
will not .cncjer he able to Injure because Satan will :e oun:l
at that time. So I think that the connection of this with the
millennium is clear. You would not prove the millennium from this
passage. Is. 2, 11, MIc.4 definitely prove the coming of a millennium/
This passage describes something about the millennium, but that that
s what is being described is proved by comparing this with the
other passage.

This passage then looks forward to the millennium and gives
us further light on it, that was not c-iven in those passaes. If
we had time we could spend three or four hours on it. All we will
do now is call your attention to a few points. If you start this
with v. 1'(rehcld, I create new haavers end new earth) you car!
easily get the idea this is looking way beyond the millen!lium. But
when you go on to the next few verses, it is clear he is not
looking beyond the millennium, he is looking at the millennium.
So it seems the word "I create" Is a participle here -III ar.
creating." It seems it is quite clear that here he is describing
a change, a renewed heaven and earth. A heaven and earth from which
the curse is being removed. He is lookir.c here at the mi1loniurn,
not at something beyond the millennium.
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Then as he looks at the millennium, we find (v.1E it will
be a time when there will he no more weeping, no more crying. A
time of universal joy. V. 20 shows the great longevity of the
time. There will not he an infant of days nor an old man that has
not filled his yrs, for the child sh&li die an hundred !B8Z
years old( then someone dies at age 100 they will say, Poor fellow
he did not live out half his time.) 1t is a time of greatly in
creased lonee\'Ity. It is not a time of immortaliy. There will
still be death at that time. The end of the v. shows there will
still be sinners at that time, though it will not be possible for
sinners to work violence or destruction. There will be no external
violence. Sinners will, be in a great minority, that is those who
have refisr'c1 to believe in the Lord will be in a great minority.
dutrx




So this is a time which is not a time or absolute perfection
but a time of complete removal of external danger, and atime of
a renewed earth, like the earth in the days of the Garden of Eden.

In v.22 the longevity is -further brought out. As the days af
a tree are the days of my people. You see a tree that has stood
there for 150, '00, 300 years, so will. he life at that time.

D. Further Rebuke to Insincere Formalism 66:1-4
The great prayer was, Our beautiful temple has been destroyed.

Help us to rebuild our temple. That was the great prayer that just
precededthis section. Thus says the Lord, The heaven is my throne,
and the earth is my foo¬stoo3: 'ihero is the house that ye build unto
me? where is the place that I zttake my stand? The place of my rest
is what it means, but it means o reat like the hook rests on the
table - not as if Cod had to rest. But it is the place where He
takes His station, takes Hi stand. He is saying, The temple has
a great place in God's economy and continues to have, but the temple
in itself is nrthing. He 'ants them to go back and rebuild the
temple, yes. But the impor1ant thing is that the temple reminds
them of the truths He has given them, and that in the temple they
performed the sacrifices to bring to their hearts the sin hat
needed atonement and the realization of the fact that a perfect
sacrifice must be provided, that the Lamb of God must come to take
away their sir. The temple is n flynre, it 13 a picture. It is of
value, but when you rake ih primary, then it is of no ralue. What
is the temple to God' What arc these earthly things? They are won
derful as prturos, but they are nothing in reality. In
reality He builds all the universe.

So here He rebutes them. He says, What *x good are your
sacrifices. He thh¬ kills an ox is as I he slew an ass; he that
sacrifices a lamb as if he cut off a dog's neck. In other words He
takes the animals they thought of as unclean and says you bring a
beautiful clean lamb, a perfect animal and sacrifice it, well if
your heart is not right before God it does absolutely no godd, at
all. You might just as well have brought a dog or a pig as a lamb
if your heart is wrong. These things are merely pictures of what
Christ is going to do. S these 4 vv. are important for those
people then; they are important for us today, becasue we can take
the same attitude towrad formal things as the unfaithful ones did
then.
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C. A Nation Born in a Day :5-ll
This 3s an interesting section, but one about which we

do not know exactly how whet part of the future the prophet saw.
We do not know exactly wholly what it meant.

Hear the word of the Lord, you that tremble et his word:
your :rethren that hated you, that cast you out for myy name's
sake said, Let the Lord be glorified: but he shall appear for
your joy and they shall be ashamed. Avoice of noise from the
city . . . a voice of the Lord that renders recornpence to his
enemies. Before she travailed she brought forth/ / /who has heard
such a t:hjnq? . . . shell the earth e made to brinq forth in one
day? or shall a nation he born at once, for as soon as Zion travailed,
she hrouiht forth her children. This does not describe anything
that has happendd to this time. So it would seem most reasonable
to think this is a nicture of the cnversIon of the Jewish nation
as a whole. Many individuals have dome to know Christ, but this
is the turning to Him whom they had pierced, the great turning of
Israel to God that is predicted in the Or which will be so dudden
ard so tremendous that it will he like a nation being born in a day.
T would not be dogmatic on that; but that seems to be to be by
far the most reasonable suggestion for the passage.

There are some who have tried to make it the beginning of
the Christ-Ian church, but certainly it was not in this sudden way
the beginning of the Christian church. The beonninc of the Christian
church was wIth 12 disciples and they went out and God brought OOO
in end they went a little further and and little further and it
ock three centuries to have maybe a fifth of the Roman empire.

It took throe centurIes. It was a tremendous thin but I don't
think it was what s described here.

r.The Indestructible Glory 66:12-24.
Pere in these last vv. of the ch. of the hooks the Lord gives

a wonderful picture of future glory which Is. saw as he looked
far beyond the immediate situation. Behold, I will extend peace to
hero like a river, and the glory of the Gentiles like a flowing
stream . . as one whom his mother soforts so will I comfort you
and you shall he comforted in Jerusalem. Is he locking way' forward
here? or is he 'Looking to their, return from exile? or is he Infl
cludine both In these statements? When you sea this your heart will
rejoice and your hones will flourish like ai herb . . . The picture
here looks forward to great blessings in the future including many
different things. Isaiah's books while it is more than any other
book in the CT in the way that it look to Christ and the amount it
tells abcut Chri:t, yet It i,jas a bk written for his coetemporaries
and Inthese last words he has them very much in mind, as well as
his lockir:g forward ;o the distant glory Cod is going to b_7!nq in.
We find n vv.22 on the permanence of the blessings he will have
on P00P10.

s ti. c: haaies a:e h: ncw earth, welch I will cake
shall remain before me, saiththe Lord, so shall your seed and your
name remain. And it shall come to pass, that from one new moon to
another, and from obe sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to
orahip before me, saith the Lord. Here is a marvellous picture of
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the permanence of God's blessings on h is people, His blessings
on Israel and His blessings on all who are saved through the
proMiSiOfl lie gives.

Just as the new heavens and new earth will remain before 1im
so will your seed and your name rer,'air. roderic the Great of
Prussia was one of perhaps the yrcatst doers in the 'orld's
history -iie took a little region which was zjuite weak arid
built it up into a strong force, and ho did it with his brilliance
and his ruthlessness. He was a great admireror of Voltair the
French athiest. he invited Voltaire to his court and he spent
some ti e with him in his court. Frederick liked to think he could
write Fr. peotry, and Voltaire flattered him by saying his poetry
was worth something, but it probably wasn't worth much. I'reciic
wouldn't even bother to spea,k German except to his underlings,
he thought Fr. much spuerior. ventually he arid Voltaire got into
a big figrit and Voltaire left him. But Frederick was ruliiij in a
land where the teachinqs of Luther ware. wideppread and the church
was supported by the State, and where tnere wore many faithful
pastors. Frederick had a Chaplain in his palace arid he had the
forms of reliqion and doubtless many of the people in his court
were truly Christians. But cie scoffered at it and ridiculed It.
One day he turned to his Chaolain and said, Give me in one word
some proof that Christianity is true. And the Chaplain replied,
The Jews. An] for nivinc in one word proof of Christianity that
was marvellous quick thinkinq. Because all the oreat nations of
antiquity have dlsaopeared. iqypt was overrun by the Arbs. The
present day gyptians are Arabs. Mesopetamia has IJeCOt- very
minor in any power for the last centuries. Iceme is irgely a pile
of ruins. Greece has some beautiful ruins but is:ot much e
power. Those lands were overrun by what they considered barbarians
continc from the north, and nvorrunning then, taking control ana
mixino them ith their eople.

Only the Jew has preserved an identity throgjh all these
years, and Sod has kept them as an identi5y that has been
served,scattered throughout the world, persecuted, nistreatoc
but 3cdhas enabled them to preserve their existence and identity
all this time. It is a wonderful proof the Bible is true. It
predicts exactly what wouldhappen, that their seed would remain
before him forever, but that for rcbeIlin ar sobediecce they
would suffer persecution a;-.u misery. In this passage about the
indistructible glory we aluc have intersperced little re-erences
to God's vengeance upon His enemies, to his punishment of those
who do not accept his salvation.

So we notice in v. l4hher4 you see tnis, your heart shall rejoice,
and your bones shall flourish like an rierb, and the hand of the ord
shall be known toward iis servants, and his indignation ioward
his enemies. Then it continues through v. 17, 'or beholzi the Lord
will come with fire . . . to render his anger with fury . . . for
y fire and by his sword will the Lord plead with all flesh; and
the slain of the Lord she.--l be many. Cnrist said, I come not to
bring peace but a sword. 4e are not going to get any millennium
by human effort, by wonderful plans with the UN, or overnruer.ts
taking eare of everyone from birth to death, or by even the preach
ing of the gospel. It is going to result in calling out a people
for His name, in leading many individuals to salvation. But God
has never promised that by any nuen means the vicotry will be
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won, but by His coming in supreme power. So dre find that even with
the great blessings, the great glory of these passages, we find
at the end (v.24) that very strange verse:

And they shall go forth, and look uponthe carcases of
the men that have transgressed against me: for their worm shall not
die, neither shall their fire be quench d; and they shall be an
abhorring unto all flesh.

With all his wonderful promises and pictures of glory, evil
sttll remains a fact; In the universe, a fact that (od must deal
with. He does not want us to get so wrapped up k n thoughtsof
blessing that he's bringing, in thoughts of the glory, that we
overlook the fact of wickedness, and sin in the world.

(Question:iiow much of this last section can you say definitelyy
refers to the eternal state, or can you 7) Well, personally
I'm very skeptical about the whole phrase "eternaJ state". I think
that is a statement which began from a philosophical concept of
God being eternal in the rs that he has no past, no future,
everything is just a static present. That's jutt a philosopical
attitude which I don't think has any basis either in Greece or
in the Bible. The millennium will endure for 1000 and then Satan
will be loosed for a little season. Now, what happens after that?
Does the ndition continue much as it did before? on this earth?
Do the righteous continue to live here? Does God move us to another
place? Do we go to another galaxy? I don't think we knows But I
don't think we have any reason to say that time has stopped. There
is a verse in Revelation where it says, Time will be no more. It
means there will be no more time before these things happen, It
does not mean that time won't exist.

So I'm very skeptical of that phrase "eternal state' altogether.
That doeˆs not mean I dogmaticallysay there isn't such a thing.
I just say I don't see any proof of such a thing. So as Isaiah looks
forward he saw these things, and what we can definitely tie up like
"He will call His servants by another Name", and there will be a
time of wonderful blessing on this earth, and yet there wil.l still
be a crtain amount of sin. These things we have predicted.
But the exact fitting of them together, I . . . think it's a human
tendency to try ¬ explain everything. That's why we have these
systems all worked out, with every little detail. Then you get
another system over here with every detail, and each of them may
be 60% right, and may agree 40% but theyy make guesses. To my mind
the thing we must do is to take what is clear in Scripture and say
this is true, we know we can stand on it, and there are other things
in Scripture that when the times comes we will understand. We can
try to understand now, but until you have the whole situation .

Suppose a man had said 100 yrs. ago, that a man would have
breakfast in London, lunch in NY and supper in San Francisco.
People would have said, What a silly nonsense. It takes two
months to cross the ocean in a fast boat. And to go clear across
this continent and do all that in one day, how utterly ridiculous.
Today it is commonplace. The Lord looks forward, and gives us
glimpses of many things of which there will be factors of which
we don't have any data to understand now.

(Question: Do you recall from v. 22 whether kkxpthe phrase
"which I make" is also a participle). I'd have to look it up,
(It is a participle) Yes, "which I am making"
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But a participle can he past, present, or future. So you
cannot tell simply from a part.cple what the tine is. It may
rean "which I will he making" in the futurr. But it does not
sound like an instnataneous act; it sounds more like a thing
that coritinu's over a space of time. But whether it is a1redy
in process, or in process of k.nc place later on :e do not
know.




(Covnent brif1.y on the exam). I will plan questions I
t iink youshould be able to answor in about an hour. But I 'ill
permit anyone to take an hour arid a half if they desir? to.
I don' want you to rush.
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